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ABSTRACT
THE ROLE OF VERB-SPECIFIC LEXICAL INFORMATION
IN SYNTACTIC AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION
SEPTEMBER 1995
SHELIA M KENNISON, A B., HARVARD AND RADCLIFFE COLLEGES
M S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Charles Clifton, Jr.
Four experiments investigated how verb-specific lexical information is used in
resolving the noun phrase complement/tensed sentence complement ambiguity,
extending prior research (Ferreira & Henderson, 1990, Holmes, Stowe, & Cupples,
1989; Trueswell, Tannenhaus, & Kello, 1993). Predictions from the Constraint
Satisfaction Approach (MacDonald, 1994, MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg,
1994a; 1994b; Tannenhaus & Trueswell, 1994, Trueswell, Tannenhaus, & Kello,
1993) and the Lexical Filtering Proposal (Clifton, Speer, & Abney, 1991; Ferreira
& Henderson, 1990; 1991, Frazier, 1987; Frazier & Clifton, 1989) were contrasted
The former approach assumes that lexical information is used to guide the analysis
of syntactically ambiguous phrases, predicting that comparable effects of verb
bias should be observed for ambiguous versus unambiguous tensed sentence
complements as for sentences containing temporarily ambiguous noun phrase
complements and for sentences containing unambiguous tensed sentence
vi
complements. The latter proposal, an extension of the Garden Path Model (Frazier,
1978; Frazier & Fodor, 1978; Frazier, & Rayner, 1982), assumes that lexical
information may be used when it becomes available, however, the analysis of
syntactically ambiguous phrases is not delayed until lexical information
becomes available, but instead is made in accordance with the syntactic parsing
principles Minimal Attachment and Late Closure Therefore, larger effects of
verb bias are predicted for ambiguous versus unambiguous tensed sentence
complements than for sentences containing temporarily ambiguous noun phrase
complements or for sentences containing unambiguous tensed sentence
complements. In Experiments 1-3, two self-paced reading methods (phrase by
phrase and word by word presentation) and eye tracking were used to compare
reading time on sentences containing ambiguous and unambiguous tensed sentence
complements, containing either short or long ambiguous noun phrases, preceded by
either NP-biased verbs, i.e., verbs generally occurring most frequently with
noun phrase complements, or S-biased verbs, i.e., verbs generally occurring most
frequently with tensed sentence complements. In Experiment 4, eye tracking was
used to compare reading time on sentences containing temporarily ambiguous
tensed sentence complements, temporarily ambiguous noun phrase complements,
and unambiguous tensed sentence complements, containing either short or long
ambiguous noun phrases, preceded by either NP-biased or S-biased verbs. Results
from these four experiments are most compatible with the Lexical Filtering
Proposal. Implications for models of human sentence processing are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The ability to produce and to comprehend language is one of the most remarkable
of all human behaviors. Language researchers still strive to understand how the
knowledge of language is organized by the brain and how language is processed during
language production and language comprehension. This dissertation focused on a very
narrow aspect of the latter issue, specifically addressing how syntactically ambiguous
phrases are resolved in visually presented sentences.
A syntactic ambiguity occurs when a phrase has multiple interpretations given a
sentence context. There are many different sentence structures in which syntactic
ambiguity can occur. One example is the Noun Phrase Complement/Tensed Sentence
Complement Ambiguity (hereafter NP comp/tensed S comp ambiguity). The sentence
fragment in (la) can be continued such that the noun phrase "the guests" is consistent with
it being the direct object or NP comp of the verb 'expected' (see lb) or consistent with it
being the subject NP for a tensed S comp modifying the verb ‘expected’ (see lc).
(1) a. Mary expected the guests ...
b. Mary expected the guests at noon,
c Mary expected the guests had arrived.
During the resolution of syntactic ambiguity, the comprehender may attend to
many types of information. Information about the specific syntactic structures that can
cooccur with words can be an important type of information. \ erbs, for example, can be
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used with a finite set of syntactic structures Stated in more precise syntactic terms, verbs
occur with specific syntactic categories serving as their sisters Chomsky (1965) referred
to these as subcategorization frames'. The example in (2) displays three possible
subcategorizations for the verb ‘expect’. In languages, such as English, where the verb
(2) NP Comp
John expected the news
Tensed S comp
John expected that the guests would arrive early.
Tenseless S Comp
John expected the guests to arrive early.
precedes its complements, information about the subcategorization possibilities of a verb
can potentially disambiguate a following syntactic ambiguity. Consider again the NP
comp/tensed S comp ambiguity. In (3a), when the verb 'hope' is followed by a noun
phrase, it has only one possible continuation, i.e., the tensed S comp continuation as in
(3d). Both the NP comp and tenseless S comp continuations are ungrammatical (see 3b
and 3c, respectively). If comprehenders can use information about verb subcategorization
possibilities, some syntactic ambiguities could be resolved quickly.
(3) a The couple hoped the test...
b. *The couple hoped the test at noon
c. *The couple hoped the test to be easy.
d. The couple hoped the test would be easy
However, for the last two decades, researchers have disagreed about how verb
subcategorization or "lexical" information can be used in resolving syntactic ambiguity.
'It is also possible to specify the semantic categories that occur with verbs. Readers are
referred to Grimshaw (1991).
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Some researchers have argued that lexical information can be used immediately to analyze
following words (Boland & Tannenhaus, 1991; Holmes, Stowe, & Cupples, 1989,
MacDonald, 1994; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994a, 1994b, Tannenhaus &
Carlson, 1989; Tannenhaus & Trueswell, 1994, Trueswell, Tannenhaus, & Kello, 1993,
Tyler, 1989,). These proposals are referred to as "Lexical Guidance” proposals An
alternate view assumes that language processing is carried out by a small set of specialized
modules that operate autonomously (Fodor, 1983, Forster, 1979, Frazier, 1989, Frazier,
1990). These "Modular" approaches generally assume some hierarchy of information
usage in the resolution of syntactic ambiguity. One particular proposal, referred to as the
"Lexical Filtering" proposal, permits the use of lexical information to be delayed, until a
syntactic analysis of the input is made. This dissertation contrasted the Lexical Guidance
and the Lexical Filtering approaches to syntactic ambiguity resolution, specifically
addressing the resolution of the NP comp/tensed S comp ambiguity. The remainder of this
chapter first presents a detailed description of the most promising theoretical proposal
from the lexical guidance perspective, i.e., the Constraint Satisfaction Approach, and also
presents, in more detail, the Lexical Filtering Proposal. The second section contains a
review of the relevant empirical literature. The final section outlines the motivations and
the goals of the dissertation
Lexical Guidance Approaches to Syntactic Ambiguity Resolution
The claim that lexical information can be used immediately to guide the analysis of
subsequent words and phrases has been popular since the early 1980s (Clifton, Frazier, &
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Connine, 1984; Ford, Bresnan, & Kaplan, 1982, Holmes, 1984, Mitchell, 1987, Mitchell,
1989, Mitchell & Holmes, 1985). In the last fifteen years, the idea has gained a great deal
of attention. One can see the basic idea at the heart of two otherwise different types of
proposals: the Constraint Satisfaction Approach proposed by Tannenhaus, MacDonald,
and colleagues (MacDonald, 1994; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994a,
1994b; Tannenhaus & Trueswell, 1994; Trueswell, Tannenhaus, & Kello, 1993), and the
“Licensing” approaches to grammar and sentence processing (Abney, 1987, 1989,
Pritchett, 1991; 1992; Weinberg, 1993). As proponents of the later proposal have
provided very little empirical data to support their claims, the dissertation focuses on the
former proposal as the most promising theory in the category.
Constraint Satisfaction has received a great deal of attention because it appears to
be compatible with the assumption that the human brain is a massive parallel processing
system that may someday be explained using connectionist models. Connectionist models
generally are network models, composed of nodes and connections in which memory
representations are activated in a distributed fashion (MacDonald, Pearlmutter, &
Seidenberg, 1994a; 1994b, Kawamoto, 1993). Constraint Satisfaction researchers assume
that the most basic building block of language processing is the lexical content of words.
This lexical content is stored in memory and is derived from previous experience with
language. During language processing, distributed memory representations become
activated, providing important hierarchical information, generally thought of as the
syntactic relationships among words in a sentence.
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From the growing Constraint Satisfaction literature, MacDonald’s (1994) Partial
Activation Hypothesis (PAH) is the most explicit claim about how verb-specific lexical
information can be used to resolve syntactic ambiguity. PAH claims that when readers
process a word for which there are multiple subcategorization possibilities, the
subcategorization possibilities are activated in parallel according to their frequency of
usage These subcategorizations become candidate analyses for the sentence and are used
to evaluate following words. The reader may resolve a following ambiguity by attending
to "cues" in the prior and subsequent sentence context, ultimately settling on the
appropriate analysis One example of a "cue" would be the relative plausibility of a subject
noun phrase as the agent of a verbal action One criticism of the theory and similar
theories (e g., the Competition Model, MacWhinney & Bates, 1989) is that there is no
principled restriction on what can serve as a cue (Gibson, 1991) By focusing on the role
of verb-specific information in the resolution of syntactic ambiguity, this dissertation tests
the most clearly stated and most central claim of the theory.
The Lexical Filtering Approach to Syntactic Ambiuuitv Resolution
The idea that lexical information need not play a central role in the resolution ot
syntactic ambiguity grew out ol an approach to language and language piocessing that
emphasized the importance of syntactic information Chomsky's book Syntactic
Structures (1957) established a compelling account of word order phenomena in English.
The book inspired many theoretical linguists to research the "syntax" ol languages
and
compare syntactic rules across languages. It also led to other
researchers to investigate
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how syntactic ambiguity in sentences is resolved. Kimball (1973, 1975) proposed that
syntactic ambiguity may be resolved through the application of rules.
This notion of processing or parsing” rules was also a central component in the
proposal made by Frazier in her dissertation (1978) and later in Frazier and Fodor (1978)
She claimed that when readers encounter a syntactic ambiguity, a single analysis of the
sentence is pursued. The sentence parser constructs the least complex analysis, following
the parsing principles Minimal Attachment and Late Closure. These are defined in (4).
(4) Minimal Attachment
Attach incoming material into the phrase marker being constructed using the
fewest nodes consistent with the well-formedness rules of the language.
Late Closure
When possible, attach incoming material into the clause or phrase currently being
parsed.
Minimal Attachment assumes that the syntactically least complex analysis is selected. Late
Closure assumes that when possible, the word will be associated with the most recent part
of the sentence. This selection minimizes the burden on working memory capacity.
The proposal came to be known as the Garden Path Model of sentence processing.
It received a great deal of attention because of its conservative account of syntactic
ambiguity resolution. The model is frequently interpreted as suggesting that word-specific
“lexical” information cannot be used in forming the initial analysis of a sentence. More
accurately, the model did not address how this type of information could be used during
sentence processing
More recently, advocates of the Garden Path model have demonstrated that verb-
specific lexical information can influence how sentences are processed. Some researchers
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have claimed that it is used relatively late in processing, presumably after the sentence
processor discovers that an initial structure-based analysis is in error as a guide in selecting
an alternative analysis (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986, Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier, 1983) In
some cases, verb-specific lexical information was shown to be used before the sentence
parser encountered a syntactically disambiguating word (Adams, Clifton, & Mitchell,
1994; Clifton, 1993). These types of results led to the Lexical Filtering Proposal (see also
Clifton, Speer, & Abney, 1991, Ferreira & Henderson, 1990, 1991; Frazier, 1987, Frazier
& Clifton, 1989), which suggests that verb-specific lexical information may be used during
sentence processing as a “filter” to inform the sentence processor that the initial structure-
based analysis is likely to be incorrect. An implicit assumption of the proposal is that
verb-specific lexical information may be used when it becomes available. The
determinants of the “arrival time” of lexical information would presumably include those
factors which cause a word to be difficult to process, e g. degradation of the stimuli,
length of the stimuli, general frequency of occurrence of the word, etc.
Empirical Evidence
The NP comp/tensed S comp ambiguity is one of the most well researched
syntactic ambiguities. Frazier (1978) using an end of sentence grammaticality tast and
Frazier and Rayner (1982) using eye tracking tested sentences similar to those in (5).
Minimal Attachment predicted that the NP comp would be initially selected by the
sentence processor. This is because the NP comp is syntactically less complex than the
tensed S comp and is therefore predicted by Minimal Attachment to be the
preferred
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(5) NP Comp
a I wonder if Tom heard the latest gossip about the new neighbors
Tensed S Comp
b. Tom heard the latest gossip about the new neighbors was false
analysis. The results supported the predictions of Minimal Attachment, showing that
readers spent more time per character on the verb region of the complement clause “was
false in the tensed S comp conditions (5b) than on earlier regions of the sentence and
made more regressive eye movements in the tensed S comp condition (5b) than in NP
comp condition (5a).
Holmes, Kennedy, and Murray (1987) noted that Minimal Attachment made
predictions that were not tested by Frazier and Rayner (1982). Consider the examples
in (6). Minimal Attachment predicted longer reading time on the phrase “was wrong”
when the complementizer ‘that’ is absent (see 6b) than when the complementizer is
present (see 6a). Using self-paced word-by-word reading to measure reading time on
sentences like those in (6), Holmes et al. (1987) showed that there was no difference in the
processing difficulty of the two sentences. They concluded that readers delayed analysis
of the ambiguous region until they could be reasonably certain of the analysis.
(6) a. Karen knew that the schedule was wrong.
b. Karen knew the schedule was wrong.
Using eye tracking, Rayner and Frazier (1987) tested sentences similar to those in
(6). The results showed that readers took longer to read the complement verb ‘was
wrong’ in the ambiguous tensed S comps as in (6b) than in unambiguous tensed S comps
as in (6a). Rayner and Frazier (1987) attributed Holmes et al.'s (1987) null result to the
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self-paced reading methodology, noting that self-paced techniques may allow subjects to
engage in button-pressing strategies that lead to the decoupling of reading and button-
pressing (see also Just, Carpenter, & Woolley, 1982). Furthermore, Holmes et al (1987)
used a cumulative display technique in which text, once viewed, remained on the screen
until the end of the trial This technique permits readers to look back to previously
processed words, causing the reading time measured on a given button press not to be
clearly linked with the processing of the newly presented target word (see also Kennedy &
Murray, 1984).
Holmes, Stowe, and Cupples (1989) suggested that the effect of Minimal
Attachment could be overridden by strong biasing information from the sentence context,
such as information about the frequencies of a verb's subcategorization possibilities and
information about the plausibility of sentence analyses. Regarding the former type of
information, they reasoned that when a verb preferred the syntactically more complex
analysis or “nonminimally attached” analysis, readers avoided positing the ultimately
erroneous “minimally attached” analysis. Verbs generally occuring most frequently with
NP comps (NP-biased verbs) and other verbs occurring most frequently with tensed S
comps (S-biased verbs) were used as the matrix verbs in sentences containing ambiguous
and unambiguous tensed S comps (see 7). The authors reasoned that if verb-specific
lexical information can be used to guide the analysis of a syntactically ambiguous phrase,
then readers should analyze ambiguous noun phrases that follow NP-biased verbs as NP
comps and ambiguous noun phrases that follow S-biased verbs as the subjects of tensed S
comps. Consequently, when the ambiguous tensed S comp condition contains a
9
(7) NP-Biased Verh
a. The reporter saw (that) her friend was not succeeding.
S-Biased Verh
b The defense argued (that) the point was quite detrimental to their case
NP-biased verb, readers should show longer reading time on the disambiguating verb (i.e
was not succeeding") than on the disambiguating verb in the unambiguous or “that”
tensed S comp. This effect of complementizer presence would occur because the initial
analysis of the ambiguous noun phrase would have to be abandoned when the
disambiguating verb region indicated a tensed S comp. When the sentence contained an
S-Biased verb, there would be no effect of complementizer presence because the initial
analysis of the ambiguous phrase is supported at the disambiguating verb. A second
factor in these experiments was the plausibility of the ambiguous noun phrases as NP
complements. The authors expected the effect of complementizer presence to be
overridden for those sentences containing ambiguous noun phrases that were implausible
as NP complements.
Holmes et al. (1989) used three different self-paced reading techniques. One
required readers to make a grammaticality judgment at each word, and two required
readers to press a key when they finished reading each word. In the grammaticality
judgment experiment and in one of the reading experiments, words were presented on the
computer screen in a cumulative fashion, i.e., once a word was presented and read, it
remained on the screen until the end of the trial. In the other reading experiment, words
were presented in a noncumulative fashion, i.e. once a word was presented and read, it did
not remain on the computer screen. An examination of Holmes et al ’s (1989) data shows
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clearer effects of verb type and plausibility with the reading method using a cumulative
display technique.
Ferreira and Henderson (1990) followed up the Holmes et al (1989) research,
noting that prior research supporting the claims of Minimal Attachment were found with
eye tracking (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986, Frazier & Rayner, 1982, Rayner et al
,
1983,
Rayner & Frazier, 1987) and with self-paced reading using a noncumulative display
procedure (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986). Research contradicting Minimal Attachment had
been found using self-paced reading with a cumulative display (Altmann & Steedman,
1988, Holmes, 1987). Addressing the role that methodology played in the results of
Holmes et al. (1989), Ferreira and Henderson (1990) tested similar items, using word-by-
word self-paced reading with a cumulative display, word-by-word self-paced reading with
a non-cumulative display, and eye tracking. Their results showed that with self-paced
word-by-word reading using a noncumulative display and with eye tracking, ambiguous
noun phrases were initially analyzed as NP comps as predicted by Minimal Attachment.
Results from self-paced word-by-word reading with a cumulative display showed stronger
effects of verb bias. Ferreira and Henderson (1990) concluded that self-paced reading
with a cumulative display may allow readers to engage in button-pressing strategies such
that the reading time measured for a particular word does not reflect the processing
difficulty associated with that word Consequently, results gained using these methods
should not be considered as strong evidence against Minimal Attachment
The most recent installment in this ongoing debate was provided by Trueswell et
al. (1993). They suggested that there were three serious flaws in Ferreira and
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Henderson’s (1990) materials and procedure. Foremost, Ferreira and Henderson's (1990)
verbs were on average only weakly biased: their NP-biased verbs occurred on average
only 58 percent of the time with NP comps and 23 percent with tensed S comps, and their
S-biased verbs occurred on average only 43 percent of the time with tensed S comps and
15 percent with NP comps. The second and third issues raise the possibility that readers
were not strongly disrupted by the absence of the complementizer in sentences containing
NP-biased verbs, explaining why there was little effect of verb type observed in the
experiment. The first of these relates to the nature of the ambiguous noun phrases. They
were generally short proper names that could not be plausible NP comps for NP-Biased
verbs (e g ,’’Sue wrote Iowa elected better people”). The second related to the large
number of tensed S comp sentences that occurred in the experiment, i.e., 80 out of a total
of 152. Repeating a syntactic structure frequently during an experiment may allow readers
to anticipate that structure, causing a reduction in difficulty (Mehler & Carey, 1967).
Trueswell et al. (1993) tested an improved set of experimental items, using three
experimental methodologies: cross modal naming, self-paced word-by-word reading with
a non cumulative display, and eye tracking. The reading time results showed that readers
took longer to read the disambiguating verb region of ambiguous tensed S comps when
the matrix verb had been NP-biased than they took to read the same region of
unambiguous tensed S comps. There was no such effect of complementizer presence for
sentences containing S-biased verbs. These results supported the claim that verb-specific
lexical information guided the initial analysis of the ambiguous noun phrase.
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Trueswell et al. (1993) also observed that reading time on ambiguous noun phrases
was increased for ambiguous versus unambiguous tensed S comps in S-biased verb
conditions. For NP-biased verb conditions, there was no increase in ambiguous conditions
at the ambiguous noun phrase. They claimed that this increase in reading time related to
the difficulty readers had in constructing tensed S comps without overt complementizers
This difficulty was predicted by the frequency with which S-biased verbs occur with an
overt complementizer in tensed S complements constructions This frequency information
was referred to as “that”preference. Trueswell et al. (1993) showed that as “that”-
preference increased, the difficulty that readers had in constructing ambiguous tensed S
comps also increased. There were significant correlations between “that”-preference and
the difference in naming or reading time between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S
complement conditions at the ambiguous noun phrase region and the disambiguating verb
region. Trueswell et al. (1993) concluded that their results supported the Constraint
Satisfaction Approach to sentence processing. During sentence analysis, the most
frequent subcategorization of the verb determines the analysis of the syntactically
ambiguous post-verbal noun phrase When the most frequenct subcategorization is a
tensed S comp, the ‘that’ preference of the verb determines the processing difficulty of
constructing the tensed S comp.
However, the results of Trueswell et al. (1993) can also be explained from the
perspective of the Lexical Filtering Approach. The effect of verb type on the reading time
differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions could have
resulted because of the early use of verb-specific information. The effect of
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complementizer presence on the ambiguous noun phrase for sentences containing S-biased
verbs, instead of being the result of an effect of 'that 1 preference, could have occurred
because readers were using verb-specific lexical information at that point to abandon the
initial structure-based analysis. One of the aims of this dissertation was to determine
which explanation is accurate.
Motivations and Goals of the Dissertation
This dissertation aimed to replicate and to extend the prior research into the role of
verb-specific lexical information in the resolution of the NP comp/tensed S comp
ambiguity, contrasting the predictions of the Constraint Satisfaction Approach to sentence
processing and the Lexical Filtering Proposal. Four experiments were conducted
Experiments 1 - 3 were replications of Trueswell et al.’s (1993) Experiments 2 and 3.
Experiments 1 - 3 used two self-paced reading methods and eye tracking to measure
reading time on a single set of materials. Both self-paced methods used a noncumulative
display technique. One self-paced method presented sentences a phrase at a time, and the
other method presented sentences a word at a time. The materials contained ambiguous
and unambiguous tensed S comp continuations, preceded by NP-biased ot S-biased verbs.
In Experiment 4, the experimental design was extended to include NP comp continuations
as well as ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp continuations. Each experiment
also investigated the role that lengthening the ambiguous noun phrase had on processing
differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps. The motivations for
each of these design choices are discussed in five sections: replicating effects of 'that'
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preference, the length of the ambiguous region, NP complement continuations, measuring
reading time, and assessing subcategorization frequency The sixth section explains how
verb subcategorization frequencies were calculated The last section previews the
organization of the dissertation.
Replicating Effects of 'That' Preference
Trueswell et al. (1993) observed significant correlations between 'that' preference
and the reading time differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps at
the ambiguous noun phrase region in sentences containing S-biased verbs. These
correlations allowed Trueswell et al. (1993) to argue that the difficulty associated with
ambiguous versus unambiguous tensed S complements for S-biased verbs observed on the
ambiguous noun phrase region was not due to quick reanlaysis, as may be suggested by
the advocates of the Lexical Filtering Proposal, but was instead due to the use of verb-
specific lexical information. Without these correlations, there is no easy way within the
Constraint Satisfaction Approach to explain the difficulty readers experience on
ambiguous noun phrases following S-biased verbs.
There are three reasons to suspect that these correlations are less persuasive than
they appear to be. The first and most likely possibility is that regression method used by
Trueswell et al. (1993) was not the most appropriate method for a repeated measures
design. Trueswell et al. (1993) regressed differences in mean reading time per item
averaged across subjects with 'that' preference. Lorch and Myers (1990) suggested that
this regression method is susceptible to a Type 1 error, i.e. rejecting the null hypothesis
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when the null hypothesis is correct, if there is sufficient variability across subjects, an event
that is quite likely in sentence processing experiments involving misanalyses or "garden
paths". Lorch and Myers (1990) recommended a different method for regression in a
repeated measures design. This method involves computing regression equations for each
subject and later testing the mean slopes of the regression equations.
The second possibility relates to the fact that ‘that’ preference is significantly
correlated with the printed frequency of the verb2
. High frequency verbs occur more often
without an overt complementizer in tensed S comps than low frequency verbs. It is
possible that the correlations observed by Trueswell et al. (1993) involving ‘that’
preference were actually caused by the printed frequency of the matrix verb. Verb
frequency may influence the likelihood that verb-specific lexical information is used to
filter the initial structure-based analysis. Lexical information from high frequency verbs
may become available faster than that from low frequency verbs. This explanation is
compatible with the Lexical Filtering proposal and provides a theoretically more plausible
explanation for the processing difficulty of ambiguous versus unambiguous tensed S
comps preceded by S-biased verbs without appealing to 'that' preference, which appears to
be a rather arbitrary statistic, supposedly stored in memory by language users.
The third possibility relates to the number of verbs used by Trueswell et al. (1993).
The positive correlation between 'that' preference and reading time differences between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions may have resulted because of the
2This possibility was also suggested by Michael Tannenhaus in a personal communication
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small sample of verbs used Trueswell et al. (1993) used only ten NP-Biased and ten S-
biased verbs. A small sample size may result in a less-than-perfect correlation (Myers &
Well, 1991).
It is also important to point out that Trueswell et al. (1993) reported that the
correlations between the difference in reading time for ambiguous versus unambiguous
complements and the percent preference of each verb for NP complements and for tensed
S complements were not significant. Significant correlations would be expected if the
frequency of verb subcategorizations is related to how likely readers are to analyze the
ambiguous noun as either an NP comp or tensed S comp as is assumed by Constraint
Satisfaction or is related to how quickly readers are able to abandon an initial Minimally
Attached NP comp analysis as is assumed by the Lexical Filtering Proposal. In fact within
both frameworks, the effects of verb-specific lexical information are expected to occur in
an ordered fashion. From the Constraint Satisfaction perspective, a verb’s printed
frequency would determine how quickly lexical information becomes available and how
quickly an syntactic analysis is constructed. The subcategorization frequencies of a verb
may influence which subcategorization readers assume is correct, thereby influencing
when the preference for an overt complementizer in a tensed S comp construction will
influence processing. From the Lexical Filtering Proposal, a verb’s printed frequency
would determine how quickly lexical information becomes available and how quickly the
initial analysis can be evaluation. The subcategorization frequencies of a verb may
influence the outcome of this evaluation. When an NP comp analysis is favored, the initial
analysis is supported. When the tensed S comp analysis is favored, the initial analysis is
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not supported, and filtering may occur If and when this filtering occurs, it is possible that
readers’s sensitivity to a verb’s ‘that’ preference may be consulted to evaulate the ultimate
tensed S complement analysis. From each framework, the temporal ordering of effects is
(1) verb frequency, (2) subcategorization frequency, and (3) ‘that’ preference
In the present experiments, both the regression method used by Trueswell et al
(1993) and the method suggested by Lorch and Myers (1990) were used to investigate
how 'that' preference, the printed frequency of the matrix verb, and subcategorization
frequencies of the matrix verb influenced the difference in processing between sentences
containing ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps. In addition to testing the 20
items used by Trueswell et al. (1993), 20 new items were constructed, resulting in a
sample twice the size of Trueswell et al.’s (1993).
The Length of the Ambiguous Region
Experiments 1 - 3 also investigated how the length of the ambiguous noun phrase
influenced the processing difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp
continuations. The length of the syntactically ambiguous phrases has been investigated by
Frazier (1978), Frazier and Rayner (1982), Holmes et al. (1989), and Ferreira and
Henderson (1991b). Frazier (1978) and Frazier and Rayner (1982) showed that
lengthening the syntactically ambiguous phrase in sentences containing a Late Closure
ambiguity caused readers to spend a longer time reading subsequent disambiguating
material They suggested that errors in syntactic analysis are more costly to revise once
they have been processed at a semantic level.
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Holmes et al. (1989) investigated how lengthening the ambiguous phrase
influenced processing in the NP comp/tensed S comp ambiguity They suggested that the
lengthening the ambiguous region affected sentences containing NP-biased and S-biased
verbs differently. There were larger reading time differences between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comps when S-biased verbs were followed by long ambiguous
noun phrases than when S-biased verbs were followed by short ambiguous noun phrases
The length of the ambiguous noun phrase region did not significantly influence conditions
containing NP-biased verbs. Holmes et al. (1989) explained the results, suggesting that
readers may have abandoned their initial “lexically guided” analysis before the
disambiguating region.
Ferreira and Henderson (1991b) investigated how lengthening ambiguous regions
influenced processing in sentences containing Late Closure ambiguities. In contrast with
the results of Holmes et al (1989), longer ambiguous regions were generally associated
with increases in processing difficulty at following disambiguating regions Furthermore,
lengthening an ambiguous phrase by adding preceding information resulted in smaller
increases in processing at following disambiguating regions than did lengthening an
ambiguous phrase by adding following information. They concluded that as the distance
between the head of an ambiguous phrase and the disambiguating information increases,
processing difficulty, stemming from revising an initially erroneous analysis, can increase.
Frazier (1994) provided a possible account for this effect with the Semantic Cost
Principle. This principle claims that semantically interpreted processing decisions are more
costly to revise than uninterpreted ones. When ambiguous regions are long, readers may
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carry out more semantic processing on the initial analysis than when ambiguous regions
are short, resulting in greater processing costs if the initial analysis proves to be incorrect
For this dissertation, long and short ambiguous noun phrases were tested Long
regions were constructed by adding a following phrase. Predictions were generated on
one hand from the Lexical Filtering Proposal combined with the Semantic Cost principle
and on the other hand from the Constraint Satisfaction Approach These predictions are
discussed in Chapter 2.
NP Complement Continuations
Experiment 4 extends prior research by testing how verb-specific information
influences processing in NP comp continuations as well as ambiguous and unambiguous
tensed S comp continuations. Frazier (1978) and Frazier and Rayner (1982) tested NP
comp continuations, but did not address the role that verb-specific lexical information
plays in processing. NP comp continuations provide an important test of the two theories.
Constraint Satisfaction predicts that effects of verb-specific lexical information should be
observed in both NP comp and tensed S comp continuations. Lexical Filtering predicts
that larger verb bias effects should be observed in tensed S comps continuations than in
NP comp continuations. These predictions are described in detail in Chapter 5
Measuring Reading Time
Trueswell et al. (1993) measured reading time using self-paced word by word
reading with a noncumulative display and eye tracking Some researchers have suggested
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that the word by word self-paced reading method may lead to button-pressing strategies
(see also Mitchell, 1984). An alternate method is often used, in which sentences are
presented to the reader a phrase at a time. Experimenters may vary the lengths of phrases
across the experiment, as a way to prevent readers from engaging in button-pressing
strategies. In Experiments 1 - 3, a single set of experimental items was tested using both
self-paced methodologies and eye tracking.
Assessing Subcategorization Frequency
The prior research that I have cited relied on sentence formation questionnaires to
assess the frequency of verb subcategorizations. Researchers who have used sentence
formation questionnaires generally give people a list of verbs and instruct them to produce
a sentence using the verb. The resulting sentences are then coded by syntactic structure
The percentage of sentences occurring with each type of subcategorization frame are
calculated for each verb. Connine, Clifton, Ferreira, Jones, and Frazier (1984) represent
an important source of subcategorization frequencies. Text corpus counts are another
method for assessing verb subcategorization frequency. Researchers who used this
method generally search a text corpus for the occurrence of specific verbs. Using a
sample of sentences containing specific verbs, the percentage of sentences occurring with
each type of subcategorization are calculated (Gibson & Pearlmutter, 1994; Hindle &
Rooth, 1993; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994b). There were two important
reasons that the corpus count method was not utilized in this dissertation. Foremost, the
present research follows up on prior research which itself relied on frequencies from
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sentence formation questionnaires. Secondly, a corpus of reasonable size and of
reasonable quality was not available to me. Several text corpora are available Some
provide unstructured text from which searchers can be done Others provide "parsed" or
syntactically labeled text. The latter type of corpus permit a much more detailed search of
the text. This issue of assessing subcategorization frequency is a grave one, one that
provides an excellent area for future research (see also Merlo, 1993).
Organization of the Dissertation
Chapters 2-4 present Experiments 1-3. In Experiment 1, reading time was
measured using self-paced phrase by phrase reading. In Experiment 2, reading time was
measured using self-paced word by word reading. In Experiment 3, reading time was
measured using eye tracking. Chapter 5 presents Experiment 4. Chapter 6 provides a
general discussion of the results of the four experiments.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENT 1
Self-paced phrase by phrase reading with a noncumulative display procedure was
used to measure how long readers took to comprehend sentences with ambiguous tensed
S complements and unambiguous tensed S complements. The presence of the
complementizer was one of three factors varied in the experiment Verb type and noun
phrase length were also varied. Matrix verbs were either S-biased or NP-biased verbs
Ambiguous noun phrases were either “short”, composed of a determiner and a noun, or
“long”, composed of a determiner, a noun, and a following modifying phrase. Table 2.
1
displays a sample stimulus. Presentation boundaries are indicated by ‘|’ symbols
In regard to effect that verb bias was expected to have on reading time, the
Constraint Satisfaction Approach predicts a pattern of results similar to those observed by
Trueswell et al (1993), who observed an interaction of verb type and complementizer
presence at the disambiguating verb region (or the following region), characterized by a
significant positive difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps
preceded by NP-biased verbs, presumably because readers analyzed the ambiguous noun
phrase as a NP comp, an analysis that was not supported at the disambiguating verb region
and no significant difference for ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps preceded by
S-biased verbs, presumably because readers analyzed the ambiguous noun phrase as the
subject of a tensed S comp, an analysis that was supported by the disambiguating verb
region. At the ambiguous noun phrase region, the opposite pattern of results was
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Table 2.1
Sample Stimulus from Experiment 1
Short Ambiguous Noun Phrase
Tensed S complement Biased Verb
“insist”
The waiter
|
insisted
|
(that)
|
the reservation
|
was made
|
by a woman
Noun Phrase Complement Biased Verb “confirm”
The waiter
|
confirmed
|
(that)
|
the reservation
|
was made
|
by a woman
Long Ambiguous Noun Phrase
Tensed S complement Biased Verb “insist”
The waiter
|
insisted
|
(that)
|
the reservation
|
of the room
|
was made
|
by a woman
Noun Phrase Complement Biased Verb “confirm”
The waiter
|
confirmed
|
(that)
|
the reservation
|
of the room
|
was made
|
by a woman
observed. There was a significant positive difference between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comps preceded by S-biased verbs, presumably because readers
had more difficulty constructing a tensed S comp when the verb occurred frequently with
an overt complementizer. At the noun phrase region, there was no significant difference
between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps preceded by NP-biased verbs.
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Constraint Satisfaction also predicts that sentences containing unambiguous tensed
S complements would be more difficult to process when the matrix verb is NP-biased than
when it is S-biased. This difficulty is expected because when readers process the NP-
biased verb, the NP comp analysis is most highly activated. At the determiner+noun
region (and perhaps at the complementizer region), readers then encounter evidence for
the tensed S comp analysis. This may lead to a deactivation of the NP comp analysis and
activation of the tensed S comp analysis or may lead to competition between the two
candidate analyses. Each possibility would result in increased processing complexity
When readers process an S-biased verb, the tensed S comp analysis is most highly
activated and is supported by the following sentence context. Furthermore, it is also
possible there would be increased processing difficulty for unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions containing NP-biased verbs because the word ‘that’ could be initially
misanalyzed. Readers may analyze the word ‘that’ following an NP-biased verb as
demonstrative pronoun or article (e g., “I saw that,” “I saw that sign”), an analysis that is
being consistent with an NP comp analysis, and they may analyze the word ‘that’
following an S-biased verb as a complementizer, an analysis that is consistent with an
tensed S comp analysis. If lexical information influences the analysis of the word ‘that’ in
this way, then in NP-biased verb conditions, reading time on the determiner+noun region
in unambiguous tensed S complements should be longer than for S-biased verbs
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conditions, because in the former case readers will realize that the initial NP comp analysis
of the word ‘that’ is incorrect. 1
.
Lexical Filtering Proposal predicts that the use of lexical information in the
resolution of syntactic ambiguity would be delayed, occurring after a minimally attached
analysis is made. Ambiguous noun phrases would be analyzed as NP comps regardless of
the bias of the preceding verb. When the preceding verb is NP-biased, this analysis is
maintained until the disambiguating verb region When the preceding verb is S-biased,
lexical information may lead to the filtering of the NP comp analysis before the
disambiguating verb region. Consequently, at the disambiguating verb region, the
difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps was expected to be
larger for NP-biased verbs and smaller than for S-biased verbs, resulting in a significant
interaction between the presence of the complementizer and verb type. This interaction
would be characterized by significant positive differences between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comps at the disambiguating verb region for NP-biased verbs, and
for S-biased verbs, by some indication of a significant difference between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comps at the ambiguous noun phrase or any following region
The Lexical Filtering Proposal does not predict that verb bias would have an
immediate effect on processing of unambiguous tensed S complements. Readers would
'Trueswell et al. (1993) did not address these Constraint Satisfaction predictions. It is
impossible to determine whether the data presented by Trueswell et al. supports this
prediction, however, the numeric differences between unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions containing NP-biased versus S-biased verbs are generally quite
small in the
word by word self-paced reading experiment and in first pass reading time in the
eye
tracking experiment, but were larger in total reading time in the eye
tracking experiment
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analyze each word following the verb as being consistent with the simplest syntactic
structure possible with the preceding phrase marker given the grammar of the language
Because the syntactic category of the word ‘that’ is inherently ambiguous, it is possible
that readers would delay analysis until a word is subsequently encountered whose
syntactic category is unambiguous as predicted by the Frazier and Rayner’s (1987) “Delay
Hypothesis” or that readers would analyze the word ‘that’ as being consistent with its
most frequent usage, i.e., the complementizer usage (as assessed by Francis & Kucera,
1982). Each of these possibilities assume that regardless of verb bias, readers would
construct the tensed S complement analysis at the complementizer region or at the
following determiner+noun region, resulting in no immediate effect of verb bias at these
sentence regions. However, because Lexical Filtering allows that verb-specific lexical
information may be used in the evaluation of an initial structure-based analysis, it is
possible that relatively late in processing (i.e. at the disambiguating verb region or the
following region), readers will become aware that NP-biased verbs occur infrequently with
tensed S comps, resulting in longer reading times in unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions containing NP-biased verbs than those containing S-biased verbs.
In regard to the effect that the length of the ambiguous noun phrase is predicted to
have on the processing differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps,
neither the Constraint Satisfaction Approach nor the Lexical Filtering proposal, as they
have been stated, make specific predictions. However, the theories each can be extended
in two possible directions, one conservative and one less conservative From the
Constraint Satisfaction perspective, the conservative possibility assumes that
the length of
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the ambiguous noun phrase would not influence the reading time difference between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps for either verb type The analysis of the
ambiguous noun phrase should be determined by the preference of the preceding verb
This analysis would be maintained throughout the length of the noun phrase For
sentences containing NP-biased verbs, the preferred analysis would be disconfirmed at the
disambiguating verb region, resulting in a processing difference between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comps. For sentences containing S-biased verbs, the preferred
analysis would be supported at the disambiguating verb region, resulting in no processing
difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps.
The less conservative possibility assumes a scenario where “the rich get richer”,
i.e., the longer that a reader maintains the most highly ranked analysis, the greater the
activation level of that analysis. Verb preference initially determines the analysis of the
ambiguous noun phrase and until disconfirming evidence is encountered, the activation of
the preferred analysis should increase. The lengthening of the noun phrase permits
activation to accrue longer. This should result in a larger penalty at the disambiguating
verb region for sentences containing long ambiguous noun phrases preceded by NP-biased
verbs than for sentences containing short ambiguous noun phrases preceded by NP-biased
verbs. The accrual of activation for sentences containing S-biased verbs should have little
effect on the difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps for long
and short ambiguous noun phrases at the disambiguating verb region, i.e., the effect of
complementizer presence should not be significant for sentences containing long or short
ambiguous noun phrases.
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From the Lexical Filtering perspective, the conservative possibility assumes that
noun phrase length is not expected to affect the difficulty between sentences containing
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps for either verb type. The ambiguous noun
phrase is expected to be initially analyzed and attached in accordance with Minimal
Attachment. This NP comp analysis would be maintained until the disambiguating verb
region of the tensed S comp is encountered or until lexical information is used to filter the
analysis. In either case, a reanalysis is required, resulting in the selection of the tensed S
comp analysis. Because lexical information could be used post-initially, reanalysis is
expected to be easier for S-biased verbs than NP-biased verbs.
The less conservative possibility incorporates Frazier's ( 1994) Semantic Cost
Principle, which assumes that analyses that are semantically interpreted are more difficult
to abandon than analyses that are not semantically interpreted. Consequently, the effect of
noun phrase length is expected to influence the difference between unambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comps differently for the two verb groups. For NP-biased verb
conditions, because sentences containing long ambiguous noun phrases may provide the
reader with more opportunity to semantically interpret the NP comp analysis than
sentences containing short noun phrases, readers may have find it harder to abandon NP
comp analysis (at the disambiguating verb) when ambiguous noun phrases had been long
than when they had been short. This would result in a larger effect of complementizer
presence at the disambiguating verb for long ambiguous noun phrase conditions than short
ambiguous noun phrase conditions. In contrast, for S-biased verbs, because sentences
containing long ambiguous noun phrases may provide the reader with more opportunity to
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use verb-specific lexical information to filter the NP comp analysis than sentences
containing short noun phrases, readers will realize more often that the NP comp analysis
was incorrect before the disambiguating verb is encountered, resulting in a smaller effect
of complementizer presence at the disambiguating verb for long ambiguous noun phrase
conditions than short ambiguous noun phrase conditions.
Method
Participants
Forty-eight undergraduates at the University of Massachusetts participated in the
experiment for course credit. All participants were fluent in American English and were
naive to the purpose of the experiment.
Normative Questionnaires
Two normative studies were with separate groups of undergraduates at the
University of Massachusetts2
. The first questionnaire included 96 target verbs in the past
tense form. These items were separated into two groups of 48 verbs. Each group was
mixed with the same 50 filler verbs. Five randomized lists of these 98 verbs were
constructed Each of these 10 lists was given to 10 participants. Participants were
instructed to read each verb and to provide a sensible sentence containing the verb. All
participants were fluent speakers of American English and received course credit for their
2
I would like to thank Sara C. Sereno and Charles Clifton for their assistance in
conducting the first questionnaire study in 1991.
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participation. A second normative study included forty target items presented in the past
tense form, randomized with 60 filler verbs also in the past tense form Fifty participants
were tested.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a well-lit, private cubicle. Each participant
began by reading a practice set of 10 sentences and then read the set of 140 sentences,
containing 40 experimental sentences and 100 filler sentences. Both the practice and the
experiment began by the computer screen displaying the message: "Pull Right Trigger to
begin." There were triggers for the left index finger and the right index finger. The
participant pulled the right trigger to begin each sentence and to advance the presentation
of the sentence. When the participant pulled the right trigger, a series of dashes were
presented on the computer screen. These dashes corresponded to where the letters of the
sentence would appear. When the participant pulled the right trigger, the first phrase of
the sentence replaced the corresponding dashes. As soon as the participant pulled the
right trigger again, the first phrase was replaced by dashes and the second phrase
appeared. When the participant pulled the right trigger again, the second phrase was
replaced with dashes and the third phrase appeared. The participant read on until the
entire sentence was read. Each participant was instructed to pull the right trigger only
when he or she had finished reading. Each participant was told that it is common to pull
the trigger before reading was complete and was urged to monitor his or her reading
during the experiment to ensure that this did not occur. Participants received simple
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true/false comprehension questions after 58 percent of the sentences Participants pulled
the right trigger to respond TRUE and pulled the left trigger for FALSE After an
incorrect response, the word ERROR appeared on the computer screen
Materials
Of the 40 experimental items, 20 were the same as those used by Trueswell et al
(1993), except in two respects. Foremost, Trueswell et al. tested, but later excluded one
item from their data set. The exclusion was due to a verb that did not conform to the S-
bias category. In the present experiment, the sentence frame for this item was used, but
the S-biased verb used by Trueswell et al. (1993) was replaced by a new S-biased verb
Secondly, modifying phrases were constructed for those conditions intended to contain
long ambiguous noun phrases. Prepositional phrases or short relative clauses were
constructed to modify the ambiguous noun phrase as unambiguously as possible. Twenty
additional experimental items were constructed in the same manner using 20 additional
verbs, 10 S-biased and 10 NP-biased. These verbs were selected from norms published by
Trueswell et al (1993) or from the two questionnaire studies that were conducted as part
of this research project. Table 2.2 presents a summary of mean verb statistics for the
verbs used in Experiments 1-3. Appendix A contains a complete list of verbs that were
used. Five statistics are listed for each verb: the percent preference for NP complements,
the percent preference for tensed S comps, the percent preference for other complement
types, the percent 'that' preference, and the printed frequency of each verb as assessed by
Francis and Kucera (1982). Appendix B contains a complete list of experimental items
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Table 2.2
Summary of Verb Statistics for Experiments 1 - 3
Trueswell, Tannenhaus, and Kello (1993) Materials
Verb Type %NP comp %S comp %that Printed Freq
NP-biased 77.90 7.00 .004 179.20
S-biased 3.89 69.78 58.440 77.89
New Materials
NP-biased 73.91 6.45 52.73 98.09
S-biased 22.00 55.18 66.09 77.45
Overall
NP-biased 75.91 6.73 26.37 138.65
S-biased 12.95 62.48 62.27 77.67
Note : %NP comp = percent preference for NP comp, %S comp = percent preference for
tensed S comp; %that = percent preference for overt complementizer in tensed S comps;
NP-biased = prefers NP comp, S-biased = prefers tensed S comp, Freq = frequency.
used in the experiment. One hundred filler items were constructed and used in the
experiment. Forty of these contained verbs that could occur with either a NP comp or a
tensed S comp. These items were continued such that post-verbal ambiguous noun
phrases served as NP complements. This was done to ensure that across the experiment,
there was an equal number ofNP comp/tensed S comp ambiguities continued as NP
comps as well as tensed S comps. The remaining 60 fillers varied in syntactic structure.
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Experimental Design
A repeated measures design was used. Each of the three factors had two levels
presence of complementizer (absent/present), type of matrix verb (S-biased/NP-biased),
and the length of ambiguous noun phrase (short/long).
Results
The data set was initially trimmed such that observations longer than 3 seconds or
shorter than 100 milliseconds were eliminated. These exclusions eliminated less than 2
percent of the entire data set. Figure 2. 1 displays differences between no-’that’ and ‘that’
conditions in deviation in milliseconds from the reading time expected on the basis of the
length of a region. The deviation measurement allows comparison across sentence
regions (see Clifton & Ferreira, 1987). Table 2.3 presents mean reading time in
milliseconds for seven presentation regions. As sentence regions for each item were
closely matched for length across the conditions, analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and,
when warranted, pairwise comparisons were conducted on raw reading times only. In
these analyses as well as all the analysis presented in this dissertation, subjects and items
were treated as random effects. The results are by sentence region, followed by a
discussion of the correlational results involving the four verb-specific statistics: ‘that’
preference, printed frequency of the matrix verb, percent preference of the matrix verb for
NP complements, and percent preference of the matrix verb for tensed S complements.
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Table 2.3
Mean Reading Time in Milliseconds by Presentation Region in Experiment 1
Region Noun Verb No-’ that’ lihall A M
“insisted/ Short S bias 615 610 +5 613
confirmed” NP bias 574 585 -11 580
Long S bias 624 604 +20 614
NP bias 588 554 +34 571
‘that’ Short S bias — 490 — —
NP bias — 490 —
Long S bias — 501 — —
NP bias — 477 — —
“the Short S bias 633 569 +64 601
reservation” NP bias 626 603 +23 615
Long S bias 674 584 +90 629
NP bias 639 568 +71 604
“of the room” Short S bias — — — —
NP bias — — — —
Long S bias 800 757 +33 773
NP bias 760 769 -9 765
“was made” Short S bias 600 553 +47 577
NP bias 683 584 +99 634
Long S bias 598 582 + 16 590
NP bias 678 589 +87 633
“by a Short S bias 744 735 +9 740
woman
” NP bias 777 783 -6 780
Long S bias 728 710 + 18 719
NP bias 775 784 -9 780
Reading Time on the Disambiguating Verb
There was evidence at the disambiguating verb region that verb-specific lexical
information was used by readers. Readers showed a smaller effect of complementizer
presence in conditions containing S-biased verbs than in those containing
NP-biased verbs.
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resulting in a significant interaction of complementizer presence and verb type,
E1(l,47)=9.90, M$c=9415, p < .003, E2(l,38)=7 13, MS.^10128, p < .02 However, the
presence of biasing verb information did not completely eliminate the processing difficulty
associated with ambiguous tensed S comps for sentences containing S-biased verbs
Ambiguous tensed S comp conditions generally took more time to read at the
disambiguating verb regions than unambiguous conditions, resulting in a main effect of
complementizer presence, F
1
(l,47)=31.33, MS
C
=12110. p < .001, F2(l,38)=13.06,
M&e=24740, p < .001 . The effect of complementizer presence was significant for both
verb types, however, only in the subjects analysis for S-biased verbs NP-biased verbs,
F
1
(l,47)=31.26, Sc=6788, p < .001, F2(l,38)=16.72, MS<=10479, p < .001 and S-biased
verbs, F
1
(l,47)=6.07, MS.^3975, p < .02, F2(l,38)=3.23, ^=6955, p < .09. Pairwise
comparisons revealed that the effect of complementizer presence was significant for three
of the four condition pairs: (1) S-biased verbs and short noun phrases, F 1(l,47)=6.63,
MS =7955. p < .02, F2(l,38)=5.18, MS =8295. p < .03; (2) S-biased verbs and long noun
phrases, Fs < 1; (3) NP-biased verbs and short noun phrases, Fj( 1,47)= 14. 70, M§e=16016,
p < .001, F2(l,38)=12.29, MS =15289. p < .002; and (4) NP-biased verbs and long noun
phrases, F,(l,47)=9.61, MS=19793. p < .004, F2(l,38)=10.38, 1^=15693, p < .003.
These results differ from the results of Trueswell et al. (1993), who found no
difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps for sentences containing
S-biased verbs. However, it is not the case that the twenty materials used by Trueswell et
al. (1993) and the nineteen newly constructed materials used in the present
experiment
were processed differently by readers. ANOVAs conducted using item type as an
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additional within-subjects variable revealed no significant interactions involving item type
Pairwise comparisons on ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions for
Trueswell et al's (1993) items and the newly constructed items showed that for the former
group of items, the effect of complementizer presence was significant for three of the four
condition pairs: (1) S-biased verbs and short noun phrases, F
1
(l,47)=6.18, Ms
c
= 19098
U < 02, F2(l,19)=4.20, MSe=12848, £ < 06, (2) S-biased verbs and long noun phrases,
Fs < 1; (3) NP-biased verbs and short noun phrases, F
1
(l,47)=10.57, MSe=36620,
£ < .002, F2(l,19)=7.89, M.S e- 15569, £ < .02; and (4) NP-biased verbs and long noun
phrases, F
1
(l,47)=9.79, MS.^36630, £ < .004, F2(l,19)=10.50, MS =15 125 £ < .005.
For the nineteen newly constructed items, the effect of complementizer presence was
significant only for conditions containing NP-biased verbs and short noun phrases,
F
1(l,47)=4.53, MSe=35569, £ < .04, F2(l,19)=4.37, MS =15660. £ < .06.
Contrary to the Constraint Satisfaction prediction, reading time for sentences
containing unambiguous tensed S comps was not significantly longer for NP-biased verb
conditions than S-biased verb conditions, F
1
(l,47)=2.14, MS
C
=4000. £ < .15,
F2(l,38)=3.04, MS c=2629. £ < .09. However, in ambiguous tensed S comp conditions,
the disambiguating verb phrase was also read more slowly when the matrix verb had been
an NP-biased verb than S-biased verb, F^ 1,47)= 19. 74, MS e=8021, £ < .001,
F2( 1 ,3 8)= 1 5 . 80, MS =8 1 16, £ < 001 Overall the main effect of verb type was significant,
F,(l,47)=16.45, MS =14087. £ < .001, F2(l,38)=17.63, MSe=l 1363, £ < .001.
When ambiguous noun phrases were long, there were smaller, not larger
differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions (Long NP 53
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ms vs Short NP: 73). However, the interaction of noun phrase length and complementizer
presence was not significant in the overall analysis, or when NP-biased and S-biased verbs
were examined separately, Fs < 1
Reading Time on the Post-Disambiguation Region
The only significant result involved verb type Contrary to the Constraint
Satisfaction prediction, reading time for sentences containing unambiguous tensed S
comps was not significantly longer for NP-biased verb conditions than S-biased verb
conditions, F,(l,47)=3.65, MS =21409. p < .07, F2(l,38)=2.77, MS -21495. p < .1
1
However, in ambiguous tensed S comp conditions, the post-disambiguating region was
read more slowly in NP-biased verb conditions than in S-biased verb conditions,
F,(l,47)=7.56, MS -23957, p < .009, E2(l,38)=10.69, M&-13235, p < .003. Overall the
main effect of verb type was significant, F,(l ,47)= 1 0. 52, M£c=23634, p < .003,
E2(l,38)=10.86, MS -17711. p < .003.
Reading Time on the Determiner+Noun
As observed by Trueswell et al. (1993), the difference between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp conditions at the determiner+noun region was larger for
sentences containing S-biased verbs than for those containing NP-biased verbs. However
the interaction of complementizer presence and verb type was not significant, Ei(l,47)-
2.33, MS -9389, p < .14, E2(l,38)=2.04, MS -7786, p < .17. The noun phrase region
was read more slowly when the complementizer was absent than when it was
present.
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F,(l,47)- 38.22, M5«=9686, p < .001, F2( 1,38)= 13. 55, MS.=23659, p < .001 When
conditions containing NP-biased and S-biased verbs were examined separately, there was
a significant effect of complementizer presence for both verb types: NP-biased verbs,
UhW)=n.60, MSc=7801, p < .001, F2(l,38)=5.56, MS«=17404, p < .03 and S-biased
verbs, Fj( 1,47)=25.37, M^-l 1274, p < .001, F2(l,38)=17.07, MS<=14040, p < .001
Pairwise comparisons revealed that the effect of complementizer presence was significant
for three of the four condition pairs: (1) NP-biased verbs and short NPs, F,( 1,47)= 1.34,
MS«=9105, p < .26, F2(l,38)=l .06, MSC=1 1335, p < .32; (2) NP-biased verbs and long
NPs, Fj( 1,47)=9.82, ^=12498, p < .004, F2(l,38)=7.42, MS.^14737, p < .01; (3) S-
biased verbs and short NPs, F
1
(l,47)=12.70, Ms
c
=7637. p < .001, F2(l,38)=8.20,
MSL.-9610, p < .007, and (4) S-biased verbs and long NPs, Ei( 1,47)= 18.71, MSC= 10576,
p< 001,F2(1,38)=12.84, MS =13190. p < .001
.
These results differ from those observed by Trueswell et al. (1993), who did not
observe a significant difference between ambiguous and unambiguous conditions in
sentences containing NP-biased verbs. When examined separately, the items used by
Trueswell et al. (1993) showed a significant effect ofcomplementizer presence for S-
biased verbs, F
1
(l,47)=13.98, MS=25649. p < .001, F2(l,38)=12.78,^=13651 , p <
.003, but not for NP-biased verbs, F 1(l,47)=2.29, MS e=23507, p < .14, F2 < 1, but the
newly constructed items showed an effect of complementizer presence for both verb
groups: S-biased, F
1
(l,47)=9. 19, MS e=T7721, p < .004, F2(l,38)=5.06, MSe=14717,
p < .04, and NP-biased verbs, F 1(l,47)=12. 18, MS.
= 18902, p < .002, F2(l,38)=7.66,
MS -15332. p< .02.
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The Constraint Satisfaction Approach predicted that reading time for sentences
containing unambiguous tensed S comps may be longer for NP-biased verb conditions
than S-biased verb conditions. An examination of unambiguous tensed S comps revealed
no significant effect of verb bias (NP-biased: 586 ms vs S-biased: 577 ms), Fs < 1
One result suggests that reading time was influenced by the self-paced reading
methodology in general An interaction involving noun phrase length and verb type
suggested that readers may have paid attention to the dashes following ambiguous noun
phrases, E 1(l,47)=5.84,MSe=6137,p< .02, E2(l,38)=3.99,MSc=7315,p< .06. As the
interaction was present in unambiguous conditions, F
1
(l,47)=6.37, MS
C
=4622. p < .02,
F2(l,38)=5.33, MS c=4376. p < .03, but not in ambiguous conditions, Fs < 1, readers
appeared to terminate presentation of the noun phrase faster in sentences containing S-
biased verbs and no following modifier phrase than in sentences containing S-biased verbs
and a following modifier phrase when the complementizer had been presented
Reading Time on the Modifier Phrase
There were no significant differences.
Reading Time on Matrix Verb
Reading time on S-biased verbs was longer than on NP-biased verbs (614 ms vs
575 ms), E,(l,47)=11.39, MS«=9913, p < .002, F2(l,38)=5.10, MS,=20939, p < .03. This
result may have occurred because S-biased verbs were on average lower in printed
frequency than NP-biased verbs (82 vs 140), as assessed by Francis and Kucera (1982).
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Reading Time on the Complementizer
Reading time on the complementizer was longer when the preceding verb was an
S-biased verb. The main effect of verb type was significant by subjects only, £,( 1
47)=7.51,MSe=8830,p< 009,F2(1,40)=2.99,MSc= 16244, p< .10. This difference
may be attributed to the increase in processing difficulty at the matrix verb due to the
lower printed frequency for S-biased verbs.
An alternative explanation is consistent with the lexical guidance assumption of the
Constraint Satisfaction Approach The difference may have resulted because readers may
have analyzed a ‘that’ following an S-biased verb as being consistent with a tensed S
complement analysis, and they may have analyzed a ‘that’ following an NP-biased verb as
being consistent with an NP complement analysis Because a tensed S comp is
syntactically more complex than a NP complement, the observed reading time difference
on ‘that’ may be attributed to the difference in processing difficulty stemming from the
difference in syntactic complexity between tensed S comp and NP comp conditions.
However, if this explanation were accurate, reading time on the determiner+noun in
unambiguous tensed S comp conditions should have then been longer for conditions
containing NP-biased verbs than S-biased verbs because at the determiner + noun, readers
would have determined that the ‘that’ following an NP-biased verb was a complementizer
rather than a demonstrative pronoun or article. Because a comparison of these two
conditions showed no significant difference between these two conditions (NP biased: 586
ms vs SC-biased: 577 ms), Fs < 1, this explanation can be rejected.
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Correlational Analyses
The significant correlations observed by Trueswell et al (1993) between ‘that’
preference and the reading time difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S
complements for S-biased verbs indicated that readers took longer to read ambiguous
tensed S complements when the verb generally occurred infrequently with the
complementizer missing in sentences containing tensed S complements. These
correlations permitted Trueswell et al. (1993) to explain the difficulty for ambiguous
tensed S complement conditions containing S-biased verbs as being caused by the use of a
type of verb-specific lexical information, i.e. ‘that’ preference. Without these correlations
linking processing difficulty to ‘that’ preference, one could explain the reading time
difference as resulting from lexical filtering In ambiguous tensed S complement
conditions preceded by S-biased verbs, readers initially analyzed the ambiguous noun
phrase as an NP comp and later when lexical information disconfirmed this analysis,
readers abandoned the NP comp analysis in favor of the tensed S comp analysis. Two
types of regression methods were conducted to explore the relationship between ‘that’
preference and reading time on ambiguous versus unambiguous tensed S complement
conditions. The first method is the one used by Trueswell et al. (1993). The second
method is the statistically more appropriate analysis for repeated measures designs (Lorch
& Myers, 1990).
Regression Method 1 Reading time at three sentence regions was tested: the
ambiguous noun phrase region, the modifier phrase region, and the disambiguating verb
region. The four predictor variables, which are listed with each verb in Appendix A,
were
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used: (1) percent ‘that’ preference, (2) percent preference for a tensed S comp, (3) percent
preference for a NP complement, and (4) printed frequency. The fifth predictor variable
was a transformed ‘that’ preference (log(p/l-p)), necessary because the percentage range
for that preference is bounded. For NP-biased verbs, there were many observations of
zero preference for a tensed S comp, resulting in many missing values for ‘that’
preference. Consequently, Trueswell et al. (1993) were unable to test the effect of ‘that’
preference for NP-biased verbs. As there were twice as many verbs tested in the present
experiment than in Trueswell et al. (1993), it was possible to test NP-biased verbs using
this regression method.
The results of these regression analyses are presented in full in Appendix C. There
were only a few significant results of theoretical interest. For S-biased verbs, increases in
‘that’ preference were significantly correlated with increases in the reading time difference
between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions at the disambiguating
verb region: ‘that’ preference, r= .28, p < .04 and transformed ‘that’ preference r=.26,
p < .06. In these same conditions, increases in printed frequency were significantly
correlated with decreases in the reading differences between ambiguous and unambiguous
tensed S comp conditions at the disambiguating verb region, r=-.34, p < .02. As there is a
significant correlation between ‘that’ preference and the frequency of the matrix verb for
S-biased verbs, r=-.44, p < .003, it is not possible to determine which factor influenced
reading time. This issue becomes less important when considering the results of
Regression Method 2.
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Regression Method For each subject, 120 regression equations were computed
The same five predictor variables were used There was a maximum of five reading time
observations for each of the eight experimental conditions for each of the three sentence
regions. For each predictor variable and for each sentence region, an 24 x 8 matrix of
slopes, representing subject x condition, was constructed. ANOVAs were carried out on
each of the 15 matrixes (5 predictor variables x 3 regions) as were warranted pairwise
comparisons. Due to the missing values for ‘that’ preference in the NP-biased verb
category, it was not possible to carry out regressions for ‘that’ preference and transformed
‘that’ preference3 Regressions were carried out for NP-biased verbs using the three
remaining predictor variables.
The only significant result involving 'that' preference or transformed 'that'
preference was observed at the modifier phrase region. Increases in transformed 'that'
preference were associated with decreased reading time in ambiguous tensed S comp
conditions as compared with increased reading time in unambiguous conditions, resulting
in a significant difference in mean slopes (S-biased No-"that": -2.84 and S-biased "that":
56.67), F 1(l,47)=5.22, MS C= 16924, j> < .03. However, at this region increases in the
printed frequency of the matrix verb were also associated with decreased reading time in
ambiguous tensed S comp conditions as compared with increased reading time in
unambiguous conditions, resulting in a significant difference in mean slope between
3At least three observations per condition per subject were required to carry out the
regression for a subject in a given condition. Even though there were a maximum of five
reading time observations for conditions for subject, approximately 50 percent ofNP-
biased verbs had missing values for ‘that’ preference. Consequently, approximately 50
percent of the time there were too many missing values to conduct the regression.
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ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps (No-"that":
-.18 and "that" 47)
Ei(l,47)=3.66, MSc= 4.94, p < .07. These differences suggest a pattern different from the
one observed by Trueswell et al. (1993), who found increases in 'that' preference being
associated with increased reading time in the ambiguous tensed S comp conditions and
increased reading time in with unambiguous conditions. It is also important to note that in
the analyses of raw reading time at the modifier phrase region, there was no significant
difference between ambiguous and unambiguous conditions.
Discussion
The present experiment investigated the role of verb-specific lexical information in
the resolution of the NP comp/tensed S comp ambiguity. Two theoretical approaches
were contrasted. The Constraint Satisfaction Approach predicted that readers would
analyze post-verbal noun phrases as being consistent with the preferred subcategorization
of the matrix verb. The Lexical Filtering Approach predicted that readers would analyze
post-verbal noun phrases in the syntactically least complex way, thereby conforming to the
parsing principle Minimal Attachment, and use lexical information only at some later point
in processing
The results of the present experiment suggested that readers used lexical
information during sentence processing, as there was a smaller difference between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions for sentences containing S-biased
verbs than for sentences containing NP-biased verbs at the disambiguating verb region.
However, the results also suggested that the use of lexical information was not sufficient
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to eliminate completely the processing difficulty of ambiguous tensed S comps Reading
time at the disambiguating verb was significantly longer in ambiguous tensed S comp
conditions than in unambiguous tensed S comp conditions for sentences containing both
S-biased and NP-biased verbs, when the effect of noun phrase was collapsed For S-
biased verbs, this effect of complementizer was significant in the subjects analysis when
the effect of noun phrase length was collapsed.
At the ambiguous noun phrase, there was a general increase in reading time in
ambiguous tensed S comp conditions as compared with unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions for sentences containing S-biased and NP-biased verbs alike. Trueswell et al.
(1993) observed this effect of complementizer presence only for sentences containing S-
biased verbs. A separate examination of the Trueswell et al.'s (1993) items revealed
results similar to those observed by Trueswell et al. (1993). The newly constructed items
revealed a significant effect of complementizer presence for both verb groups. This
suggests that the effect of complementizer presence at the ambiguous noun phrase region
is sensitive to the sample of verbs tested. As Table 2.2 shows, the most dramatic
difference between the NP-biased verbs used by Trueswell et al. (1993) and the verbs used
in the newly constructed items is the difference in mean printed frequency (178.20 vs
98.09, respectively), however, printed frequency was not significantly correlated with
differences in reading time between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S complement
conditions at the ambiguous noun phrase.
The results of present experiment also provided no support for the Constraint
Satisfaction assumption that lexical information would guide the readers’ analysis of the
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unambiguous tensed S complement conditions. There was no sentence region where
unambiguous tensed S complement conditions preceded by NP-biased verbs were more
difficult to process than those preceded by S-biased verbs. Furthermore, there was no
evidence that readers analyzed the word ‘that’ following NP-biased verbs as
demonstrative pronouns or articles and the word ‘that’ following S-biased verbs as a
complementizer. Reading times on the determiner+noun region in unambiguous tensed S
complement conditions was not significantly longer for NP-biased verb conditions than S-
biased verb conditions.
The present experiment also investigated whether the effect of 'that' preference
reported by Trueswell et al. (1993) could be replicated The regression method used by
Trueswell et al. (1993) and the one recommended by Lorch and Myers (1990) were used
Using the regression method used by Trueswell et al. (1993) correlations were observed
between 'that' preference and the difference in mean reading at the disambiguating verb
between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions that were very similar to
those reported by Trueswell et al. (1993). However, the correlations reported by
Trueswell et al (1993) were observed at the ambiguous noun phrase and were stronger
than those observed in the present experiment. Following Trueswell et al ’s (1993)
reasoning, effects of ‘that’ preference should occur on the noun phrase, where readers are
initially constructing tensed S comps. The regression method recommended by Lorch and
Myers (1990) also revealed that transformed 'that' preference was reliably related to
reading time differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S conditions at the
modifier phrase, evidenced by significant differences in mean slope. These reading time
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differences were also reliably related to printed frequency. It is important to note that the
difference in reading time at the modifier phrase region between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp conditions was not significant One interpretation of these
results is compatible both Lexical Filtering and Constraint Satisfaction, i.e
,
readers used
verb-specific lexical information at the modifier phrase region
The present experiment also investigated the effect that lengthening the ambiguous
noun phrase had on processing differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S
comp conditions. The most plausible prediction made from the Constraint Satisfaction
Approach was that sentences containing long noun phrases and NP-biased verbs might
show larger effects of complementizer presence than sentences containing short noun
phrase and NP-biased verbs. In contrast, sentences containing S-biased verbs should show
no significant effect of complementizer presence regardless of the length of the ambiguous
noun phrase. When the Lexical Filtering proposal was blended with the assumption of
Frazier's Semantic Cost Principle, a plausible prediction was that sentences containing
long noun phrases NP-biased verbs were expected to show larger effects of
complementizer presence than sentences containing short noun phrase and NP-biased
verbs. However, sentences containing S-biased verbs were expected to show smaller
effects of complementizer presence when noun phrases were long than when noun phrases
are short, because readers would have more opportunity to use verb information to filter
the initial NP comp analysis before the disambiguating verb region was encountered when
a modifying phrase followed the ambiguous noun phrase. The results of the present
experiment revealed that noun phrase length did not significantly influence the differences
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between ambiguous and unambiguous conditions, even for those conditions containing
NP-biased verbs. The implication of this result will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6
In summary, the results contradict predictions of the Constraint Satisfaction The
presence of biasing lexical information did not completely eliminate the difficulty of
ambiguous tensed S comp conditions at the disambiguating region The increased
processing difficulty of ambiguous tensed S comp conditions observed at the ambiguous
noun phrase region for S-biased verbs did not prove to correlate with the frequency that
S-biased verbs occurred with overt complementizers in tensed S comp constructions.
Verb bias did not influence processing in unambiguous tensed S complement conditions
In each of these respects, the results are compatible with the predictions of the Lexical
Filtering Proposal.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT 2
Self-paced word by word reading with a noncumulative display procedure was
used to measure how long readers took to comprehend the same sentences used in
Experiment 1. Trueswell et al. (1993) used this method and found evidence supporting
lexical guidance. The present experiment serves as a direct replication of that experiment
However, it is important to point out that this experimental methodology may influence
readers in at least two different ways. Readers may advance the presentation of the
sentence before reading is completed, causing an effect of processing difficulty related to a
word to be observed one or two words downstream from that word (Ferreira &
Henderson, 1990, Mitchell, 1984). An alternate possibility is that readers can read
cautiously, reading each word completely and then executing a key response This would
allow readers to have more time per word to comprehend the sentence than they would
have during normal reading, possibly enabling lexical information to accrue soon enough
to influence early sentence analysis.
In the present experiment, readers seemed to adopt the latter strategy. Reading
time per word was slow, averaging 450 - 500 ms per word. One explanation is that
readers may have engaged in cautious reading because the instructions to participants
stressed the importance of advancing the presentation of sentence only
after they had
understood each word. As the consequence of cautious reading is
likely to be the early
availability and early use of lexical information, it is therefore
unsurprising that the results
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of the present experiment showed that the presence of biasing verb-specific lexical
information completely eliminated the processing difficulty of ambiguous tensed S comp
conditions for S-biased verbs In this way, the results mirrored closely those observed in
Trueswell et al.'s (1993) Experiment 2.
Method
Participants
Forty-eight undergraduates at the University of Massachusetts participated in the
experiment for course credit. All participants were fluent in American English and were
naive to the purpose of the experiment.
Procedure
The experimental procedure differed from the procedure used in Experiment 1 in
only one respect. In Experiment 1, sentences were presented a phrase at a time, and in the
present experiment, sentences were presented a single word at a time.
Materials
The experimental materials were the same as those used in Experiment 1
Experimental Design
The experimental design was the same as that used for Experiment 1
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Results
Observations longer than 2 seconds and shorter than 100 milliseconds were
eliminated from the data set. These exclusions eliminated less than 2 percent of the entire
data set. Each sentence was divided into seven analysis regions: the matrix verb, the
complementizer, the determiner, the noun, the modifier phrase, the disambiguating verb,
and the post disambiguating region When an analysis region involved more than one
word, reading time per word was summed. Figure 3.1 displays differences in deviation
from predicted reading time between no-’ that’ and ‘that’ conditions for six sentence
regions: matrix verb, determiner, noun, disambiguating verb, and the last region of the
sentence. Table 3.1 presents mean reading time for the seven analysis regions. Reading
time results (raw only) are presented by sentence region, followed by the results of the
correlational analyses.
Reading Time on the Disambiguating Verb
As in Experiment 1, the presence of biasing lexical information reduced the
processing difficulty of ambiguous conditions. There was a smaller difference between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S complements when the matrix verb had been an S-
biased verb. However, the interaction was significant by subjects only, Fj(l,47)=5.62,
MS =5889. p< .03.F,n.40)=2.85.MS.=10771,n< .10. Unlike the results of
Experiment 1
,
the present results showed that the use of verb-specific lexical information
eliminated the processing difference between ambiguous conditions for S-biased verbs.
Although there was a main effect of complementizer presence, indicating that ambiguous
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Figure 3 . 1 Difference in Deviations from Predicted
Reading Time in Milliseconds (Ambiguous -
Unambiguous Conditions) by Analysis Region in
Experiment 2.
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Table 3.
1
Mean Reading Time in Milliseconds by Analysis Region in Experiment 2
Region Noun Verb 1Mn-’that’ tiL i) A M
“insisted/ Short S bias 478 477 +1 478
confirmed” NP bias 477 454 +23 466
Long S bias 476 472 +4 474
NP bias 452 457 -5 455
‘that’ Short S bias — 420
NP bias — 436
Long S bias — 417 —
NP bias — 420 — —
“the” Short S bias 438 384 +54 455
NP bias 415 384 +31 431
Long S bias 423 384 +39 443
NP bias 401 371 +30 386
“reservation” Short S bias 444 431 +13 438
NP bias 442 427 +15 435
Long S bias 456 435 +21 446
NP bias 431 427 +4 429
“of the room” Short S bias — — — —
NP bias — — — —
Long S bias 1229 1159 +70 1194
NP bias 1155 1205 -50 1180
“was made” Short S bias 793 810 -17 802
NP bias 835 794 +41 815
Long S bias 791 756 +35 774
NP bias 818 766 +52 792
“by a Short S bias 889 893 -4 891
woman.” NP bias 890 903 -13 897
Long S bias 892 882 +10 887
NP bias 927 886 +41 907
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tensed S comps generally took longer to read at the disambiguating verb phrase than
unambiguous tensed S comps, it was significant by subjects only, F,(l,47)=l 1 05
MSc=6602, p < .002, F2(l,38)=l 86, MS«=27653, p < .19, When conditions containing
NP-biased and S-biased verbs were examined separately, the effect of complementizer
presence was present for NP-biased verbs, significant by subjects only, F,( 1 ,47)=6 .62,
M£e=3886, p < .02, F2(l,38)=3.58, MS e=l 1269, p < .07, but was not present for S-biased
verbs, Fs < 1 . Pairwise comparisons revealed that the effect of complementizer presence
was significant only in the subjects analysis for sentences containing NP-biased verbs and
short ambiguous noun phrases, F,(l,47)=4.93, MS =7692. p < 04, F2(l,38)=l .73,
MS,<=22253, p < .20. For the three remaining pairs, the difference did not approach
significance, ps > .15.
However, contrary to the Constraint Satisfaction prediction, reading time in
unambiguous tensed S comps was not longer for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-
biased verb conditions, Fs < 1
.
Reading time in ambiguous tensed S comps was not
longer for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb conditions, F^l ,47)=5.89,
MS =10626. p < .02, F2(l,38)=4.98, MS =10183. p < .04. Overall the main effect of
verb type approached, but did not reach significance, F,( 1 ,47)=3 .85, M£e=12903, p < 06,
F2(l,38)=2.85, MSe=7210, p < . 10.
Conditions containing long noun phrases showed larger differences between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions than conditions containing short
noun phrases (Long NP: 43 ms vs Short NP: 1 1 ms). However, the interaction of noun
phrase length and complementizer presence was not significant in the overall analyses.
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IM1 >47) 1 .90, MSe 12817, p< .18, F2 < 1 , or for NP-biased verbs, Fs < l,orforS-
biased verbs: E,( 1 ,47)= 1 89, MS = 13441, J2 < 18, F2 < 1
Noun phrase length also influenced reading time in an unexpected way The
disambiguating verb was read more quickly when the preceding noun phrase had been
followed by a modifier. This main effect of noun length was significant by subjects only,
F
1(l,47)=7.76,MSe=7887,p< 008, F2(l,38)=3.27, 1^=1541 1, p < .08 When
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions were examined separately, the
effect of noun phrase length was present in unambiguous tensed S conditions,
F
1
(l,47)=6.53, MSe=7376, p < .02, F2(l,38)=3.08, MS =17535 : p < .09, but not in
ambiguous tensed S conditions, Fs < 1 In the unambiguous tensed S conditions, there
was a larger difference between long and short noun phrase conditions for sentences
containing S-biased verbs than for sentences containing NP-biased verbs, but the
interaction failed to reach significance, F
1
(l,47)=3.99, MS
C
=9207- p < .06, F2 < 1 . One
possible explanation suggests that the results may be an artifact of the methodology.
Readers may have generally advanced the sentence presentation faster for longer
sentences, especially when they were most certain of the sentence analysis. A second
possibility is that the results reflect how readers processing sentences. They may simply
read faster as they proceed through a sentence. It has been noted by researchers in eye
tracking paradigm that the reading rate of readers increases as they progress through a
passage (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1987). The results of the eye tracking experiments in
Chapters 4 and 5 actually support the later explanation.
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Reading Time on the Post-Disamhiuuating Region
There were no significant results
Reading Time on the Determiner
The determiner was read more slowly when the complementizer had been absent
than when it had been present, F,(l,47)=38.21, MS
-3786, p < .001, F2( 1 ,38)= 1 7 67,
MSc=63 1 7, p < .001 The effect of complementizer presence was significant both for NP-
biased verbs, E 1(l,47)=19.14, MS.=2424, p < .001, F2(l,38)=8 83, MS-4493 p < 006,
and for S-biased verbs, Ei(l,47)=26.08, MSc=3989, p< .001, E2(l,38)=l 1.81,
MS«=6327, p < .002. The interaction of verb type and complementizer was not
significant, Ei( 1 ,47)=2. 1 9, M£e=2627, p < .15, E2 < 1
Contrary to the Constraint Satisfaction prediction, the determiner was not read
more slowly in unambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-
biased verb conditions, ps > .26. However, the determiner was read more slowly in
ambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb
conditions, significant in the subjects analysis only, Ei(l ,47)=9.65, MS C=1251. p < .004,
E2(l,38)=2.46, MS -3 1 12, p < . 13. Overall, the effect of verb type was significant,
Ei(l,47)=12.37, MS =1675. p < .001, E2(l,38)=3.00, MSc=4999, p < 10
There was a second indication that the reading methodology may have influenced
reading time The determiner was read more slowly in conditions where the noun phrase
was followed by a modifier, suggesting that readers may have attended to the dashes
following the determiner during their reading of the determiner This main effect of noun
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phrase length was significant in the subject analysis only, F,(l,47)=4 66, MSe=2387
£> < 04, F2(l,38)=3.35, M^=3.35, p < .08
Reading Time on the Noun
The noun phrase was read more slowly when the complementizer had been absent,
however, the effect was significant by subjects only, F,(l,47)=5.43, MS =2964 p < .03,
F2(l,38)=97, MSe=l 1632, p < .34. The effect of complementizer presence was
marginally significant in the subjects analysis of conditions containing S-biased verbs,
Ei(M7)=3.58, MSe=3790, p < .07, F2 < 1, but was not significant in those conditions
containing NP-biased verbs, E 1(l,47)=1.29, MS,=3074, p < .27, F2 < 1. The interaction
between verb type and complementizer presence was not significant, Fj(l ,47)=1 .27,
M§
e
=6895, p < .27, F2 < 1 . Contrary to the Constraint Satisfaction prediction, the noun
was not read more slowly in unambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions
than for S-biased verb conditions, Fs < 1 .08. However, the determiner was read more
slowly in ambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb
conditions, significant in the subjects analysis only, F
1
(l,47)=6.08, MS
C
=9643. p < .02,
F2(l,38)=l .17, MS C.=5035. p < .29. Overall, the effect of verb type was significant by
subjects only, F
1
(l,47)=4.41, M£e=14057, p < .05, F2(l,38)=l 30, MS.-5522, p < .27.
Reading Time on the Modifier
A significant interaction between verb type and complementizer presence was
observed, indicating that there was a positive effect of complementizer presence when the
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modifier phrase followed S-biased verbs and a negative effect of ambiguity when it
followed NP-biased verbs, E,(1,47)= 10 01, MSe=18890, p < .003, E2(l,40)=3.99,
MSc-35556, p < .06. Comparisons of ambiguous and unambiguous conditions for S-
biased and NP-biased verbs revealed significant differences only in the subjects analysis for
S-biased verbs, F
1(l,47)=4.91, Mse=25215, p < .04, F2(l,38)=1.83, MS-40761, p <19
Contrary to the Constraint Satisfaction prediction, the modifier was not read more slowly
in unambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb
conditions, Ei( 1,47)=3.10, Mse=20502, p < .09, F2(l,38)=1.50, MS<=33638, p < 23. The
modifier was read more slowly in ambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb
conditions than for S-biased verb conditions, F,(l,47)=7.58, MS =17328 p < .009,
Il2(l>38)=4. 12, MS C=22964, p < .05. Overall, the effect was not significant, Fs < 1
Reading Time on Matrix Verb
As in Experiment 1
,
S-biased verbs were read more slowly than NP-biased verbs
(S-biased verbs: 476 vs NP-biased verbs: 460), however, the effect was significant by
subjects only, F,(l,47)=4.08, MS =5843. p < .05, E2( 1,38)= 1.79, MS =9480. p < .19. As
suggested in Chapter 2, it is likely that this result was due to the fact that on average
sentence complement biased verbs were lower in printed frequency.
Reading Time on the Complementizer
As in Experiment 1, reading time on the complementizer ‘that’ was slightly longer
when the preceding verb was biased for NP comps, however, the main effect of verb type
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did not approach significance, E,( 1,47)= 1.09, MS.^727, p < 31, F 2(l,38)=l 29,
MS.-2955, p < .26. The main effect of noun length and the interaction between noun
length and verb type were not significant, Fs < 1
Correlational Analyses
As in Experiment 1, the role of 'that' preference, subcategorization frequency, and
the printed frequency of the matrix verb was investigated using two regression methods.
Regression method 1 was used by Trueswell et al. (1993). Regression method 2 was
suggested by Lorch and Myers (1990). Reading time at four sentence regions was tested
in these analyses: the determiner, the noun, the modifier phrase, and the disambiguating
verb regions.
Regression Method 1 Regressions were carried out for four analysis regions in
the manner described in Chapter 2. Appendix D present these results in full. The
correlations involving ‘that’ preference did not reach significance in conditions involving
S-biased verbs. For sentences containing NP-biased verbs and long noun phrases, there
were significant correlations involving 'that' preference and transformed 'that' preference
and the difference in reading time between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps
at the determiner, r= 56, p < .006 and r=55, p < .007, and at the modifier phrase, r=50, p
< .02 and r=47, p < .02. These results actually contradict the Trueswell et al.'s (1993)
account of the 'that' preference effect. 'That' preference is predicted to influence
processing only when a tensed S comp is constructed. Lexical guidance predicts that
readers will construct an NP comp when a determiner follows an NP-biased verb. These
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conditions were not tested by Trueswell et al (1993), because there were too many
missing values of ‘that’ preference in for their NP-biased verbs.
Regression Method 2 Regressions were carried out for the four sentence regions
in the manner described in Chapter 2. The only indication that 'that' preference influenced
reading time was observed in the disambiguating verb region In this region, as 'that'
preference and transformed 'that' preference increased, reading time in ambiguous
conditions increased while reading time in unambiguous conditions decreased in
conditions containing S-biased verbs and long noun phrases, evident in a significant
difference in mean slope ('that' preference: .62 vs
-.18), F(l,47)=5.81, MS
C
=4217. p < .02,
and (transformed 'that' preference: 20.19 vs -11.76), F(l,47)=4.59, MS
C
=66490. p < .04
Increases in the printed frequency of the matrix verb were associated with decreases in
reading time at the disambiguating verb region for ambiguous conditions containing S-
biased verb and only slight increases in reading time for unambiguous conditions. The
difference in mean slope was significant for sentences containing long noun phrases, (No-
”that”: -.49 vs “that”: .15), F(l,47)=5.26, MSe=1.86, p < .03.
Discussion
The results of reading time in the present experiment closely mirrored those
reported in Trueswell et al 's (1993) Experiment 2. Readers were able use to verb-specific
lexical information to analyze ambiguous tensed S comp conditions containing S-biased
verbs. At the disambiguating verb region, there was no difference observed between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S complement conditions for S-biased verbs. The
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difference for NP-biased verbs was significant by subjects only At the determiner region,
lexical information influenced reading time in the opposite manner, causing readers to read
more slowly in ambiguous tensed S comp conditions containing S-biased verbs
Although Trueswell et al. (1993) claimed that this latter effect was related to the
frequency with which S-biased verbs generally occur with overt complementizers in tensed
S comp constructions, the correlational results of the present experiment provided little
evidence to support the claim Using the regression method used by Trueswell et al
(1993), contradictory results were observed. The 'that' preference of NP-biased verbs was
significantly correlated with reading time differences between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp conditions at the determiner region Such a correlation is
predicted to occur when readers construct a tensed S comp According to the lexical
guidance assumption of the Constraint Satisfaction Approach, at the determiner region
such a correlation should occur for S-biased verbs, but not for NP-biased verbs -- the
opposite of what was observed Using the regression method recommended by Lorch and
Myers (1990) for repeated measures designs, the 'that' preference of S-biased verbs was
related to reading time differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions at the disambiguating verb region. This result also differs from what is
expected given Trueswell et al 's (1993) results. Their results showed effects of 'that'
preference occurring at the ambiguous noun phrase region, where tensed S comp
constructions would be initially constructed when the matrix verb was an S-biased verb
This is the pattern predicted by Trueswell et al. (1993). However, it is important to note
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that at the disambiguating verb, there was no observed difference in mean reading time
between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions for S-biased verbs
The results of present experiment also provided no support for the Constraint
Satisfaction assumption that lexical information guides readers’ analysis of unambiguous
tensed S complement conditions. Unambiguous tensed S complement conditions
preceded by NP-biased verbs were not generally more difficult to process than those
preceded by S-biased verbs. Furthermore, there was no evidence that readers analyzed
the word ‘that’ following NP-biased verbs as demonstrative pronouns or articles and the
word ‘that’ following S-biased verbs as a complementizer. Reading times on the
determiner region in unambiguous tensed S complement conditions was not significantly
longer for NP-biased verb conditions than S-biased verb conditions.
In summary, the results of the present experiment involving ambiguous versus
unambiguous tensed S complements support the lexical guidance assumption of the
Constraint Satisfaction Approach. The fact that verb bias did not influence processing in
unambiguous tensed S complement conditions contradicts Constraint Satisfaction. The
claims surrounding the role of 'that' preference were also unsupported, allowing a lexical
filtering explanation to account for the increased reading time for ambiguous tensed S
comps for S-biased verbs at the determiner region. It is also likely that reading was
sufficiently slowed, that lexical information could become available soon enough to
influence processing. Lastly, the length ofNPs failed to influence reading time differences
between ambiguous and unambiguous conditions for either verb group. The implications
of these results are discussed in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT 3
Reading time was measured on the same sentences used in Experiments 1 and 2
using eye tracking. The advantage of the eye tracking methodology is that readers are
permitted to view the entire text at once, rather than viewing the text in sequence
Furthermore, at any point during reading, readers may reread any portion of the text In
this way, eye tracking provides a record of early processing and later processing
Towards this goal, three measures of reading time were examined: (1) first pass reading
time, which included all forward fixations on a region before the eyes move beyond the
region; (2) total reading time, which included all fixations on a region before the sentence
is terminated by the reader, and (3) go-past reading time, which included first pass reading
time plus any rereading that occurred on the region before the eyes have moved past that
region.
The theoretical frameworks of the Constraint Satisfaction Approach and the
Lexical Filtering Proposal provided essentially the same predictions for the present
experiment as they did for the Experiments 1 and 2. However, two points should be
added. If lexical information guides the analysis of syntactic ambiguity resolution, as
proponents of Constraint Satisfaction assume, then evidence of the use of lexical
information should be observed in measures of reading that reflect immediate processing,
e g , first pass reading time. However,
if lexical information is used later in processing, as
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proponents of Lexical Filtering assume, then evidence of the use of lexical information
should have been observed in measures of reading that reflect reprocessing, eg, go-past
reading time or total reading time
Method
Participants
Twenty-four undergraduate and graduate students at the University of
Massachusetts were recruited to participate in the experiment for course credit or for
$5.00. All participants were fluent in American English, had normal or corrected vision,
and were naive to the purpose of the experiment.
Materials
The same materials were used as were used in Experiments 1 and 2.
Apparatus
Eye movements were recorded by a Stanford Research Institute Dual Purkinje Eye
tracker, which has a resolution of less than 10 minutes of arc. Viewing was binocular with
eye position recorded from the right eye. The eye tracker was interfaced with an 80486
microcomputer which controlled the presentation of the sentences. Up to 80 character
spaces per line were used. The letters were in lower-case, except where capital
letters
were called for (at the beginning of sentences and proper names). Subjects
were seated 62
cm from the monitor and 4 letters equaled one degree of visual
angle. The luminance
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from the monitor was adjusted to a comfortable brightness level for the subject and then
held constant throughout the study, and the room was dark
Procedure
For each participant, a bite-bar was constructed to minimize head movements
during the experiment. The eye tracking system was then calibrated, a procedure which
takes 5-10 minutes The participant was asked to fixate nine markers sequentially, starting
at the upper third of the screen and at the left corner, continuing on the same line at the
middle of the computer screen, and continuing on the same line at the right corner of the
computer screen, and continuing in the same manner for the lower third of the screen and
the middle row of the computer screen. The voltage was recorded and interpolated for
the intervening columns and rows. This interpolation was checked when the participant
was asked to serially fixate a row of five markers equally spaced across the computer
screen. If the interpolation deviated substantially from the markers, then the calibration
was repeated The interpolation was checked before each sentence was presented
Participants were recalibrated whenever the interpolation deviated from the markers.
Participants were told that they would read sentences on a computer screen and be
asked comprehension questions about some of the sentences. At the beginning of each
trial, the participant was asked to fixate on a box in the center of the screen and then on
one at the left of the screen. When a marker that followed the eye indicated a successful
fixation, the sentence appeared After the participant finished reading the sentence, he or
she looked away from the sentence and pressed the right trigger. At that point, either a
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comprehension question appeared or the row of five markers, in preparation for the next
tnal F,ftV Percent of trials were followed by comprehension questions, which appeared in
the lower half of the computer screen Under the question, the word 'False' appeared at
the left side of the computer screen and the word 'True' appeared at the right side of the
computer screen Participants answered appropriately by pressing the corresponding
trigger: the right trigger for TRUE and the left trigger for FALSE. Each session lasted
between 30-50 minutes.
Experimental Design
The experimental design was the same as that used in Experiments 1 and 2.
Results
Following the recommendations of Rayner, Sereno, Morris, Schmauder, and
Clifton (1989), fixations shorter than 80 ms in duration and only one character away from
the prior or next fixation were merged with that fixation. Fixations shorter than 40 ms and
less than three characters away from the prior or next fixation were deleted Any
remaining individual fixations longer than 1000 ms or shorter than 50 ms were deleted.
Sentences were divided into six analysis regions: the matrix verb, the complementizer, the
determiner+ noun, the modifying phrase, the disambiguating verb, and the post-
disambiguating region. First pass reading time and total reading time were analyzed in
terms of raw reading time in milliseconds and deviations in milliseconds from the reading
time expected on the basis of the length of a region. Go-past reading time included was
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analyzed in terms of raw reading time and milliseconds per character As sentence regions
were closely matched for length across conditions for each item, statistical analyses were
conducted on raw reading times only. The results are presented in four sections: first pass
reading time, go-past reading time, and total reading time, and correlational analyses
First Pass Reading Time
Figure 4. 1 displays differences in deviation from predicted first pass reading time
between No- that and that conditions for the matrix verb region, determiner+noun,
disambiguating verb, and the post-disambiguating region Table 4 1 presents mean first
pass reading time for each condition for each analysis region.
Disambiguating Verb Region
. There was evidence that verb-specific lexical
information reduced the processing difficulty of ambiguous tensed S comp conditions for
S-biased verbs. The effect of complementizer presence was smaller for conditions
containing S-biased verbs than for conditions containing NP-biased verbs (S-biased: 18 ms
vs NP-biased 50 ms). However the interaction between type of preceding verb and
complementizer presence was not significant, Fl(l,23)=l 83, Msc=6515. p < . 19, F2 < 1
.
When conditions containing NP-biased verbs and S-biased verbs were examined
separately, the effect of complementizer presence was significant in the subjects analysis
for NP-biased verbs, F,(l,23)=9.79, MSe=3150, p < .005, F2(l,38)=3.24, MSe=l 1396, p <
.08, and marginally significant in the subjects analysis for S-biased verbs, F 1(l,23)=3.84,
Ms -955, p < .07, F2(l,38)=l .26, Ms =6733. p < .27. Overall, the main effect of
complementizer presence was significant, (No- ’that”: 399 ms vs that : 366 ms).
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Figure 4. 1 Difference in Deviations from Predicted
First Pass Reading Time in Milliseconds (Ambiguous
- Unambiguous Conditions) by Analysis Region in
Experiment 3.
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Table 4.1
Mean First Pass Reading Time by Analysis Region in Experiment 3
Region Noun Yfirb Np-W Thai
:
A M
“insisted/ Short S bias 361 348 +13 355
confirmed” NP bias 339 321 +18 330
Long S bias 358 333 +25 346
NP bias 365 333 +32 349
‘that’ Short S bias — 270 — —
NP bias — 260 — —
Long S bias — 243 — —
NP bias — 280 — —
“the Short S bias 405 369 +36 387
reservation” NP bias 373 402 -29 388
Long S bias 407 404 +3 406
NP bias 405 390 +15 398
“of the room” Short S bias — — — —
NP bias — — — —
Long S bias 532 527 +5 530
NP bias 564 572 -8 568
“was made” Short S bias 393 376 +17 385
NP bias 416 385 +31 401
Long S bias 368 350 +18 359
NP bias 420 354 +66 387
“by a Short S bias 543 479 +64 511
woman.” NP bias 520 525 -5 523
Long S bias 508 598 +90 553
NP bias 464 517 -53 491
F|(l,23)=14.71, M£e=3610, p < .001, F2(l,38)=4.85, Ms<rl6510, p < .04. Pairwise
comparisons revealed significant effects of complementizer presence for conditions NP-
biased verbs and long noun phrases, F 1(l,23)=4.40, Ms<rll412, g< .05, F2( 1 ,38)—3.85,
Ms
c
= 16875, p < 06, but nonsignificant effects for
conditions containing NP-biased verbs
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and short NPs, F l( l,23)=2.97, MS.-5447, p < 1 0, F2(l,38)=l 11, Mfc-15130. p < 30, S-
biased verbs and short NPs, Fs < 1, and S-biased verbs and long NPs, Fs < 1 The items
originally tested by Trueswell et al. (1993) and the newly constructed items were
considered as two groups, and item type was used as an additional within-subjects factor
There were no significant interactions with item type.
Contrary to the Contraint Satisfaction predictions, reading time was not longer in
unambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb
conditions, Fs < 1 Reading time was longer in ambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased
verb conditions than for S-biased verb conditions, F
1
(l,23)=4.63, ^=5596, p < .05,
E2(l,38)—3. 14, Mse=141 16, p < .09. Overall, the effect of verb type was significant by
subjects only, F
1
(l,23)=4.52, 2^=5026, p < .05, F2(l,38)=3 57, Mse=15061, p < .07.
When modifying phrases followed ambiguous nouns, there were slightly larger
differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions (Long NP: 42
ms vs Short NP: 27 ms), however, there interaction of noun phrase length and
complementizer presence failed to reach significance in the overall analyses, and for
NP-biased verb and S-biased verbs, Fs < 1
.
Post-Disambiguating Region First pass reading time on the post-disambiguating
region showed the opposite pattern to that observed at the disambiguating region There
was a larger effect of complementizer presence for conditions containing S-biased verbs
than for those containing NP-biased verb. However, the interaction involving verb type
and complementizer presence failed to reach significance, F 1(l,23)=3.17, MSe
= 12047,
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J2 < 09, F2(l,38) 1.59, MSe 45878, p < .22. The effect of complementizer presence was
not significant for NP-biased verbs, S-biased verbs, or overall, Fs < 1
Contrary to the Contraint Satisfaction predictions, reading time was not longer in
unambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb
conditions, Fs < 1 The effect of verb type was also not significant in ambiguous tensed S
comp conditions or overall, ps > .24
Determiner + Noun Region. There was evidence that verb-specific lexical
information was used by readers in the analysis of the ambiguous noun phrase. There was
a larger difference in first pass reading time between ambiguous and unambiguous
conditions containing S-biased verbs than in conditions containing NP-biased verbs. The
interaction involving verb type and complementizer presence was significant by subjects
only, Fj(l,23)=4.91, ^=4122, p < .04, F2(l,38)=2.67, ^=12243, p< .10. The effect
of complementizer presence was not significant for NP-biased verb conditions and S-
biased verb conditions when they were examined separately. Contrary to the Contraint
Satisfaction predictions, reading time was not longer in unambiguous tensed S comps for
NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb conditions, Fs < 1.38. Reading time was
also not longer in ambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-
biased verb conditions, F
1
(l,23)=2.05, MSe=5904, p < .17, F2( 1,38)= 1.98, MSe
= 11960, p <
.
1 7. Overall, the effect of verb type was not significant, Fs < 1
Modifier Region. The presence of biasing verb information influenced first pass
reading time on the modifier. First pass reading time was faster on the modifier when the
matrix verb had been an S-biased verb The main effect of verb type was significant by
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subjects only, E1(l,23)=5.89, Mse=5879, p < .03, F2( 1,38)= 1.64, M^24250, p < 2 \
The verb type x complementizer presence interaction was not significant, Fs < 1
Reading time in unambiguous tensed S complements was longer for NP-biased
verb conditions than for S-biased verb conditions The difference approached significance
in the subjects anlaysis, F,(l,23)=4.20, ^=5643, p < .06, F2(l,38)=1.37, M^=21424, p
<
.25. Reading time in ambiguous tensed S complements was not influenced by verb type,
Ei( 1,23)—1.72, MSe-6927, p < .21, F2 < 1. Overall the effect of verb type was significant
by subjects only, F
1
(l,23)=5.89, MSe=5879, p < .03, F2( 1,38)= 1.64, Mse=24258, p < .21.
Matrix Verb Region. First pass reading time on the matrix verb was longer when
it was not followed by a complementizer, (No-’that: 356 ms vs ‘that’: 334 ms),
EiO,23)=9.69,MSe=2349,p< 005,F2(1,38)=10.76,Msc=2932, p< .001. This result
may have occurred because of word skipping patterns across conditions. When a word is
skipped, there can be an increase in reading time on the word fixated immediately before
the skipped word (Hogaboam, 1983, Morrison, 1984). Table 4.2 displays the percent
skipping on the complementizer and on the determiner in unambiguous and ambiguous
tensed S comp conditions, respectively. When the probability of skipping the
complementizer was compared with the probability of skipping the determiner in
ambiguous tensed S comp conditions, the difference was highly significant (determiner in
ambiguous tensed S comp conditions: 75 percent vs complementizer: 49 percent),
F,(l,23)=43.88, Ms =718, p < .001, F2(l,38)=55.37, MS*=888, p < .001.
Complementizer Region . There were no significant results.
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Table 4.2
Probability of Skipping the Word Following the Matrix Verb in Experiment 3
"the"
"that"
A
Mean
S-biased Verb NP-biased Verb
Short NP Long NP Short NP Long NP
76 72 72 80
43 49 52 54
33 23 20 26
41 40 38 33
Mean Go-Past Reading Time
Figure 4.2 displays differences in deviation from predicted go-past reading time
between No-’that’ and ‘that’ conditions for the matrix verb, the determiner + noun,
disambiguating verb, and post-disambiguating regions. Table 4.3 presents mean go-past
reading time for each condition for each analysis region.
Disambiguating Verb Region
. The presence of verb-specific lexical information
influenced go-past reading time on ambiguous tensed S comp conditions for S-biased
verbs. The effect of complementizer presence was smaller for conditions containing S-
biased verbs than for conditions containing NP-biased verbs (S-biased: 24 ms vs NP-
biased 46 ms). However the interaction between type of preceding verb and
complementizer presence was not significant, F* < 1 . The presence of biasing verb
information did not eliminate the processing difficulty of ambiguous tensed S comp
conditions There were significant effects of complementizer presence, significant by
subjects only, when NP-biased and S-biased verbs were examined separately: NP-biased
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Figure 4.2 Difference in Go-past Reading Time in
Milliseconds (Ambiguous - Unambiguous Conditions)
by Analysis Region in Experiment 3
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Table 4.3
Mean Go-past Reading Time by Analysis Region in Experiment 3
Region Noun Verb No-’that’ llhatl A M
“insisted/ Short S bias 400 374 +26 387
confirmed” NP bias 372 349 +23 361
Long S bias 388 364 +24 376
NP bias 423 384 +39 404
‘that’ Short S bias — 283 ___
NP bias — 300
Long S bias — 270 — —
NP bias — 337 — —
“the Short S bias 494 455 +39 475
reservation” NP bias 405 456 -17 431
Long S bias 478 475 +3 477
NP bias 427 498 -71 463
“of the room” Short S bias — — —
NP bias — — — —
Long S bias 595 578 +17 587
NP bias 607 595 +12 601
“was made” Short S bias 437 399 +38 418
NP bias 460 431 +29 446
Long S bias 379 366 +13 373
NP bias 486 403 +83 445
“by a Short S bias 785 743 +42 764
woman.” NP bias 881 758 +23 820
Long S bias 781 684 +97 733
NP bias 1005 736 +269 871
verbs, E1(l,23)=5.60, Ms=9062. p < .03, F2(l,38)=2.41, 1^=31748, p< .13, and S-
biased verbs, Ei( 1,23)=5.88, M^=2255, p < .03, E2(l,38)=2.00, Mse=14005, p < .17.
Overall, the effect of complementizer presence was significant (No-”that”: 415 ms vs
“that’: 380 ms), Ei( 1,23)=14.97, MSe=3872, p < .001, E20,38)=4.68, MSe=21036, p
< .04.
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Contrary to the Constraint Satisfaction predictions, reading time was not longer in
unambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb
conditions, E,( 1,23)= 1.88, M$e=6921, p < .19, F2(l,38)=2.02, 1^=19076, p < .17.
Reading time was longer in ambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than
for S-biased verb conditions, F
1
(l,23)=7.65, M$e=6577, p < .02, F2( 1 ,38)=4 50,
MSe=20745, p < .05. Overall, the effect of verb type was significant, F
1
(l,23)=9.46,
M§e=6053, p < .006, F2(l,38)=8.33, Msc= 15104, p < .007.
When modifying phrases followed ambiguous nouns, there were slightly larger
differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions (Long NP: 38
ms vs Short NP: 3 1 ms), however, the interaction of noun phrase length and
complementizer presence failed to reach significance in the overall analyses, and when NP-
biased verb and S-biased verbs were examined separately, Fs < 1
The unexpected, yet recurrent effect of noun phrase length was observed in go-
past reading time on the disambiguating verb. Go-past reading time was longer when the
ambiguous noun phrase was short (Short NP: 409 ms vs Long NP: 386 ms),
F
1
(l,23)=5.26, Ms
c
=4909. p < .04, F2(l,38)=5.17, Msc=8431. p < .03. When ambiguous
and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions were examined separately, the effect of noun
phrase length was significant by items in unambiguous tensed S comp conditions,
F
1
(l,23)=3.77, Ms =4661. p < .07, F2(l,38)=4.72, MSe=6157, p < .04, but was not
significant in ambiguous conditions, Ei( 1,23)= 1.17, MSe= 13337 , p< .29, F2 < 1 When
conditions containing NP-biased and S-biased verbs were examined separately, the effect
of noun phrase length was significant in conditions containing S-biased verbs.
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Ei(l,23)-6.08, Ms-1668, p < .03, F2(l,38)=8.97, Ms,=5540, p < 005, but was not
significant in conditions containing NP-biased verbs, Fs < 1 Pairwise comparisons
between conditions containing long and short noun phrases revealed significant differences
for ambiguous marginally significant differences for ambiguous conditions containing S-
biased verbs, F
1
(l,23)=1.89, MSe=5915, p < .19, F2(l,38)=4.20, MSc=5386, p < 05, and
for unambiguous conditions containing S-biased verbs, F
1
(l,23)=2.85, Ms =61 52 p < . 1 1,
E2(l,38)=3.29, M§
e
=8243, p < .08, but non significant differences for ambiguous
conditions containing NP-biased verbs, Fs < 1, and unambiguous conditions containing
NP-biased verbs, FjC 1,23)= 1.24, MSe=5369, p < .28, F2 < 1.
Post Disambiguating Region. Mean go-past reading time on the post
disambiguating verb region was generally longer when the complementizer had been
absent, however, the main effect was only marginally significant, (No-”that”: 577 ms vs
“that’: 540 ms), F
1
(l,23)=4.14, MSe=16400, p < .06, F2(l,38)=3.13, Ms =93040. p < 09
When conditions containing NP-biased and S-biased verbs were examined separately,
there were no significant results. Contrary to the Constraint Satisfaction predictions,
mean go-past reading time was not longer in unambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased
verb conditions than for S-biased verb conditions, Fs < . Verb type did not influence
reading time in ambiguous tensed S comps or overall, Fs < 1.
Mean go-past reading time on the post-disambiguating region was also faster when
the noun phrase had been long (Long NP: 541 ms vs Short NP: 576 ms). The main effect
of noun phrase length was significant in the subjects analysis only, F!(l,23)=4.60,
Ms
€
=13472, p < .05, F2(l,38)=3.45, M§e=32167, p < .08. There were no significant
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differences when ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions were examined
separately, nor were there any when conditions containing NP-biased and S-biased verbs
were examined separately.
Determiner + Noun Region Mean go-past reading time was influenced by an
interaction of verb type and presence of the complementizer, characterized by a positive
difference between ambiguous and unambiguous conditions for S-biased verbs and a
negative difference between ambiguous and unambiguous conditions for NP-biased verbs,
F
1
(l,23)=6.47, MSe=6165, p < .02, F2(l,38)=3.89, Ms =14880 : p < .06. The effect of
complementizer presence was significant for conditions containing NP-biased verb,
Ei(1,23)=6.73, Msc=5415, p < .02, F2(l,38)=6.31, Mse=9304. p < .02, but was not
significant for conditions containing S-biased verbs, Fs < 1 . Pairwise comparisons
revealed a significant effect of complementizer presence only in the conditions containing
NP-biased verbs and long noun phrases, F
1
(l,23)=4.57, Ms
c
=4679. p < .05,
F2(l,38)=2.95, MSe= l 1452, p < .10. Contrary to the Constraint Satisfaction predictions,
reading time was not longer in unambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb
conditions than for S-biased verb conditions, Fs < 1 Reading time was longer in
ambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb
conditions, F,(l,23)=9.39, 1^=5605, p < .006, F2(l,38)=4.56, MSe=19470, p < .04.
Overall, the effect of verb type failed to reach significance, F,( 1,23)^2.46, M§e=6325, p <
.14, F2(l,38)=2.07, Msc= 15988, p < .16.
Modifier Region. Mean go-past reading time on the modifier region was longer
for S-biased verb conditions when the complementizer had been absent, F 1(l,23)=6.15,
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MSc 6673, p < .03, F2(l,38)—3.56, MSc- 17932, p < 07. This effect of complementizer
presence was not significant for sentences containing NP-biased verbs, Es < 1 Overall,
the effect of complementizer presence was also significant, (No-”that”: 600 ms vs “that’
567 ms), Fj(l,23)=4.86, Msc=5178, p < .04, F2(l,38)=4.44, 1^=9720, p < 04. The
interaction between verb type and complementizer presence was not significant,
F l(l,23)=2.61, MSe=6279, p < .12, F2(l,38)=1.25, Ms<rl7826, p < .28. Contrary to the
Constraint Satisfaction predictions, reading time was not longer in unambiguous tensed S
comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb conditions, ps > .22. Reading
time was also not longer in ambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than
for S-biased verb conditions, p§>. 25. Overall, the effect of verb type failed to reach
significance, Fs < 1
.
Matrix Verb Region Mean go-past reading time on the matrix verb was longer
when it was not followed by a complementizer, (No-’that: 374 ms vs that’: 346 ms),
F
1
(l,23)=8.57,Mse=4277,p< 007,F2(1,38)=16.44,Msc
=4397, p< .001. As has been
noted in the analyses of first pass reading time, this result is likely due to how often
readers skipped the word following the matrix verb.
Complementizer Region. As the complementizer was occasionally skipped, there
were missing means in both the subjects and items analyses. These missing means were
replaced following Myers and Well (1991) and adjusted degrees of freedom are reported
There was an interaction of verb type and noun phrase length, significant
in the items
analysis only, indicating a larger effect of verb type for containing
long noun phrases
versus conditions containing short noun phrases, E1(l,19)=1.66, Ms.^5039, p
< 22,
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E2(l,38)-4.75, MSc-7084, p < .05. Pairwise comparisons revealed a significant
differences of verb type in conditions containing long noun phrases (NP-biased: 299 ms vs
S-biased: 243 ms), F
1
(l,19)=4.57, Ms.^5825, p < .05, F2( 1 , 1 9)=7. 1 0, MSe=7687, p < .02.
Total Reading Time
Figure 4.3 displays differences in deviation from predicted total reading time
between No-’that’ and ‘that’ conditions for the matrix verb, determiner+noun,
disambiguating verb, and the post-disambiguating region Table 4 4 presents mean total
reading time for each condition for each analysis region.
Disambiguating Verb Region The presence of biasing verb-specific lexical
information reduced the processing difficulty of ambiguous tensed S comp conditions for
S-biased verbs. The effect of complementizer presence was smaller for S-biased verbs
than for NP-biased verbs (S-biased: 30 ms vs NP-biased: 103 ms), resulting in an
interaction between type of preceding verb and complementizer presence, significant by
subjects only, F
1
(l,23)=6.84, MSe=8077, p < .02, F2( 1,38)= 1.60, ^=45606, p < .21.
However, the processing difficulty of ambiguous tensed S comp conditions was not
eliminated. The effect of complementizer presence was significant for NP-biased verbs
(No-"that": 564 ms vs "that" 461 ms), Fj(l,23)=25.62, MSe=4966, p <
.
00 1 ,F2( 1 ,38)= 13.61, M3e=26117, p < .001, and was significant by subjects for
S-biased
verbs (No-"that": 481 ms vs "that": 452 ms), F 1(l,23)=6.04, Ms.^3462, p < .03,
F2(l ,38)=2.70, Msr= 12929. p < . 1 1 . Overall, the effect of complementizer
presence was
significant, E,(l,23)=27.43, Ms«=7807, p < .001, F2(l,38)=9.08, MSe=38223, p
< .005.
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240
Figure 4.3 Difference in Deviations from Predicted
Total Reading Time in Milliseconds (Ambiguous -
Unambiguous Conditions) by Analysis Region in
Experiment 3.
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Table 4.4
Mean Total Reading Time by Analysis Region in Experiment 3
Region Noun Yerh No-That’ A M
“insisted/ Short S bias 429 403 +26 416
confirmed” NP bias 430 366 +66 398
Long S bias 445 389 +46 417
NP bias 458 385 +73 422
‘that’ Short S bias — 264 -
—
-
NP bias — 254 —
Long S bias — 316 — —
NP bias — 297 — —
“the Short S bias 520 466 +54 493
reservation” NP bias 465 481 -16 473
Long S bias 512 488 +24 500
NP bias 500 473 +27 487
“of the room” Short S bias — — — —
NP bias — — — —
Long S bias 676 596 +80 636
NP bias 718 634 +84 676
“was made” Short S bias 501 482 +19 492
NP bias 552 487 +65 520
Long S bias 468 422 +46 445
NP bias 584 447 +137 516
“by a Short S bias 593 545 +48 569
woman.” NP bias 611 557 +54 584
Long S bias 548 522 +26 535
NP bias 562 539 +23 551
Pairwise comparisons revealed that the effect of complementizer presence was significant
for those conditions involving NP-biased verbs: short NP: E 1(l,23)=44.44, M§e
= l 1168,
J2
< 05, F2(l,38)=l .43, Msc=47980. p < .24, and long NP: F,(l,23)=16.05, 1^=14068,
p < 001 , F2(l ,38)=10.24, MSe=36827, p < 003, but failed
to reach significance for those
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conditions involving S-biased verbs, gs > . 1 5. Total reading time was also shorter when
the matrix verb was S-biased, (S-biased verb: 468 ms vs NP-biased verb 517 ms),
Ei(l,23)=8.00, MSe=14425, g < .01, F2(l,38)=6.44, 1^=30533, g < 02 When item type
was included as an additional within-subjects factor, there were no significant interactions
involving item type. Contrary to the Constraint Satisfaction predictions, reading time was
not longer in unambiguous tensed S comps for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-
biased verb conditions, gs > .22. Reading time was longer in ambiguous tensed S comps
for NP-biased verb conditions than for S-biased verb conditions, F
1
(l,23)=16 .98,
MSc=9626, g < .001, F2(l,38)=5.46, Msc=46159. g < .03. Overall, the effect of verb type
was significant, E1(l,23)=6.89, Ms c= 14600. g < .02, F2(l,38)=6.30, Ms c=30277. g < .02.
When modifying phrases followed ambiguous nouns, there were slightly larger
differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions (Long NP: 88
ms vs Short NP: 45 ms), however, the interaction of noun phrase length and
complementizer presence failed to reach significance in the overall analyses,
F
1
(l,23)=2.51, Ms =9172. g < .13, F2(l,38)=2.53, MSe=20102, g < .13, and for NP-biased
verbs, F
1
(l,23)=1.88, Ms=14670. g < .19, F2(l,38)=2.54, MSe=23677, £ < .12 and for S-
biased verbs, Fs < 1
.
Total reading time was longer on the verb when the ambiguous noun phrase had
been shorter than when it had been long (Short NP: 505 ms vs Long NP: 480 ms),
Fj(l,23)=4.40, M§e=6859, p < 05, F2(l,38)=2.95, MSe=19156, g < .10. When ambiguous
and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions were examined separately, the effect of noun
phrase length was significant for unambiguous conditions, F 1(l,23)=14 75, 1^=4256,
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P < .001, F2(l,38)=8.55, MSc-10293, p < .006, but was not significant for ambiguous
conditions, Fs < 1 When NP-biased and S-biased verbs were examined separately, the
effect of noun phrase length was significant for S-biased verbs, F,(l,23)=7 85, Ms
t
=7436
p < .02, E2(l,38)=4. 17, MSe= 14300, p < 05, but was not significant for NP-biased verbs,
Fs < 1.
Post-Disambiguating Region Total reading time on the post-disambiguating
region was also longer when the complementizer had been absent (No-”that”: 578 ms vs
“that”: 541 ms), Ei(l,23)=4.44, MSe=15401, p < .05, F2(l,38)=3.20, MSc=29637, p < .09
When conditions containing NP-biased and S-biased verbs were examined separately,
there were no significant results. Mean total reading time on the post-disambiguating
region was longer when the ambiguous noun phrase was short (short NP: 576 ms vs long
NP: 543 ms), Fj(l,23)=4.03, MSe=13474, p < .06, F2(l,38)=3.03, MSe=32685, p < .09.
Effects of verb type were not significant in ambiguous or unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions or overall, Fs < 1
.
Determiner + Noun Region There were no significant results.
Modifier Region. The effect of complementizer presence was significant for both
verb types: S-biased verbs, F 1(l,23)=10.16, Mse=7657, p < .005, F2(l,38)=4.29,
Ms
c
=27980. p < .05, and NP-biased verbs, Ei(l,23)=4. 29, Mse=19507, p < .05,
F2(l,38)=5.96, Ms,.=24740. p < .02, and overall, F^1,23)= 18. 07, MSe=8993, p
< 001,
F 2(l,38)=14 19, Msc=18807, p < .001. Verb type did not
significantly affect unambiguous
tensed S comp conditions, ps > .13, ambiguous conditions, Fs ^ 1 or overall, Fs
< 1
.
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Matrix Verb Region Total reading time on the matrix verb was longer when it was
not followed by a complementizer (No-’that: 441 ms vs ‘that’: 386 ms), F,( 1 ,23)=26 97
MSe~5374, p < .001, F2(l,38) ;=26.56, Mse=9156, p<.001. Pairwise comparisons
revealed differences between No-”that” and “that” conditions for three of the four pairs of
conditions. NP-biased and short NP, F
1
(l,23)=5.36, Ms =9 188 p < .03, F 2(l,38)=5 .43,
12967, p < .03; NP-biased and long NP, F
1
(l,23)=9.07, Ms =7051 p < .007,
F2(l,38)=6.02, MSe=17656, p< .02, and S-biased and longNP, F
1
(l,23)=5 1 5,
Mse=7332, p < .04, F2(l,38)=3.33, Mse=20837, p < .08.
These effects of complementizer presence appear to differ from those observed in
first pass and go-past reading time on the matrix verb, which were attributed to the pattern
of skipping the following word. The present effects of complementizer can be directed
traced to how much readers regressed back into the matrix verb region from a subsequent
part of the sentence. Table 4.5 displays the percentage of regressive saccades made into
the matrix verb region. Readers regressed back to the matrix verb more often when the
complementizer had been absent than when it had been present. The main effect of
complementizer presence was significant in the analyses of percent regressions into the
matrix verb region, 1,23)= 10. 95, Msc=192. p < .003, F2(l,38)=9.40, MSe=302, p <
.005, as was a three-way interaction involving verb type, noun phrase length and
complementizer presence, resulting because of the small effect of complementizer
presence in conditions containing NP-biased verbs and long noun phrases, Fj(l,23)=3.60,
Ms =159. p < .08, F2(l,38)=4.20, Ms =258. p < .05. These results also provide clear
evidence that verb-specific lexical information did not completely eliminate the processing
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Table 4.5
Percentage of Regressive Saccades Made into the Matrix Verb in Experiment 3
S-biased Verb NP-biased Verb
No-"that"
Short NP
13.13
Long NP
15.83
Short NP
16.58
Long NP
16.04
"that" 8.88 7.08 5.21 13.96
A +4.25
Mean 11.00
+8.75
11.46
+11.37
10.90
+2.08
15.00
difficulty of ambiguous tensed S complements for S-biased verbs. The effect of
complementizer was significant for S-biased verbs, F 1(l,23)=4.59, MSe=221, g < .05,
F2(l,38)=5.44, Ms c=290. g < .03 and NP-biased verbs, F,(l,23)=4.60, Msc
=236, g < .05,
F2(l,38)=2.82, MSe=449,g< .10.
Complementizer Region Total reading time on the complementizer ‘that’ was
longer when the preceding verb had been an NP-biased verb, E1(l,23)=7.56, M§e
=6703, g
<
.02, F2( 1 ,38)=9.7 1 , M$e=10521, g < .005. The main effect of verb type stemmed from a
significant difference between verb types for conditions containing long noun phrases,
F
1
(l,23)=7.91, MSe=5399, g < .02, F2(l,38)=l 1.22, MSe=7893, g
<
.003, and a
nonsignificant difference of verb type for conditions containing short noun phrases,
Fj(l,23)=1.81, MSe=6606, g< .20, F2(l,38)=2.77, Ms,=l 2.058, g < .1 1.
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Correlational Analyses
As in Experiments 1 and 2, regression analyses were conducted in two ways
Regression Method 1 was the method used by Trueswell et al. (1993). Regression
Method 2 is the method recommended by Lorch and Myers (1990) As in Trueswell et al
(1993), regression analyses were conducted using first pass reading time and total reading
time. The same five predictor variables were used. The ambiguous noun phrase region,
the modifier region, and the disambiguating verb region were examined
Regression Method 1 Regressions were conducted in the manner described in
Chapter 2. The results of the regression analyses are provided in Appendix E.
Increases in 'that' preference were associated with positive differences in first pass reading
time between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions only at the
ambiguous noun phrase region for conditions containing S-biased verbs and long noun
phrases: 'that' preference r=.3 1, p < .03 and transformed 'that' preference: r=30, p < .04.
When noun phrase length was collapsed, the same correlation involving 'that' preference
was significant for conditions containing S-biased verbs, r=28, p < .04. Also at the
ambiguous noun phrase region, increases in 'that' preference and transformed 'that'
preference were also associated with increases in the difference in total reading time
between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp in conditions containing S-biased
verbs and long noun phrases, r=.30, p < .03 and r=.41, p < .004, respectively. When the
noun phrase length was collapsed, the same correlations were significant for conditions
containing S-biased verbs, r=3 1, p < .03 and r= 34, p < .02, respectively. In these
conditions, increases in the printed frequency increased were associated with decreases in
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the difference in total reading time between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions for those conditions containing S-biased verbs and long noun phrases, f=- 26, p
<
.06, and those conditions containing S-biased verbs when the effect of noun phrase
length was collapsed, r=-,23, p < .08.
Regression Method 2 Regressions were conducted in the same manner as
described in Chapter 2. The results provided no evidence that changes in 'that' preference
were associated with differences in first pass reading time or total reading time between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions The only significant result
involving 'that' preference was observed at the ambiguous noun phrase region. Increases
in 'that' preference were associated with decreases in total reading time in conditions
containing long noun phrase and slight increases in total reading time in conditions
containing short noun phrases, resulting in a main effect of noun phrase length in the
ANOVA of mean slope (Short NP: -1.06 vs Long NP: 48), F(l,23)=4.30, MSe= 13 .10, p <
.05. When ambiguous and unambiguous conditions were tested separately, the effect of
noun phrase length approached significance in the unambiguous tensed S comp conditions,
F(l,23)=3.38, Ms
c
=16.22. p < .08, but was not significant in ambiguous conditions,
F(l,23)=l 21, Ms =11.01. p < .29. There were no significant results when the printed
frequency of the matrix verb was the predictor variable.
Discussion
The results showed that although lexical information reduced the difference
between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S complements for
S-biased verbs, it did not
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completely eliminate it In first pass reading time on the disambiguating region, the
beneficial effect of biasing verb information in S-biascd conditions was clear For S-biased
verbs, the processing difficulty between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions was only marginally significant in the subjects analysis As processing
continued, the processing difference between ambiguous and unambiguous conditions
grew larger, gaining significance in the subjects analysis in go-past reading time and in
total reading time. The continued processing that occurred involved regressive saccades
from the disambiguating region back to earlier parts of the sentence Readers made
regressive saccades out of the disambiguating region about about 6 percent of the time,
but the analyses of these percentages yielded no significant results. Readers made
regressive saccades into the matrix verb region more often when the sentence contained an
ambiguous tensed S comp than when it contained an unambiguous tensed S comp This
effect of complementizer presence was significant for both verb groups
These results are most compatible with the Lexical Filtering Proposal Readers
were able to use lexical information quickly However, the residual difficulty in the
ambiguous tensed S comp conditions can be taken as evidence that, at least some of the
time, readers had not abandoned the NP comp analysis before the disambiguating region
Constraint Satisfaction proponents might argue that this difficulty occurred during the
initial construction of tensed S comps for S-biased verbs. However, the results of
regressions analyses (conducted using the method recommended by Lorch and Myers,
1990) disconfirm this possibility. Increases in ‘that’ preference were not associated with
increases in first pass or total reading time in ambiguous tensed S comp conditions
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The results of present experiment also provided no support for the Constraint
Satisfaction assumption that lexical information guides the readers’ analysis of the
unambiguous tensed S complement conditions Unambiguous tensed S complement
conditions preceded by NP-biased verbs were not generally more difficult to process than
those preceded by S-biased verbs. Furthermore, there was no evidence that readers
analyzed the word that following NP-biased verbs as demonstrative pronouns or articles
and the word ‘that’ following S-biased verbs as a complementizer. Reading times on the
noun phrase region in unambiguous tensed S complement conditions was not significantly
longer for NP-biased verb conditions than S-biased verb conditions.
The effect that noun phrase length was expected to have on the processing
difference between ambiguous and unambiguous conditions was not observed, even for
those conditions containing NP-biased verbs. This null result is consistent with the same
null result in Experiments 1 and 2. In Chapter 6, the theoretical consequence of these
results will be discussed.
In summary, the present eye tracking results suggested that the presence of biasing
verb-specific lexical information reduced, but did not completely eliminate the processing
difficulty of sentences containing ambiguous tensed S comps for S-biased verbs. As the
relative processing difficulty of ambiguous tensed S comp conditions were not related to
‘that’ preference, these results are not compatible with Trueswell et al ,’s (1993)
Constraint Satisfaction account. However, the results are compatible with the Lexical
Filtering Proposal. As in Experiments 1 and 2, NP length did not influence the difference
in processing difficulty between ambiguous and unambiguous conditions.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENT 4
Eye tracking was used to measure reading time on sentences containing
temporarily ambiguous noun phrases that were continued as NP complements or as
ambiguous tensed S complements, or containing unambiguous tensed S complements As
in Experiments 1-3, matrix verbs were either S-biased or NP-biased, and ambiguous
noun phrases were either short, i.e., composed of a determiner and noun, or long, i e
,
composed of a determiner, noun, and prepositional phrase. The experimental items used
in the present experiment differ from those used by Trueswell et al. (1993) and from those
used in Experiments 1 - 3 in two ways. Foremost, a new set of verbs were selected
Many of the verbs used by Trueswell et al
.
(1993) and used in Experiments 1 - 3 could not
occur grammatically with noun phrase complements. Secondly, ambiguous noun phrases
were plausible as noun phrase complements for both verb types. A sample stimulus is
presented in Table 5.1
Prior studies of the NP comp/tensed S comp ambiguity investigated how
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp continuations are processed. One of the
most theoretically interesting comparisons has not been tested This comparison involves
the effect of verb bias on the processing ofNP comp continuations. The Constraint
Satisfaction Approach and the Lexical Filtering Proposal make different predictions
regarding these conditions. The Constraint Satisfaction Approach predicts that
verb bias
should influence processing on NP comp continuations. For sentences containing
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Table 5.1
Sample Stimulus from Experiment 4
Noun Phrase Complement Continuation
Sentence Complement Biased Verb
‘admit’
The athlete admitted his problem (with prescription drugs) because his parents worried
every single moment.
Noun Phrase Complement Biased Verb ‘reveal’
The athlete revealed his problem (with prescription drugs) because his parents worried
every single moment.
Sentence Complement Continuations
Sentence Complement Biased Verb ‘admit’
The athlete admitted (that) his problem (with prescription drugs) worried his parents
nearly every single moment.
Noun Phrase Complement Biased Verb ‘reveal’
The athlete revealed (that) his problem (with prescription drugs) worried his parents
nearly every single moment.
Note: The 'that' in parentheses occurred in half of the sentence complement continuations.
The prepositional phrases in parentheses occurred in half of all conditions.
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NP-biased verbs, the syntactically ambiguous noun phrase would be analyzed as a noun
phrase complement. When readers encounter the disambiguating information signaling an
NP comp, processing would be easy because the disambiguating information confirms the
initial analyses of the ambiguous noun For sentences containing S-biased verbs, the
syntactically ambiguous noun phrase would be analyzed as the subject noun phrase of a
tensed S comp. When readers encounter the disambiguating information signaling an NP
comp, processing would be more difficult because the disambiguating information
disconfirms the initial analysis of the ambiguous noun
In contrast, the Lexical Filtering Proposal predicts no effect of verb bias in
processing time for sentences containing NP comp continuations. For sentences containing
NP-biased and S-biased verbs, syntactically ambiguous noun phrases will be analyzed as
NP comps in accordance with Minimal Attachment. When the disambiguating information
signals an NP comp, processing should be easy because the disambiguating information
confirms the initial analysis. It is possible that in conditions containing S-biased verbs,
readers would, at least on some trials, abandon the NP comp analysis and adopt the tensed
S comp analysis before the disambiguating information is encountered. For these cases,
processing difficulty would be hard at the disambiguating information as it would be
disconfirming the second analysis that was adopted. Presumably, filtering would happen
only on a subset of trials, causing a rather small effect of verb type if any at all.
In regard to the effect that noun phrase length is expected to have on how NP
comp continuations are processed, the less conservative extension of Constraint
Satisfaction assumes the scenario where the "rich get richer", i.e., the longer the most
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highly ranked analysis is maintained the greater the activation level for that analysis
Consequently, in sentences containing NP-biased verb and long noun phrases, the
activation of the NP comp analyses should be more highly activated at the disambiguating
region than in sentences containing NP-biased verbs and short noun phrases When the
disambiguating region signals an NP comp continuation, the former condition should be
easier to process than the latter condition. For sentences containing S-biased verbs and
long ambiguous noun phrases, the activation of the tensed S comp should be more highly
activated at the disambiguating region than in sentences containing S-biased verbs and
short noun phrases. When the disambiguating region signals a NP comp continuation,
then the former conditions should be more difficult to process than the latter conditions
The less conservative extension of Lexical Filtering predicts that when the
disambiguating region signals a NP comp continuation, sentences containing NP-biased
verbs and S-biased verbs should show similar results. The length of the noun phrase
should not influence processing in the NP comp continuations. For both types of verbs,
the initial analysis of the ambiguous noun phrase is adopted in accordance with Minimal
Attachment, and in NP comp continuations, the reader is never forced to give up that
analysis.
In regard to the expected reading time results on ambiguous and unambiguous
tensed S comp continuations, those predictions outlined in Chapters 2 and those added in
Chapter 4 can be applied to the present experiment.
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Method
Participants
Thirty-six undergraduate and graduate students at the University of Massachusetts
were recruited to participate in the experiment for course credit or for $5 00 All
participants were fluent in American English, had normal or corrected vision, and were
naive to the purpose of the experiment.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that described for Experiment 3.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as that described for Experiment 3
.
Materials
Forty-eight experimental items were constructed, using 24 S-biased and 24 NP-
biased verbs selected from norms in Trueswell et al (1993) and the norms described in
Chapter 2. A complete list of verbs is provided in Appendix F. Each verb is listed with
four statistics: percent preference for tensed S comp, percent preference for NP comp, the
percent 'that' preference, and the printed frequency as assessed by Kucera and Francis
(1982). Table 5.2 presents a summary of verb statistics. Forty-eight experimental items
were constructed. The ambiguous noun phrase was selected to be plausible as either a NP
comp or as the subject of a tensed S complement. Twelve versions of each experimental
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Table 5.2
Summary of Verb Statistics for Experiment 4
NP-biased
S-biased
Mean
%NP comp
68.58
25.58
47.08
%S comp
13.29
59.63
36.46
%that pref
48.58
71.21
58 90
Printed Freq
193.13
171.67
182.40
item were constructed. Sentences continued as either NP comps, unambiguous tensed S
comps, or ambiguous tensed S comps. Prepositional phrases were constructed to modify
the post-verbal NP as unambiguously as possible. Steps were taken to ensure that the
disambiguating regions in temporarily ambiguous noun phrase complement conditions and
temporarily ambiguous tensed S comp conditions were closely matched in terms of length
(±3 characters) and roughly matched in terms of printed frequency as assessed by Francis
and Kucera (1982). Appendix G contains an list of all experimental items used in the
experiment. There were 32 filler items that served as foils. These items contained verbs
that permitted with the NP comp/tensed S comp ambiguity. Foils continued the post-
verbal ambiguous noun phrase serving as a NP comp. This was done to ensure that across
the experiment, there was an equal number ofNP comp/tensed S comp ambiguities
continued as NP comps as well as tensed S comps. Fifty-eight additional items were
included as fillers.
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Experimental Design
A repeated measures design was used, having three within-subjects factors: verb
type (NP-biased/S-biased), sentence type (NP comp/ambiguous tensed S
comp/unambiguous tensed S comp), and NP length (short/long).
Results
All eye movement data were initially screened in the manner described in Chapter
4. Sentences were divided into six analysis regions: the matrix verb, the complementizer,
determiner + noun, prepositional phrase, disambiguation, and post-disambiguating region
The disambiguation generally included two to three words, and the post-disambiguating
region included the rest of the sentence Three types ofANOVAs were conducted:
comparisons of ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp continuations were
conducted using verb type, noun phrase type and complementizer presence as three
within-subjects factors; comparisons ofNP comp conditions were conducted using verb
type and noun phrase length as within-subjects factors, and overall comparisons were
conducted using all conditions with verb type, noun phrase length and sentence
continuation as within-subjects variables.
First Pass Reading Time
Figure 5.1 displays the difference in first pass reading time in milliseconds between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions for the matrix verb, determiner
+
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Figure 5 . 1 Difference in First Pass Reading Time in
Milliseconds (Ambiguous - Unambiguous Conditions)
by Analysis Region in Experiment 4.
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noun, the disambiguating region, and the post-disambiguating region'. Table 5.3 presents
mean first pass reading time in milliseconds for the seven analysis regions
Disambiguating Region . The presence of biasing verb-specific lexical information
failed to eliminate the processing difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed
S comp continuations for S-biased verbs. The effect of complementizer presence was
significant for both verb types (S-biased: 89 ms vs NP-biased: 75 ms): NP-biased,
Ei(1,35)= 15.64, MSe=29953, p < .001, F2(l,47)=14. 10, MS<r46865, p < .001, and S-
biased, F,(l,35)=l 1.57, 1^=27900, p < .002, E2(l,47)=9.36, MSe=51748, p < .004. The
main effect of complementizer' presence was significant, F
1
(l,35)=21.24, MS^36951, p <
•001, F2(l,47)=29.78, MS e=38210, p < .001. The interaction of verb type and
complementizer presence was not significant, Fs < 1
. When prepositional phrases
followed ambiguous nouns, there were larger differences between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp continuations than when ambiguous noun phrases were not
modified (Long NP: 90 ms vs Short NP: 75 ms), however, the interaction of noun phrase
length and complementizer presence was not significant, Fs < 1
.
The presence of biasing verb-specific lexical information numerically reduced the
first pass reading time on ambiguous tensed S comp continuations containing S-biased
verbs as compared with ambiguous tensed S comp continuations containing NP-biased
verbs (S-biased: 875 ms vs 888 ms), but the main effect of verb type was not significant in
Ut was not possible to compute the reading time in terms of deviation from predicted
reading time with the current software.
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Table 5.3
Mean First Pass Reading Time by Analysis Region in Experiment 4
Region
Sentence Type
Noun Verb NP S.-No-Thm’ Szflwf M
“indicated/ Short S bias 367 383 382 377
revealed” NP bias 339 357 365 354
Long S bias 357 392 354 368
NP bias 374 367 364 368
‘that’ Short S bias — — 178
NP bias — — 199
Long S bias — — 244
NP bias — — 183
“his problem” Short S bias 486 514 465 488
NP bias 478 490 464 477
Long S bias 474 506 457 479
NP bias 449 450 488 462
“with Short S bias — — —
prescription NP bias — — — —
drug” Long S bias 650 633 585 623
NP bias 697 670 631 666
“because Short S bias 716 869 792 792
his parents/ NP bias 735 902 819 819
worriedhis Long S bias 678 897 791 789
his parents" NP bias 669 891 813 791
“every Short S bias 1520 1619 1610 1583
single NP bias 1443 1560 1604 1536
moment” Long S bias 1492 1571 1600 1554
NP bias 1415 1542 1488 1482
Note: NP=Noun Phrase Complement, S=Tensed Sentence Complement
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the overall analyses, or when conditions containing short and long noun phrases were
examined separately, Fs < 1 The interaction of noun phrase length and verb type was not
significant, Fs < 1
.
There was some indication that the beneficial effect of verb bias in ambiguous
tensed S comp continuations was obscured by regressive saccades occurring out of the
disambiguating region. Some researchers have shown that fixations preceding a regressive
eye movement are shorter on average than fixations preceding a forward fixation (Rayner
& Sereno, 1994). Table 5.3 presents the percentage of regressive saccades made out of
the disambiguating region. There were more regressions out of the disambiguating region
when the matrix verb had been NP-biased than when it had been S-biased (NP-biased
26% vs S-biased: 22%). Although the main effect of verb type failed to reach significance,
E1(l,35)=l .91, MSe=275, p < . 18, F2(l,47)-1 .37, MS-503, p < .25, these regressions had
an impact on first pass reading time. When trials on which a regression made out of the
disambiguating region were eliminated, first pass reading time on the disambiguating
region was significantly longer when the matrix verb had been NP-biased than when it had
been S-biased (NP-biased: 985 ms vs S-biased: 900 ms), F,(l,35)=5.94, MS t=43244, p <
.02, F2 < 1 . The overall effect of complementizer was significant (No-"that": 943 ms vs
"that": 832 ms), F,(l,35)=12.74, MS-69277, p < .002, F2(l,47)-30.96, MS<=36299, p <
.001
.
The interaction of complementizer presence and verb type was not significant,
Fj(l,35)=l .72, MSe-34147, p < .20, F2 < 1
.
First pass reading time on NP comp continuations did not prove to be longer for
conditions containing S-biased verbs as compared with conditions containing NP-biased
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Table 5.4
Percentage of Regressive Saccades Made out of the Disambiguating Region in Ambiguous
Tensed Sentence Complement Conditions in Experiment 4
NP Length NP-biased S-biased A Mean
Short 30 25 +5 27.5
Long 22 19 +3 20.5
Mean 26 22
verbs, as predicted by the Constraint Satisfaction Approach (S-biased: 698 ms vs 714 ms).
The main effect of verb type was not significant, Fs < 1 . Conditions containing long noun
phrases generally had shorter first pass reading time than conditions containing short noun
phrases (Long NP: 674 ms vs Short NP: 723 ms). The effect of noun phrase length was
significant by items in the overall analyses, F 1(l,35)=3.24, MS€=27988, g < .09,
F2(l,47)=4.65, MS l=28803. g < .04. The effect of noun phrase length was significant by
items for NP-biased verbs, F 1(l,35)=3.08, MSC=21576, g < .09, F2(l,47)=4.47,
MS
C
=21726. g < .04, but was not significant for S-biased verbs, F t < 1, E2(1,47)= 1.59,
MSe=26628, g < .22. The interaction between noun phrase length and verb type was not
significant, Fs<l.
Overall, first pass reading time on the disambiguating region was shortest when
such regions signaled a NP comp continuation (698 ms), was slightly longer in
unambiguous tensed S comp continuations (798 ms), and was longest when
disambiguating regions signaled a tensed S comp in conditions when the complementizei
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had been absent (881 ms), F
1
(l,35)=31.40, 1^=58315, p < 001, F2(l,47)=28 15,
MS
<
,=46536, p < .001 The effect of sentence continuation was significant for both verb
groups: NP-biased, E1(l,35)=21.01, MS,=30734, p < .001, E2( 1,47)= 18 09, MS<=48358,
p < .001, and S-biased, Ei( 1,35)=12.92, MS c=39396 r p < .001, £2(1,47)=12 92,
MS
€
=63270, p < .001 There were no significant interactions with verb type or length of
the ambiguous noun phrase.
Post-Disambiguating Region
. The presence of biasing verb-specific lexical
information appeared to reduce, but failed to eliminate numerically the processing
difference for ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp continuations for S-biased
verbs. The effect of complementizer presence was the same size for both verb groups, and
was not significant for either group (S-biased: 5 ms vs NP-biased: 5 ms), Fs < 1 The
main effect of complementizer presence and the interaction of verb type and
complementizer presence were not significant. When prepositional phrases followed
ambiguous nouns, there were larger differences between ambiguous and unambiguous
tensed S comp continuations than when ambiguous noun phrases were not modified (Long
NP: 25 ms vs Short NP: -25 ms), however, the interaction ofNP length and
complementizer presence was not significant for either verb group and overall, Es < 1
The presence of biasing verb-specific lexical information was related to increases in
first pass reading time on ambiguous tensed S comp continuations containing S-biased
verbs as compared with ambiguous tensed S comp continuations containing NP-biased
verbs (S-biased: 1595 ms vs 1551 ms), but the main effect of verb type was not significant
in the overall analyses, or when conditions containing short and long noun phrases were
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examined separately, Fs < 1 The interaction of noun phrase length and verb type was not
significant, Fs < 1
.
First pass reading time on NP comp continuations was numerically longer when
preceded by S-biased verbs than when preceded by NP-biased verbs (S-biased: 1 506 ms vs
NP-biased: 1429 ms), as predicted by the Constraint Satisfaction Approach However, the
effect of verb type approached, but did not reach significance in the overall analyses,
F
1
(l,35)=3.21, M^=81327, p < 09, F2(l,47)=2.34, ^=13031 1, p < .14, and was not
significant in conditions containing short and long noun phrases were examined separately:
Short NPs: F
1
(l,35)=l .5 1, MS =80223. p < .23, F2( 1,47)= 1.56, MS.=98669, p < .22, and
Long NPs: Fj(l,35)=2.15, M£e=65246, p < .16, F2( 1,47)= 1.77, MS =85521. p < .20.
Conditions containing long noun phrases generally had shorter first pass reading time than
conditions containing short noun phrases (Long NP: 1509 ms vs Short NP: 1569 ms).
However, the effect of noun phrase length was not significant in the overall analyses, F, <
1, F2( 1,47)= 1.20, MS C=7623L p < .28, or when NP-biased and S-biased verbs were
examined separately, Fs < 1 . The interaction between noun phrase length and verb type
was not significant, Fs<l
.
Overall, mean first pass reading time on the post disambiguating region was
shortest in NP comp continuations (1454 ms), and longest in unambiguous and ambiguous
tensed S comp continuations (1554 ms and 1557 ms, respectively), F t(l,35)-5.86,
MSc=93287, p < .005, F2(l,47)=1 2.65, MSe=60721, p < .001. There were no other
significant effects.
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Determiner + Noun Region The presence of verb-specific lexical information
appeared to increase the difference in processing difficulty on the ambiguous noun phrase
region between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp continuations As observed
in Experiments 1
-3, the effect of complementizer presence was larger for S-biased verbs
than for NP-biased verbs (S-biased: 38 ms vs NP-biased: 2 ms). The interaction of verb
type and complementizer presence was significant only in the items analyses,
Ei(l,35)=3.37, MSe=18183, p < .08, F2(l,47)=4.38, MS =15446
: p < .05. The effect of
complementizer presence was significant for S-biased verbs, F
1
(l,35)=4.49, MS =19353 p
< 05, F2(l,47)=5.47, MSe=20305, p < .03, and was not significant for NP-biased verbs, F
< 1 The main effect of complementizer presence was not significant, F^l ,35)=1 .16,
MS
e
=24727, p < .29, F2(l,47)=2.558, MSe=17425, p < .12. There were no effects or
interactions involving noun phrase length.
Prepositional Phrase Region When ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp
continuations were examined, first pass reading time was generally longer when the
complementizer was absent (No-"that": 651 ms vs "that": 608 ms). The effect of
complementizer approached significance in conditions containing S-biased verbs,
F
1
(l,35)=3.37, MS
C
=16217. p < .08, F2(l,47)=2.98, MS =13661. p < .09, and was not
significant in conditions containing NP-biased verbs, Fj < 1, F2(l,35)=2.12, MSe=17999,
p < . 16. The interaction of verb type and complementizer presence was not significant, Fs
< 1
.
First pass reading time was longer when the matrix verb had been NP-biased than
when it had been S-biased (NP-biased: 651 ms vs S-biased: 609 ms). The main effect of
verb type was significant by subjects only, Fj(l,35)=6.24, MSe= 10204, p < .02,
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E20>47)=2.79, MSc~30682, p < 1 1 As expected, there were no statistical differences
between NP comp and ambiguous tensed S comp continuations, and there were no effects
or interactions involving noun phrase length.
Matrix Verb Region The only significant result was an effect of verb type Mean
first pass reading time on the matrix verb was longer when it was an S-biased verb (S-
biased: 372 ms vs NP-biased: 360 ms). The main effect of verb type was significant by
subjects only, Ei(l,35)=4.96, MS -2940, p < .04, F2( 1,47)= 1.72, =12730, p < .20.
This difference is likely to be related to differences in printed frequency of the verbs.
Although the mean frequency of the two verb groups were the same (S-biased: 192 and
NP-biased: 193), S-biased verbs had a lower median frequency (S-biased 44 vs NP-
biased: 110).
Complementizer Region. The only significant result was a significant effect of
verb type, observed in conditions containing long noun phrases, significant in the subjects
analysis only, F 1(l,23)=5.40, MS e=6881, p < .03, F2(l,27)=2.09, MS,, =9242, p < .16.
Missing means were replaced following Myers and Well (1991) and adjusted degrees of
freedom are reported.
Go-Past Reading Time
Figure 5.2 displays the difference in mean go-past reading time in milliseconds
between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions for five analysis
regions. Table 5.5 presents mean go-past reading time in milliseconds
for each analysis
region.
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Figure 5 .2 Difference in Go-past Reading Time in
Milliseconds (Ambiguous - Unambiguous Conditions)
by Analysis Region in Experiment 4.
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Table 5.5
Mean Go-past Reading Time by Analysis Region in Experiment 4
Region
“indicated/
revealed”
Noun
Short
Long
Vfirb
S bias
NP bias
S bias
NP bias
Sentence Type
NP S-No-’that’ S-‘that’
436 488 438
405 483 445
457 484 450
435 459 443
M
455
445
464
446
‘that’ Short S bias — — 272 ...
NP bias — — 303
Long S bias — — 289
NP bias — — 293
“his problem” Short S bias 616 745 657 673
NP bias 587 731 668 662
Long S bias 579 673 616 624
NP bias 583 669 687 647
“with Short S bias — — —
prescription NP bias — — — —
drug” Long S bias 784 851 763 799
NP bias 797 890 829 839
“because Short S bias 858 1142 966 989
his parents/ NP bias 872 1245 982 1033
worried Long S bias 764 1116 940 940
his parents" NP bias 736 1132 968 946
“every Short S bias 1608 1699 1682 1663
single NP bias 1513 1660 1718 1631
moment" Long S bias 1553 1702 1698 1652
NP bias 1476 1624 1621 1574
Note: NP=Noun Phrase Complement, S=Tensed Sentence Complement.
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Disambiguating Region The presence of biasing verb-specific lexical information
reduced, but failed to eliminate the processing difference between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp continuations for S-biased verbs. The effect of
complementizer presence appeared to be smaller for S-biased verbs than NP-biased verbs
(S-biased: 169 ms vs NP-biased: 223 ms). However, the interaction of verb type and
complementizer presence failed to reach significance, Ei(l,35)=l .75, MS =30629 p < .20,
E2 < 1 The effect of complementizer was significant for both S-biased and NP-biased
verbs: NP-biased verbs, F
1
(l,35)=18.17, MS =9591 1 . p < .001, F2(l,47)=22.03,
MS^l 07390, p < .001, and S-biased verbs: F 1(l,35)=14 15, MS =72747. p < .001,
E2(l,47)=22.68, MS
€
=61825, p < .001 . The main effect of complementizer was highly
significant, F
1
(l,35)=19.76, MSe=137921, p < .001, F2(l,47)=46.37, ^=79915, p <
.001
. Contrary to expectations, conditions containing long noun phrases showed smaller
effects of complementizer presence than conditions containing short noun phrases (Long
NP: 175.5 ms vs Short NP: 214 ms). The interaction of noun phrase length and
complementizer presence was not significant overall, Fs < 1, for S-biased verbs, Fs < 1, or
for NP-biased verbs, F
1
(l,35)=2.14, MS =3076L p < 16, F2(l,47)=1.48, MS,=67028,
P < .24.
Go-past reading time on NP comp continuations was somewhat longer for
conditions containing S-biased verbs as compared with conditions containing NP-biased
verbs, as predicted by the Constraint Satisfaction Approach (S-biased: 764 ms vs 757 ms).
The main effect of verb type was not significant, Fs < 1 Conditions containing long noun
phrases generally had shorter first pass reading time than conditions containing short noun
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phrases (Long NP: 713 ms vs Short NP: 808 ms). The effect of noun phrase length was
significant for both verb groups: NP-biased verb, Ei(l,35)=8.17, MS =25177 p < .007,
E2(l,47)=9.62, M-3e~30048, p < 004, and for S-biased verbs, F,(l,35)=6.32, MS
L
-19323
p < .02, E2(l,47)=5.80, MSc=30599, p < .02, and overall, E,(l,35)-1 1.20, MS -28783. p
<
.003, F2(l,47)=14. 12, MS c-32569. p < 001. The interaction between noun phrase
length and verb type was not significant, Fs < 1
Overall, go-past reading time was shortest on NP comp continuations (760 ms),
longer in unambiguous tensed S complement continuations (880 ms), and longest on
ambiguous tensed S complement (1075 ms), resulting in a significant effect of sentence
continuation, Ei(l,35)=40.69,^=88706
, p < .001, E2(l,47)=49.48, MSe=99753, p <
.001
.
The effect of sentence continuation was significant for both verb groups: NP-biased,
E1(l,35)=35.19, MS-65018, p < .001, E2(l,47)=32.19, MS -95507, p < .001, and S-
biased, E,(l,35)=23 39, MS-61488, p < .001, E2(l,47)-27.26, MS.-73790, p < .001.
Go-past reading time was longer when the ambiguous noun phrase had been short (Short
NP: 940 ms vs Long NP: 870 ms), Ei(l ,35)-l 0.26, MSe=51255, p < .003,
E2( 1 ,47)— 16.13, MS -44785. p < .001 . The effect of noun length was significant for both
verb groups: NP-biased, EiO >35)— 12.47, MSe—3 1668, p < .002, E2( 1 ,47) 1 1 .02,
MS -47416. p < .002, and S-biased, E,(l,35)=4.33, MS.=2851 1, p < .05, E2(l,47)=3.92,
M^=46316,p< .06.
Post Disambiguating Region . Go-past reading time was generally shortest on NP
comp continuations (1539 ms), and longer on ambiguous tensed S complement
continuations and unambiguous tensed S complement continuations (1670 ms
and 1691
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ms, respectively). The effect of sentence continuation was significant for both verb
groups: NP-biased, E 1(l,35)=5.84, ^=101789, p < .005, F2(l,47)=6.98, MS^121858,
p < .002, S-biased, F 1(l,35)=3.25, M£e=l 17516, p < .05, F2(l,47)=5.32, MS C=107552 p
<
.007; and overall, F
1
(l,35)=9.08, MSc=l 07010, p < .001, F2( 1,47)= 15. 94, MS=89094
p < .001 . Go-past reading time was longer when the ambiguous noun phrase had been
short (Short NP:1662 ms vs Long NP:1605 ms), F,(l,35)=4.20, MS =81708 p < .05,
E2(l>47)=5.70, MSe=94132, p < .02. The effect of noun length did not reach significance
for either verb group: NP-biased, F!(l,35)=2.33, MS =82293 p < .14, F2(l,47)=2.99,
MSe=97640, p < . 10, and S-biased, Fs < 1 Go-past reading time on ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp continuations yielded no significant results.
Determiner + Noun Region
. The presence of verb-specific lexical information
appeared to increase the processing difference between the ambiguous noun phrase region
in ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp continuations. The effect of
complementizer presence was larger for S-biased verbs than for NP-biased verbs (S-
biased: 28 ms vs NP-biased: -31 ms). The interaction of verb type and complementizer
presence approached, but failed to reach significance, F 1(l,35)=3.57, MSe=:15587, p < .07,
F2(l,47)=3.54, MS ;=T8429. p < .07. The effect of complementizer presence was not
significant for either verb group: NP-biased verbs, F 1(l,35)=1.81, MSe= 15367, p < .19,
F2(l,47)=l .63, MSe=15536, p < .21, and S-biased, F 1(l,35)= 1.66, MSe=16789, p < .21,
£2(1 347)=2.34, MS c= 17479. p < . 14. The main effect of complementizer presence was not
significant, F* < 1 .
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Prepositional Phrase Region There were no significant results
Matrix Verb Region . Go-past reading time was longer on S-biased verbs than on
NP-biased verbs (S-biased: 382 ms vs NP: 367 ms), F
1
(l,35)=7.24, MS
-3147 p < .02,
F2(l,47)=2.20, MSc=14609,p< 15.
Complementizer Region There were no significant results.
Total Reading Time
Figure 5.3 displays the difference in mean total reading time in milliseconds
between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions the five analysis regions
Table 5.6 presents mean total reading time for the analysis regions.
Disambiguating Region
. The presence of biasing verb-specific lexical information
reduced, but failed to eliminate the processing difference between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp continuations for S-biased verbs. The effect of
complementizer presence was roughly smaller for S-biased verbs than NP-biased verbs (S-
biased: 177 ms vs NP-biased: 220 ms). However, the interaction of verb type and
complementizer presence was not significant, Fs < 1 . The effect of complementizer was
significant for both S-biased and NP-biased verbs: NP-biased verbs, F 1(l,35)=13.71,
MS -127018. p < .001, F2(l ,47)=1 8.45, MS -128034, p < .001, and S-biased verbs:
F
1
(l,35)=l 1 .37, MS-99664, p < .002, F2(l,47)=24.05, M£e=64181, p < .001. The main
effect of complementizer was highly significant, F 1(l,35)=15.29, MSe= l 85905, p < .001,
F (1 47)=44 31. MS.-87156. p < .001. Contrary to expectations, conditions containing
long noun phrases showed smaller effects of complementizer presence than conditions
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Table 5.6
Mean 7 otal Reading Time by Analysis Region in Experiment 4
Region
Sentence Type
Ncun Verb NP S-No-’that’ SiW M
“indicated/ Short S bias 437 489 441 456
revealed” NP bias 411 490 446 449
Long S bias 458 484 450 464
NP bias 436 460 445 447
‘that’ Short S bias — — 272 ___
NP bias — — 304
Long S bias — — 290 —
NP bias — — 294 —
“his problem” Short S bias 623 745 658 675
NP bias 588 737 669 665
Long S bias 580 670 617 622
NP bias 584 675 687 649
“with Short S bias — — — —
prescription NP bias — — — —
drug” Long S bias 784 852 763 800
NP bias 797 891 830 839
“because Short S bias 871 1154 973 999
his parents/ NP bias 878 1258 994 1043
worried Long S bias 765 1128 954 949
his parent" NP bias 767 1144 969 960
“every Short S bias 1615 1711 1726 1684
single NP bias 1525 1684 1737 1649
moment” Long S bias 1567 1714 1723 1668
NP bias 1501 1654 1627 1594
Note: NP=Noun Phrase Complement, S=Tensed Sentence Complement
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containing short noun phrases (Long NP: 175 ms vs Short NP: 222 ms) The interaction
of noun phrase length and complementizer presence was not significant overall, Fs < 1
Total reading time on NP comp continuations was somewhat longer for conditions
containing S-biased verbs as compared with conditions containing NP-biased verbs, as
predicted by the Constraint Satisfaction Approach (S-biased: 818 ms vs 808 ms) The
main effect of verb type was not significant, Es < 1 . Conditions containing long noun
phrases generally had shorter total reading time than conditions containing short noun
phrases (Long NP: 751 ms vs Short NP: 875 ms). The effect of noun phrase length was
significant for both verb groups: NP-biased verb, F
1
(l,35)=l 1 . 12, MS =32454. p < .003,
E2(M7)=11.14 M£e=45323, p < .002, and S-biased verbs, F 1(l,35)=6.30, MS C=32280. p
<
.02, E2(l,47)=7.59, MS.-42947, p < .009, and overall, E!(l,35)=15.59, MS.=35474, p <
.001, E2(l,47)=21.21, MS e-3871 1, p < .001. The interaction between noun phrase length
and verb type was not significant, Es < 1
.
Overall, total reading time was shortest when sentences continued as noun phrase
complements (812 ms), longer on unambiguous tensed S comp continuation (972 ms), and
longest ambiguous tensed S comp continuation (1171 ms). The main effect of sentence
continuation was highly significant, for NP-biased verbs, Ei(l,35)=31.21, MS e-89764, p <
.001, E2(l,47)=33.94, MS. =1 10886, p < .001, for S-biased verbs, Ei(l,35)=20.12,
MS -93676. p < .001, E20,47)=31.43, MS* -85067, p < .001, and overall,
E1(l,35)=38.08, MS^l 16811, p < .001, E2(l,47)=50.20, MS. -122097, p < .001. Total
fixation was longer when the ambiguous noun phrase was long than when it was short
(Long NP: 949 ms vs Short NP: 1021 ms) The main effect of noun phrase length was
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significant for NP-biased verbs, F,(l,35)=8.23, MS =57685, p < .003, F2(l,47)=6 58, MS.
=95872, p < .01 , and overall, F,(l,35)=8.08, MS.=69512, p < .008, E2(l,47)=8.69, MS.
=91646, p < .006, but was not significant for S-biased verbs, Ei(l,35)=3.40, MS =40464
p < .08, E2(l,47)=2.42, MS. =90248, p < .12.
Post-Disambiguation Region The only significant results were in the overall
analyses. Sentence continuation influenced the total reading time on the post
disambiguating region. Sentences continuing as noun phrase complements received the
shortest total reading time (1551 ms) and sentence continuing as ambiguous and
unambiguous sentences received comparable total reading time (1691 ms and 1703 ms,
respectively). The main effect of sentence continuation was highly significant, for NP-
biased verb, Ei( 1,35)=5.78, MS :=1 10368, p < .005, E2(l,47)=7. 16, MS, =127392, p <
.002, for S-biased verbs, E!(l,35)=3.32, MS.=H8539, p < .05, E2(l,47)=6.12, MS.
=99444, p < .004, and overall, Ei(l,35)=8.70, MS.=105532, p < .001, E2( 1,47)= 15.46,
MS
C
=87910. p < .001 . Although total reading time was longer when ambiguous noun
phrases were long than when they were short, the effect of noun phrase length did not
reach significance.
Determiner + Noun Region . Overall, mean total reading time on the determiner-
noun sequence was shortest when the sentence continued as a NP complement (592 ms),
slightly longer when the sentence continued as unambiguous tensed S comps (658), and
longest when the sentence continued as an ambiguous tensed S comp (705 ms). The main
effect of sentence continuation was significant by NP-biased verbs, Ei(1,35)=8.04,
M3t=35541, p < .001, E2(l,47)=8. 12, MS. =48253, p < .001, S-biased
verbs,
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Ei( 1,35)-4.99, MSe=41985, p < . 01 , E2(l,47)=7.17, MS, =40491, p < 002, and overall,
F
1
(l,35)=12.49, MSe=37172, p < .001, F2(l,47)=15.42, MS. =41817, p < .001 . Total
reading time was shorter when the ambiguous noun phrase had been followed by a
prepositional phrase than when it had not been modified (Long NP: 635 vs Short NP:
670). The main effect of noun phrase length was significant by S-biased verbs,
Ei( 1,35)—6.74, MSe~22669, p < .02, F2(l,47)=6.22, MS. =34597, p < .02, and overall,
Ei( 1,35)—4. 17, M&e~30505, p < .05, F2(l,47)=3.63, MS e =46451, p < .07, but was not
significant by NP-biased verbs, Fs < 1 . There were no significant effects or interactions
involving verb type.
Prepositional Phrase Region Overall, total reading time on the prepositional
phrase was longest when the sentence had continued as an ambiguous tensed S comp
(Amb: 871 ms, Unamb:796 ms, and NP: 791 ms). The effect of sentence continuation was
significant overall, F
1
(l,35)=3.34, MS
C
.=46206. p < .05, F2(l,47)=3.46, MS. =58249, p <
.04, but was not significant for NP-biased verbs, F,(l,35)=l .95, MS C=41729. p < . 14,
F2(l,47)=2.20, MSe =50312, p < .12, or for S-biased verbs, F 1(l,35)=2.23, MS =34281. p
<12, F2(l,47)=l .48, MS C =71 165, p < .24 Total reading time was somewhat longer
when the matrix verb had been an NP-biased verb (839 ms vs 800 ms), however, the main
effect of verb type was not significant, F
1
(l,35)=2.75, MS
e
=30558. p < .11,
F2(l,47)=l .73, MS l =71650, p < .20. The interaction of verb type and sentence
continuation did not approach significance, Fs < 1.
Matrix Verb Region When ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S continuations
were compared, total reading time on the matrix verb was longer on ambiguous tensed S
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continuations (No-"that": 481 ms vs "that”: 445 ms). The effect of complementizer
presence was significant by items overall, F,(l,35)=3.50, MS.=25517, p < 07,
E2(l,47)=6. 1 8, MS. =20284, p < .02, was significant by items for S-biased verbs,
F,(l,35)=2.47, MS.=24227, p < .13, F2(l,47)=4.55, MS. =16693, p < .04, and was not
significant for NP-biased verbs, F
1
(l,35)=l
.95, MS.=16296, p < . 18, F 2(l,47)=2.28, MS.
=22224, p< .14.
Although total reading time on NP comp continuations was slightly longer when
the matrix verb had been an S-biased verb (S-biased: 460 ms vs NP-biased: 448 ms), the
main effect of verb type was not significant overall, F
1
(l,35)=l
.95, MS
c
=10480
r p < .18,
E2(l,47)= 1.28, MS. =20200, p < .27, or when long and short noun phrase conditions were
examined separately, Fs < 1
.
Overall, total reading time on the matrix verb was longest when the sentence
continued as an ambiguous tensed S comp (479 ms). When the sentence continued as a
NP comp and as an unambiguous tensed S comp, total reading time was comparable (434
ms and 445 ms, respectively). The main effect of sentence continuation was marginally
significant for NP-biased verbs, F
1
(l,35)=2.97, MS
C
=16231. p < .06, F2(l,47)=3.98, MS
=18504, p < .03, was marginally significant by items for S-biased verbs, F^ 1,35)=1.97,
M$e= 19402, p < .15, E2(l,47)=3.08, MS. =18532, p < .06, and overall, F 1(l,35)=4.37,
MS =18418. p < .02, F2(l,47)=8.06, MS. =16171, p < .001.
Complementizer Region . There were no significant results.
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Correlational Analyses
First pass reading time and total fixation time were analyzed using Regression
Method 2 in the manner described in Chapter 2. Regression method 1 was not used in the
present experiment. In Experiments 1-3, Regression Method 1 was used primarily for
comparison with the results of Trueswell et al. (1993). The results of those comparisons
only weakly replicated Trueswell et al ’s (1993) results. Furthermore, Regression Method
2 is preferred on statistical grounds.
At the ambiguous noun phrase, increases in transformed 'that' preference were
associated with increases in total fixation time in ambiguous S comps and with smaller
increases in unambiguous tensed S comps for sentences containing S-biased verbs and
short noun phrases (No-"that": 2.13 vs "that": .36). However, the main effect of
complementizer presence failed to reach significance, F(l,35)=3.30, MSe = 1722, p < .08.
For sentences containing S-biased verbs and long noun phrases, the main effect was not
significant, F < 1 The interaction between complementizer presence and noun phrase
length was marginally significant, F(l,35)=3.96, MSe = 1732, p < .06. A similar pattern
of results were observed for untransformed 'that' preference (No-"that": 5.02 vs "that":
1 .07). The main effect of complementizer presence failed to reach significance,
F(l,35)=3.01, MSe = 9314, p < .10. For sentences containing S-biased verbs and long
noun phrases, the main effect was not significant, F < 1 The interaction between
complementizer presence and noun phrase length was marginally significant,
F(l,35)=3.28, MSe = 9189, p < .08.
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Increases in the printed frequency of the matrix verb were associated in decreases
in first pass reading time on the ambiguous noun phrase and on the disambiguating region
in conditions containing NP-biased verbs and smaller decreases in first pass reading time in
conditions containing S-biased verbs, resulting in significant effects of verb type: noun
phrase region (NP-biased: -4.5 vs S-biased:
-.04) F(l,35)=3
.84, MSe=4.7, p < .06, and
disambiguating region, F(l,35)=20.52, MSe=10.9, p < ,001. Increases in the printed
frequency of the matrix verb were associated in decreases in total reading time on the
disambiguating region in ambiguous tensed S comp conditions containing S-biased verbs
and smaller decreases in ambiguous tensed S comp conditions containing NP-biased verbs,
resulting in an interaction involving verb type and sentence type, F( 1,35)= 10. 89,
MSe=18.42, p< .001.
Discussion
The present experiment investigated the role of verb specific lexical information in
the resolution of the NP comp/tensed S comp ambiguity when ambiguous noun phrases
were continued as NP comps, as ambiguous tensed S comps, and as unambiguous tensed
S comps. The results provide strong evidence against the lexical guidance assumption in
the Constraint Satisfaction Approach. In all measures of reading time, sentences
containing ambiguous tensed S comps were much harder to process at the disambiguating
region than sentences containing unambiguous tensed S comps. This was true for
sentences containing NP-biased and S-biased verbs.
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There was some evidence that verb-specific lexical information reduced the
difference in processing difficulty between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps
containing S-biased verbs. However, the evidence was not as clear cut as in Experiments
1 - 3
. The present experiment observed the most clear-cut evidence when ambiguous
tensed S comp conditions were examined separately. First pass reading time on the
disambiguating region was significantly shorter in conditions containing S-biased verbs
than in conditions containing NP-biased verbs. When first pass reading time did not
include those fixations followed by a regressive saccade, first pass reading time was
shorter on the disambiguating region in conditions containing S-biased verbs, significant
by subjects only.
The effect of verb-specific lexical information was not observed in NP comp
continuations, contrary to the prediction of the Constraint Satisfaction Approach. Readers
were predicted to take more time to fixate the disambiguating regions ofNP comp
continuations when the matrix verb had been S-biased than when it had been NP-biased.
The present experiment also tested the claim that the 'that' preference for S-biased
verbs would be significantly correlated with the difference in processing difficulty between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp continuations. There was moderate evidence
to support this claim However, as increases in 'that' preference for S-biased verbs were
associated with increases in total reading time on ambiguous tensed S comps, and not with
increases in first pass reading time, it is clear that the effect of 'that' preference occurred
relatively late in processing.
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Taken together, these results are consistent with the predictions of the Lexical
Filtering Proposal. Readers generally analyzed the ambiguous noun phrases as NP comps
When an S-biased verb preceded the ambiguity, readers were sometimes able to begin
using lexical information quickly to filter the NP comp analysis and to adopt the correct
tensed S comp analysis. Significant effects of complementizer presence for S-biased verbs
at the ambiguous noun phrase region and the prepositional phrase region, suggest that the
filtering is occurring in these regions. The fact that the use of 'that' preference information
occurred relatively late in processing is not incompatible with Lexical Filtering Proposal,
which restricts what type of information is used in forming the initial analysis of a
syntactically ambiguous word or phrase, but does not restrict what types of information
are used throughout the comprehension process. In post-initial stages of processing,
readers may be sensitive to the 'that' preference of verbs.
As in Experiments 1 - 3, the effect of noun phrase length proved to be statistically
weak. The Semantic Cost Principle predicted that abandoning an initial Minimally
Attached analysis would be more difficult for sentences containing long noun phrases than
short noun phrases. Although there were occasionally larger differences between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions when sentences contained long
noun phrases than when they contained short noun phrases, these interactions failed to
reach significance. A plausible explanation is that failure to observe effects of length
actually stemmed from the consequences of Lexical Filtering The Lexical Filtering
Proposal assumes that at any point after an initial analysis has been constructed, readers
may use verb information as a filter. This scenario suggests that readers may be filtering at
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difference points in time across sentences Furthermore, the time-course of filtering may
vary across subjects. This type of variability could be overcome by increasing the number
of observations per subject per condition In the present experiment, this is likely to be
impossible due to the small number of verbs in the English language giving rise to the NP
comp/tensed S comp ambiguity.
In sum, the results of the present experiment provide strong evidence against the
lexical guidance assumption of Constraint Satisfaction approach. Ambiguous tensed S
comp continuations were consistently harder to process than unambiguous tensed S comp
continuations for both verb groups. The presence of biasing verb information numerically
reduced the processing difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp
continuations, but interactions between verb type and complementizer effect were
generally nonsignificant. There was also no evidence that verb bias influenced the
processing on NP comp continuations, as predicted by the Lexical Filtering Proposal.
Regression analyses revealed that 'that' preference and printed frequency were correlated
with reading time differences at the ambiguous noun phrases between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp continuations. As in Experiment 1 - 3, the expected effect of
noun phrase length on ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions was not
observed.
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CHAPTER 6
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This dissertation investigated how verb-specific lexical information is used in the
resolution of the NP comp/tensed S comp ambiguity. Two theoretical perspectives were
contrasted. The Constraint Satisfaction Approach represented the lexical guidance view,
which assumes that lexical information can be used immediately to resolve syntactically
ambiguous phrases. The Lexical Filtering Proposal represented the view that assumes that
synactic analysis of an ambiguous word or phrase is not delayed until lexical information
becomes available. Initial syntactic analysis is carried out in accordance with the syntactic
parsing principles, Minimal Attachment and Late Closure. Experiments 1 - 3 tested how verb
bias and the length of the syntactically ambiguous noun phrase influenced processing in
sentences containing ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S complements. Self-paced phrase
by phrase reading, self-paced word by word reading, and eye tracking were used to measure
reading time. Experiment 4 used eye tracking to test how verb bias and the length of the
syntactically ambiguous noun phrase influenced processing in sentences containing NP
complements as well as ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S complements. The results of
these four experiments are discussed in four sections: (1) lexical guidance versus lexical
filtering (2) the role of 'that' preference, (3) the effect of the NP length, and (4) experimental
methodology
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Lexical Guidance Versus Lexical Filtering
The presence of biasing verb-specific lexical information in S-biased verb conditions
generally reduced the processing difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S
comps. However, there were different degrees of reduction across experiments Generally,
more reduction was observed in the self-paced reading experiments than in the eye tracking
experiments.
In the self-paced reading experiments, phrases were presented either a phrase at a time
(Experiment 1) or a word at a time (Experiment 2). In Experiment 1, when sentences
contained S-biased verbs, the processing difficulty in ambiguous tensed S comp conditions
(as compared with unambiguous conditions) was eliminated when those conditions contained
long noun phrases. When S-biased verb conditions contained short noun phrases, there was
a significant difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions In
Experiment 2, S-biased verb conditions showed no significant difference between ambiguous
and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions for either short or long NP conditions. One
possible explanation is that when readers were able to read slowly, i.e., word by word, lexical
information became available quickly enough to be used before the disambiguating region of
the sentence was read. When readers were able to read a bit more quickly, i.e., phrase by
phrase, lexical information became available in conditions containing long NPs and was used
before the disambiguating region was read. This explanation is more consistent with the
Lexical Filtering Proposal than the Constraint Satisfaction Approach. The former view
assumes that in the absence of lexical information a Minimally Attached analysis is
constructed. When lexical information becomes available the initial analysis is evaluated and
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if necessary filtered. From the perspective of Constraint Satisfaction, the accrual rate of
lexical information would also be important The Constraint Satisfaction Approach predicts
that when availability of lexical information is delayed, the analysis of the ambiguous noun
phrase would also be delayed (MacDonald et al
., 1994). Therefore, regardless of the rate of
reading, ambiguous noun phrases would be analyzed as being consistent with the bias of the
preceding verb, which would cause there to be no difference between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp conditions for S-biased verbs.
A comparison of the two eye tracking experiments shows that there was less reduction
in the processing difficulty of conditions containing S-biased verbs and ambiguous tensed S
comp conditions (as compared with unambiguous tensed S comps) in Experiment 4 than in
Experiment 3 In Experiment 4, there were significant differences between ambiguous and
unambiguous tensed S comp conditions for S-biased verbs for both long and short NP
conditions, in all measures of fixation duration. In Experiment 3, the presence of biasing verb
information eliminated the processing difference between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed
S comps containing S-biased verbs in first pass fixation duration for both short and long noun
phrase conditions. However, in go-past fixation duration and total fixation duration, there
were larger differences between those conditions, which were significant by subjects.
One possible explanation for these results relates to the experimental materials. In
Experiment 4, ambiguous noun phrases appear to be more plausible as NP comps for S-biased
verbs than in Experiment 3. In contrast, for NP-biased verbs, the plausibility of ambiguous
noun phrases as NP comps seem comparable across the two experiments and plausible in both
cases. A representative example is shown in (1). Because in Experiment 4, ambiguous noun
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phrases were continued as NP comps a third of the time, it was necessary to select ambiguous
noun phrases that were plausible NP comps for both verb types
(1) Experiment 4
S-biased He admitted his problem
...
NP-biased He revealed his problem ...
Experiment 3
S-biased The professor pretended the wounds,
.
.
NP-biased The professor revealed the wounds.
.
.
The two theoretical perspectives make different suggestions about how verb-specific
lexical information and plausibility information would be used in conjunction during sentence
processing. The Constraint Satisfaction Approach makes two possible predictions, however,
neither can explain the differences in results between Experiments 3 and 4 Consider first,
when the verb is an S-biased verb, the lexically guided analysis of the ambiguous noun phrase
is the subject noun phrase of a tensed S complement. When the ambiguous noun phrase is
highly plausible as an NP comp, the activation level of the initial tensed S comp analysis
decreases as the NP comp analysis increases. A second possibility is that competition would
occur between the initial tensed S comp analysis and the plausible NP comp analysis. When
the verb is an S-biased verb, the analysis of the ambiguous noun phrase is the subject noun
phrase of a tensed S complement. When the ambiguous noun phrase is highly plausible as an
NP comp, the activation level of the initial tensed NP analysis increases creating competition
for the initially activated tensed S comp analysis Each of these possible scenarios would lead
to larger processing differences between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps for S-
biased verb conditions when noun phrases are plausible as NP complements (Experiment 4)
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than for S-biased verb conditions when noun phrases are implausible as NP comps
(Experiment 3). In contrast, the Lexical Filtering Proposal can explain the differences
observed between Experiments 3 and 4, predicting that for S-biased verb conditions, as the
plausibility of the NP comp analysis increases, the likelihood that the analysis will be filtered
by verb-specific lexical information decreases. In Experiment 4, because noun phrases were
more plausible as NP comps, less filtering may have occurred than in Experiment 3, resulting
in larger differences in processing between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions.
The two theoretical perspectives also make different predictions concerning how verb-
specific information should influence processing on NP comp continuations The Lexical
Filtering Proposal predicts verb bias would not immediately influence processing For both
verb types, the NP comp analysis would be maintained throughout the sentence. The
Constraint Satisfaction Approach predicts that reading time at the disambiguating region
would be longer for conditions containing S-biased verbs than for NP-biased verbs. The
results of Experiment 4 support the former view, showing no indication that verb type
influenced processing in any measure of fixation duration or in the pattern of regressive
saccades that were made by readers. The two theories also make different predictions
concerning how verb bia should influence processing in sentences containing unambiguous
tensed S complements. Lexical Filtering predicts that verb bias would not immediately
influence processing. Constraint Satisfaction predicts that reading time should be slower in
NP-biased verb conditions than S-biased verb conditions. The results of all four experiments
suggest that verb bias did not affect processing as predicted by Constraint Satisfaction
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Taken together, these results support a filtering explanation Readers generally
analyze the ambiguous noun phrase initially as an NP complement When verb-specific lexical
information becomes available, it can be used in the evaluation of the analysis When the prior
verb is NP-biased, this evaluation would support the initial analysis. When the prior verb is
S-biased, it would not support the analysis, possibly leading to filtering. This evaluation may
also involve information about the plausibility of the NP comp analysis. When noun phrases
are implausible as NP comps, the NP comp analysis would not be supported and may be
filtered. This type of evaluation would lead to differences in how verb bias influences the
difference in processing between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions, but
would lead to no difference in how verb bias influences the processing between noun phrase
complement conditions.
The Role of 'That' Preference
Trueswell et al. (1993) defined ‘that’ preference as the relative frequency with which
specific verbs occur with (vs. without) overt complementizers in tensed S comp
constructions. They reported that for S-biased verbs, the processing difficulty of ambiguous
versus unambiguous tensed S comps was positively correlated with ‘that’ preference. They
claimed that this result was evidence of the immediate use of this one type of verb-specific
lexical information. Readers have more difficulty constructing the tensed S comp when the
'that' is missing for verbs occurring frequently with an overt complementizer than for verbs
occurring frequently without an overt complementizer.
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In the present experiments, regression analyses were conducted in the same manner
as those conducted by Trueswell et al. (1993). These revealed 'that' preference only
occasionally correlated with reading time differences between ambiguous and unambiguous
tensed s comp conditions. When regression analyses were conducted following the method
recommended by Lorch and Myers (1990), a method statistically more appropriate for
repeated measures designs, there was a single significant effect of 'that' preference This
effect occurred in total fixation duration in Experiment 4. Increases in 'that' preference were
associated with increases in total fixation duration at the disambiguating verb in ambiguous
tensed S comp conditions and decreases in total fixation duration in unambiguous tensed S
comp conditions. However, this result was accompanied by a significant result involving the
printed frequency of the matrix verb. Increases in printed frequency of the verb were
associated with decreases in total fixation duration at the disambiguating verb in ambiguous
tensed S comp conditions and increases in total fixation duration in unambiguous tensed S
comp conditions. Because 'that' preference and verb frequency are significantly correlated,
these regressions can not determine which ofthe two factors is most related to the differences
between tensed S comp conditions. It will be necessary to compute partial correlations for
the two variables These computations have yet to be conducted. However, the fact that this
correlation is the only significant correlation involving 'that' preference and differences
between ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions and the fact that it occurred
relatively late in processing, in total fixation duration, suggest that Trueswell et
al. s (1993)
account of 'that' preference cannot be accurate. One possible alternate explanation
is that
readers may become consciously aware that a missing complementizer is stylistically
a little
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awkward for some verbs'. In these cases, regressive saccades may be made, thereby
increasing total fixation duration.
The Effect ofNP Length
Frazier (1978), Frazier and Rayner (1982), and Ferreira and Henderson (1991)
demonstrated that lengthening syntactically ambiguous regions causes readers more difficulty
at following disambiguating regions. Ferreira and Henderson (1991) showed that this
processing difficulty increases as the number of words increases between the head of the
ambiguous phrase and the disambiguating material. Frazier's (1994) Semantic Cost Principle
suggests that semantically interpreted analyses may be more difficult to abandon than
semantically uninterpreted analyses. In contrast. Holmes et al. (1989) showed that when verb
bias and the length of the ambiguous region were independently varied, lengthening
ambiguous regions influenced processing differently for different verb groups. In sentences
containing S-biased verbs, long noun phrase conditions showed a smaller difference between
'There are several possible explanations for why ‘that’ preference may
vary across verbs. The explanation that I support is a language usage explanation. As
was shown in the present research, an S-biased verb’s printed frequency is negatively
correlated with its ‘that’ preference, suggesting that the more frequently an S-biased verb
is used (presumably used with tensed S complements), the more frequently the
complementizer is ommitted. This may be the result of phonological reduction. Two
additional possible explanations have been suggested to me by Lyn Frazier. First, an S-
biased verb’s ‘that’ preference may relate to the semantic content of the verb. If this were
the case, a particular verb meaning may show similar preferences for overt
complementizers across languages. A second possibility is that an S-biased verb’s ‘that’
preference may depend on whether a verb can occur with a tensed as well as a tenseless S
complement. A complementizer in a tensed S complement may be ommitted less often if
the verb can also occur with tenseless S complement. Each of these possibilities require
further exploration and were beyond the scope of this project.
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ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comps than short noun phrase conditions In sentences
containing NP-biased verbs, long and short noun phrase conditions showed similar results
In the present experiment, the length of ambiguous noun phrase region was
manipulated. Noun phrases were either short, composed of a determiner and a noun, or long,
composed of a determiner, noun, and following modifier. Predictions were generated by
incorporating Frazier's Semantic Cost Principle into the Lexical Filtering Proposal and by
logically extending the Constraint Satisfaction Approach. Both theories predicted that
ambiguous tensed S comp conditions containing NP-biased verbs and long noun phrases may
be more difficult to process at the disambiguating regions than unambiguous tensed S comp
conditions. The former theory predicted that ambiguous tensed S comp conditions containing
S-biased verbs and long noun phrases my be less difficult to process than unambiguous tensed
S comp conditions, as lexical information would accrue for a longer period when noun
phrases were long, thereby providing more opportunity for lexical filtering to occur
However, the present results showed no clear statistical evidence that the length of the
ambiguous noun phrase influenced the processing difficulty of ambiguous and unambiguous
tensed S comp conditions for NP-biased verbs, despite occasional numeric differences in the
direction predicted by the Lexical Filtering Proposal. Considering that in the present
experiments noun phrases were lengthened by adding following modifiers containing
2-4
words, it is possible the manipulation was not strong enough. Although Ferreira and
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Henderson (1991) did not state explicitly how many words their modifiers contained, the
examples provided in the text were slightly longer ranging from 3 - 5 words2
There was a remarkable, unexpected effect of lengthening the syntactically ambiguous
region Readers in all four experiments read the disambiguating and post-disambiguating
regions faster when ambiguous noun phrases had been modified. These results suggest that
readers may read faster as they proceed through a sentence. A similar tendency has been
observed in passage reading. Readers tend to read at a faster rate as they proceed through
a passage (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1987)3
Experimental Methodology
The most theoretically interesting differences observed among experimental
methodologies in the present experiments were discussed in the first section. The remaining
methodological difference concerns the possibility that in self-paced reading, readers attend
to the preview dashes, which indicate the positions of the remaining characters in the
2
It must also be noted that the effect ofNP length on the processing difference between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S complements for S-biased verbs (observed at the
disambiguating verb) may have interacted with the plausibility of the ambiguous noun
phrases as NP complements. From the Lexical Filtering Proposal, the length of the
ambiguous NP would generally associated with larger differences between ambiguous and
unambiguous conditions (at the disambiguating verb) if the ambiguous noun phrase was
plausible as an NP complement, but would be associated with smaller differences between
ambiguous and unambiguous conditions if the ambiguous noun phrase was implausible as
an NP comp. In the former case, the initial minimally attached analysis is maintained
throughout the ambiguous noun phrase and in the latter case, the minimally attached
analysis is filtered due to the biasing plausibility information. Further data analysis will be
conducted exploring this possibility.
3The sentences used in Experiments 1 - 3 fit on a single line. In Experiment 4, sentences
were between 1 - 3 lines long.
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sentence. When sentences were presented phrase by phrase in Experiment 1, readers were
faster to terminate the presentation of ambiguous determiner + noun sequence when it
followed an S-biased verb and there was no following modifier., i e
,
when preview dashes
indicated the sentence was short. When sentences were presented word by word in
Experiment 2, readers were slower to terminate the presentation of the determiner when the
noun was followed by a modifier, i.e. when the preview dashes indicated the sentence was
long. Neither of these results were observed in the eye tracking experiments. The manner
in which these cues can affect reading time may vary depending on the reading strategy
adopted by participants. It is also quite possible that readers are unaware that they attend to
these dashes. They may simply proceed more or less cautiously depending on some
interaction between how easy the sentence is to process up to that point and how long the rest
of the sentence appears to be.
Conclusion
The results of four experiments support the Lexical Filtering Proposal, which assumes
that readers use lexical information during the resolution of syntactic ambiguity only after a
structure-based analysis has been constructed. When verb-specific lexical information
becomes available, it can be used in the evaluation of the initial analysis. This evaluation may
also include information about the plausibility of the initial analysis. This evaluation would
lead to differences in how verb bias influences the difference in processing between
ambiguous and unambiguous tensed S comp conditions, but would lead to no difference in
how verb bias influences the processing between noun phrase complement conditions This
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pattern of results was observed. Furthermore, the effect of ‘that* preference did not generally
occur early in the processing of the ambiguous noun phrase nor did it occur most of the time
A plausible explanation is that relatively late in processing, readers become consciously aware
that stylistically an overt complementizer is preferred with some S-biased verbs
APPENDIX A
VERB STATISTICS FOR EXPERIMENTS 1 - 3
The following is a list of verbs used in Experiments 1-3. Five statistics are
presented for each verb: (1) the percent preference for noun phrase complements, (2) the
percent preference for sentence complements; (3) the percent preference for other
complement types; (4) the percent preference for an overt ‘that’ complementizer in tensed
sentence complement constructions; and (5) printed frequency of verb lemma (occurrences
per million occurrences) as assessed by Francis and Kucera (1982).
Trueswell et al.’s (1993) Noun Phrase Complement Biased Verbs
VERB NP% Other% 'That' preference Printed Frequencv
accepted 93 0 7 193
advised 93 7 0 100 47
confirmed 100 0 0 41
forgot 57 0 43 119
learned 64 21 15 100 254
maintained 79 21 0 66 152
recalled 100 0 0 78
remembered 57 0 43 250
revealed 79 21 0 100 97
wrote 57 0 43 561
New Noun Phrase Complement Biased Verbs
VERB NP% SC% Other% 'That' preference Printed Freauencv
concealed 71 0 29 18
considered 92 0 8 317
debated 27 0 73 10
denied 79 12 9 67 109
established 67 2 31 100 195
explained 83 4 13 100
177
foresaw 94 6 0 100
14
imagined 53 33 14 38
92
observed 84 6 10 100
120
resented 94 0 6
16
verified 69 8 23 75
11
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Imsswell et al.’s (1993) Tensed Sentence Complement Biased Verbs
VERB NP% 3£% Other% That 1 preference Printed Frequency
boasted 0 43 57 100 18
claimed 7 71 22 0 28
hinted 0 71 29 100 11
hoped 0 64 36 29 164
implied 21 79 0 91 53
insisted 0 71 29 70 86
pretended 0 50 50 57 27
realized 7 93 0 62 153
wished 0 86 14 17 161
New Tensed Sentence Complement Biased Verbs
VERB NP% $£% Other0/, 'That' preference Printed Frequency
admitted 36 57 7 63 91
assumed 13 49 38 20 160
concluded 25 65 10 82 60
deduced 38 48 14 79 10
hypothesized 14 49 37 92 4
indicated 22 67 11 76 244
insinuated 6 44 50 87 3
presumed 4 61 35 33 20
speculated 22 37 41 83 13
suggested 33 59 8 52 200
suspected 29 71 0 60 47
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS FOR EXPERIMENTS 1 - 3
The following is a list of experimental items used in Experiments 1-3 For each
item, the verbs separated by the ,/v are S-biased and NP-biased verbs, respectively The
phrases enclosed in parentheses were omitted when the ambiguous noun phrase was
‘short’ and were present when the ambiguous noun phrase was ‘long’. The
complementizer that was present in half of the conditions. The ‘|’ symbols represent the
presentation boundaries used in Experiment 1
Trueswell et al. 0993) Sentence Frames
1 The waiter
|
insistedAconfirmed
|
that
|
the reservation
|
(of the room)
|
was made
|
by a woman.
2. The scientist
|
insistedAconfirmed
|
that
|
the hypothesis
|
(about HIV)
|
had been
studied
|
at NIH.
3
.
The chef
|
claimedAremembered
|
that
|
the recipe
|
(from the book)
|
would be
|
expensive to make.
4. Mr. Smith
|
claimedAremembered
|
that
|
the directions
|
(to the park)
|
were not
|
exactly accurate.
5. The athlete
|
pretendedArevealed
|
that
|
the injury
|
(of his leg)
|
had been
|
very serious.
6. The attorney
|
hintedAadvised
|
that
|
the client
|
(who was guilty)
|
was planning
|
to jump bail.
7. The professor
|
pretendedArevealed
|
that
|
the wounds
|
(on his face)
|
were caused
|
by a student.
8 The accountant
|
hintedAadvised
|
that
|
the executive
|
(from Texas)
|
was cheating
|
on his taxes.
9. The author
|
boastedAwrote
|
that
|
the novel
|
(about the depression)
|
was likely
|
to be a hit.
10. The boy
|
wishedAaccepted
|
that
|
the verdict
|
(that involved his mom)
|
would be
|
decided soon.
1 1 . The salesman
|
boastedAwrote
|
that
|
the memo
|
(about the raises)
|
was sent
|
by the CEO.
12. The man
|
wishedAaccepted
|
that
|
the award
|
(given by the lodge) | would go
|
to his brother.
13. The gardener
|
admittedAmaintained | that | the lawn | (behind the school) | had not
been
|
mowed.
14. The student | hoped
Aforgot
|
that
|
the solution
|
(to the problem) | was provided
|
in the book.
15. The mechanic
|
admittedAmaintained | that | the motor | (from the Mustang) | could
be
|
repaired.
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16. The woman
|
hopedAforgot
|
that
|
the address
|
to the store
|
could be found
|
in the directory.
17. The apprentice
|
realizedAlearned
|
that
|
the skill
|
for the task
|
could be
|
quite useful
18. The teacher
|
impliedArecalled
|
that
|
the answer
j
for the problem
|
would be
|
complicated.
19. The spy j realizedAlearned | that | the dialect | (from that region | could be
|
acquired easily.
20. The poet
|
impliedArecalled
|
that
|
the reason
|
(for leaving)
|
had been
|
very
unusual
Newly Constructed Items
2 1 . The speaker
|
concludedAimagined
|
that
|
the voyage
|
(to the Arctic)
|
had been
|
enjoyable.
22. The secretary
|
indicatedAexplained
|
that
|
the letter
|
(about the incident
|
was sent
|
on Monday.
23. The woman
|
concludedAimagined
|
that
|
the argument
|
(about the car)
|
had been
|
pointless.
24. The coach
|
indicatedAexplained
|
that
|
the scholarship
|
(that was for runners)
|
would cover
|
tuition.
25. The investigators
|
presumedAobserved
|
that
|
the reasons
|
(given by William)
|
had been
|
valid.
26. The manager
|
suggestedAresented
|
that
|
the renovations
|
(of the entrance)
|
would take
|
all year.
27. The military
|
presumedAobserved
|
that
|
the information
|
(about the crime
|
had been
|
researched.
28. The director
|
suggestedAforesaw
|
that
|
the change
|
(of the costumes)
|
would improve
|
the film.
29. The doctors
|
assumedAdenied
|
that
|
the diagnosis
|
(of the disease)
|
would upset
|
the family.
30. The journalist
|
insinuatedAconcealed
|
that
|
the report
|
(about the agency)
|
had been
|
stolen.
3 1 . The mechanic
|
assumedAdenied
|
that
|
the damage
|
(of the new engine)
|
could be
|
repaired.
32. The instructor
|
insinuatedAconcealed
|
that
|
the grade
|
(on the final exam)
|
had been
|
very high.
33. The chemist
|
hypothesizedAestablished
|
that
|
the theory
|
(about light)
|
could be
|
disproved easily.
34. The agents
|
speculatedAverified
|
that
|
the quake
|
(in the region)
|
had occurred
|
in the desert.
35. Airline experts
|
hypothesizedAestablished
|
that
|
the causes
|
(of the crash)
|
were not
|
human error.
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36. The sheriff
|
speculatedAverified
|
that
|
the accusation
|
(about the actor)
|
was not
|
at all true.
37. The audience
|
suspectedAconsidered
|
that
|
the guest
|
(from Montana)
|
was not
|
being truthful.
38. The book keeper
|
deducedAdebated
|
that
|
message
|
(about the money)
|
was only
|
a clerical error.
39. The children
|
suspectedAconsidered
|
that
|
the babysitter
|
(from the agency)
|
had been
|
drinking.
40. The counselors
|
deducedAdebated
|
that
|
the problem
|
(of the teenager)
|
was not
|
very serious.
APPENDIX C
CORRELATIONAL RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 1
The following contains the results of correlational analyses from Experiment 1
Reading time for three sentence presentation regions was correlated with five predictor
variables: percent 'that' preference, transformed 'that' preference, printed frequency of the
matrix verb; percent preference for tensed S comps, and percent preference for NP comps
Determiner + Noun Region
Dependent Measure Independent Measure Pearson's r df F D <
S biased %that
.04 38 .06 41
short trans%
.08 38 .26 .31
frequency
-.08 38 .27 .31
%S comp .09 38 .32 .29
%NP comp -.24 38 2.25 .07
S biased %that .06 38 .12 .37
long trans% -.10 38 .32 .29
frequency -.20 38 1.49 .12
%S comp -.03 38 .04 .42
%NP comp -.07 38 .20 .33
S biased %that .06 38 .15 .36
all trans% .0002 38 .00 1.00
frequency -.18 38 1.30 .13
%S comp .03 38 .03 .14
%NP comp -.04 38 .30 .30
NP biased %that -.10 19 .20 .67
short trans% .01 19 .002 .49
frequency .19 38 1.32 .13
%S comp .28 38 3.07 .05
%NP comp -.11 38 .47 .25
NP biased %that -.41 19 3.54 .04
long trans% -.37 19 2.80 .06
frequency .01 38 .003 .48
%S comp .56 38 16.96 .001
%NP comp -.46 38 9.82 .002
NP biased %that -.30 19 1.72 .11
all trans% -.22 19 .92 .18
frequency .11 38 .47 .25
%S comp .52 38 13.92 .001
%NP comp -.36 38 5.58 .01
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Prepositional Phrase Region
Dependent Measure
S biased
Independent Measure
%that
trans%
frequency
%S comp
%NP comp
Pearson's r
.05
-.09
-.34
-.14
.08
df
38
38
38
38
38
E
.08
.28
4.78
.76
.26
39
.31
.02
.20
31
NP biased %that -.16 19 49 .25
trans% -.26 19 1.27 .14
frequency -.36 38 5.42 .02
%S comp -.29 38 3.42 .04
%NP comp -.21 38 1.70 .10
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Disambiguating Verb Region
Dependent Measure
S biased
short
Independent Measure
%that
trans%
frequency
%S comp
%NP comp
Pearson's r
.16
.25
-.30
15
.22
df
38
38
38
38
38
E
1 003
2.42
3.55
82
1.82
e<
.17
.07
.04
.19
.10
S biased %that .28 38 3.25 .04
long trans% .19 38 1.32 .13
frequency -.26 38 2.65 .06
%S comp -.11 38 .45 .26
%NP comp -.03 38 .03 44
S biased %that .28 38 3.20 .04
all trans% .26 38 2.71 .06
frequency -.34 38 4.75 .02
%S comp -.15 38 .91 .18
%NP comp -.14 38 .72 .21
NP biased %that -.18 19 .04 .22
short trans% -.22 19 .92 .18
frequency .22 38 1.80 .10
%S comp .18 38 1.29 .13
%NP comp -.21 38 1.66 .16
NP biased %that -.30 38 1.83 .20
long trans% -.22 38 .99 .17
frequency .37 38 5.83 .009
%S comp -.01 38 .008 .46
%NP comp -.25 38 2.55 .06
NP biased %that -.27 19 1.47 .13
all trans% -.26 19 1.36 .13
frequency .36 38 5.37 .02
%S comp 10 38 .39 .27
%NP comp -.28 38 3.16 .04
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APPENDIX D
CORRELATIONAL RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 2
The following contains the results of correlational analyses from Experiment 2
Reading time for four sentence presentation regions was correlated with five predictor
variables: percent 'that' preference, transformed 'that' preference, printed frequency of the
matrix verb, percent preference for tensed S comps, and percent preference for NP comps
Determiner Region
Dependent Measure
S biased
short
Independent Measure
%that
trans%
frequency
%S comp
%NP comp
Pearson's
-.16
-.22
-.04
-.16
.11
i df
38
38
38
38
38
F
1.00
1 89
.05
.93
.43
U<
.17
.09
.42
.18
.27
S biased %that -.07 38 .17 .35
long trans% -.10 38 .39 .27
frequency .04 38 .06 .41
%S comp .14 38 .74 .20
%NP comp -.22 38 1.86 .09
S biased %that -.17 38 1.07 .16
all trans% -.23 38 2.16 .08
frequency .003 38 .0003 .50
%S comp .01 38 .007 .47
%NP comp -.08 38 .23 .32
NP biased %that -.13 19 .33 .29
short trans% -.22 19 .90 .18
frequency .24 38 2.26 .07
%S comp 10 38 .37 .28
%NP comp .04 38 .07 .40
NP biased %that .35 19 2.54 .07
long trans% .35 19 2.59 .07
frequency .16 38 1.03 .16
%S comp -.28 38 3.04 .05
%NP comp .10 38 .39 .27
NP biased %that .17 19 .55 .24
all trans% .11 19 .25 .32
frequency -.06 38 .13 .36
%S comp -.27 38 2.87 .05
%NP comp .10 38 .41 .27
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Noun Phrase Region
Dependent Measure
S biased
short
Independent Measure
%that
trans%
frequency
%S comp
%NP comp
Pearson’s r
-.14
-.14
.08
03
.16
df
38
38
38
38
38
E
.71
.78
.25
04
98
P <
.21
.20
.31
.43
17
S biased %that
-.09 38 28 .31
long trans%
-.11 38 .47 .35
frequency
-.03 38 .03 .44
%S comp .11 38 .43 .26
%NP comp -.28 38 3.06 .05
S biased %that -.17 38 1.08 16
all trans% -.19 38 1.44 .12
frequency .08 38 .25 .32
%S comp .11 38 .46 .26
%NP comp -.11 38 .45 .26
NP biased %that .01 19 .002 .49
short trans% -.11 19 .22 .33
frequency -.42 38 7.82 .004
%S comp -.18 38 1.20 .15
%NP comp .35 38 5.21 .02
NP biased %that .56 19 8.25 .006
long trans% .55 19 7.70 .007
frequency .24 38 2.34 .07
%S comp -.06 38 .15 .36
%NP comp .07 38 .17 .35
NP biased %that .35 19 2.45 .07
all trans% .24 19 1.08 .16
frequency -.15 38 80 .19
%S comp .17 38 1.07 .16
%NP comp .30 38 3.54 .04
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Prepositional Phrase Region
Dependent Measure
S biased
Independent Measure
%that
trans%
frequency
%S comp
%NP comp
Pearson's r
-.08
-.04
.09
.19
-.18
df
38
38
38
38
38
E
.26
.07
.30
1.45
1.23
31
40
.30
.12
14
NP biased %that .50 19 6.02 .02
trans% .47 19 5.22 .02
frequency .15 38 85 .19
%S comp -.25 38 2.51 .06
%NP comp .14 38 .74 .20
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Disambiguating Verb Region
Dependent Measure
S biased
short
Independent Measure
%that
trans%
frequency
%S comp
%NP comp
Pearson's r
-.20
-.20
.08
-.04
.10
df
38
38
38
38
38
E
1.53
1 38
.25
05
39
e<
.12
.13
.31
.62
.27
S biased %that
.08 38 .22 .33
long trans%
.14 38 .73 .20
frequency
-.003 38 .0003 .50
%S comp
.10 38 .41 .27
%NP comp -.03 38 .04 43
S biased %that -.10 38 .39 .28
all trans% -.05 38 .08 .40
frequency .06 38 .15 .35
%S comp .05 38 .09 .39
%NP comp .06 38 .12 .37
NP biased %that -.10 19 .18 .34
short trans% -.26 19 1.35 .14
frequency -.26 38 2.73 .06
%S comp -.07 38 .21 .33
%NP comp -.15 38 .81 .19
NP biased %that .36 19 2.63 .07
long trans% .27 19 1.44 .13
frequency .10 38 .37 .28
%S comp -.33 38 4.39 .02
%NP comp .19 38 1.33 .13
NP biased %that .31 19 1.92 .10
all trans% .12 19 .26 .31
frequency -.10 38 .40 .27
%S comp -.32 38 4.09 .03
%NP comp .25 38 2.53 .06
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APPENDIX E
CORRELATIONAL RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 3
The following contains the results of correlational analyses from Experiment 3
First pass and total reading time on three sentence presentation regions were correlated
with the five predictor variables.
First Pass Reading Time on the Noun Phrase Region
Deoendent Measure Independent Measure Pearson's r df F D <
S biased %that
.12 38 .58 .23
short trans%
-.09 38 .28 .31
frequency .03 38 .04 .43
%S comp -.01 38 .007 .47
%NP comp .32 38 3.99 .03
S biased %that .31 38 3.81 .03
long trans% .30 38 3.49 .04
frequency -.009 38 .003 .49
%S comp .10 38 .38 .28
%NP comp .06 38 .14 .36
S biased %that .28 38 3.16 .04
all trans% .13 38 .65 .22
frequency .02 38 .01 .46
%S comp .06 38 .11 .37
%NP comp .25 38 2.44 .07
NP biased %that -.11 19 .22 .33
short trans% -.03 19 .02 .45
frequency -.08 38 .22 .33
%S comp .13 38 .62 .22
%NP comp .11 38 .43 .26
NP biased %that .15 19 .40 .27
long trans% .005 19 .0005 .50
frequency -.14 38 .78 .20
%S comp .06 38 .14 .36
%NP comp .08 38 .23 .32
NP biased %that .005 19 .0005 .50
all trans% -.02 19 .01 .47
frequency -.15 38 .80 .19
%S comp .13 38 .65 .22
%NP comp .13 38 60 .23
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First Pass Reading Time on the Prepositional Phrase Region
Dependent Measure Independent Measure Pearson's r df E
S biased %that .22 38 1 75 .10
trans% .16 38 1.00 .17
frequency -.15 38 .75 .20
%S comp -.16 38 .94 .17
%NP comp -008 38 .002 49
NP biased %that -.12 19 28 .31
trans% .03 19 .02 .45
frequency -.18 38 1.21 .14
%S comp .07 38 .19 .34
%NP comp -.08 38 .23 .32
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First Pass Reading Time on the Disambiguating Verb Region
Dependent Measure Independent Measure Pearson's r df E D <
S biased %that
.11 38 44 26
short trans%
.18 38 1.21 14
frequency -.19 38 1.38 .12
%S comp -.08 38 .22 .33
%NP comp .06 38 .15 .36
S biased %that 11 38 .43 26
long trans% .17 38 1.04 .16
frequency
.18 38 1.23 .14
%S comp -.06 38 .12 .37
%NP comp .18 38 1.34 .13
S biased %that .13 38 .73 .20
all trans% .22 38 1.89 .09
frequency .01 38 .0061 .47
%S comp -.09 38 .28 .31
%NP comp .17 38 1.08 .16
NP biased %that -.24 19 1.07 .16
short trans% -.20 19 .72 .21
frequency .15 38 .87 .18
%S comp .01 38 .007 .47
%NP comp -.13 38 .63 .22
NP biased %that -.04 19 .02 .45
long trans% .12 19 .28 .31
frequency -.08 38 .19 .34
%S comp .05 38 .08 .40
%NP comp -.17 38 1.14 .15
NP biased %that -.17 19 .50 .25
all trans% -.05 19 .04 .42
frequency .04 38 .08 .40
%S comp .04 38 .05 .42
%NP comp -.18 38 1.23 .14
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Total Reading Time on the Noun Phrase Region
Dependent Measure Independent Measure Pearson's r df E P <
S biased %that
.22 38 1.79 10
short trans%
.17 38 1 06 .16
frequency
-.13 38 63 .22
%S comp .14 38 .74 .20
%NP comp .02 38 .01 46
S biased %that .18 38 1.18 15
long trans% .32 38 4.27 .03
frequency -.24 38 2.17 .08
%S comp .12 38 .52 .24
%NP comp -.17 38 1.09 .16
S biased %that .31 38 4.01 .03
all trans% .34 38 4.98 .02
frequency -.23 38 2.11 .08
%S comp .14 38 .78 .20
%NP comp .02 38 .02 .45
NP biased %that -.03 19 .02 .45
short trans% .02 19 .008 .47
frequency .19 38 1.41 .13
%S comp .03 38 .03 .44
%NP comp .03 38 .02 .45
NP biased %that -.17 19 .50 .25
long trans% -.26 19 .008 .14
frequency -.008 38 .002 .49
%S comp .04 38 .05 .41
%NP comp -.09 38 .33 29
NP biased %that -.08 19 .12 .37
all trans% -.14 19 .38 .28
frequency .13 38 .65 .22
%S comp .02 38 .01 .47
%NP comp -.05 38 .07 .40
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Total Reading Time on the Prepositional Phrase Region
Dependent Measure
S biased
Independent Measure
%that
trans%
frequency
%S comp
%NP comp
Pearson's r
.009
.13
-.13
.10
-.26
df
38
38
38
38
38
E
.003
.63
.63
.36
2.70
48
.22
.22
.28
06
NP biased %that -.20 19 .77 .20
trans% -.25 19 1.20 15
frequency -.01 38 .008 .47
%S comp .08 38 .21 .33
%NP comp -.08 38 .25 .32
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Dependent Measure
11 me
Independent Measure
luiguaung vero k
Pearson's r
.egion
df E P <
S biased %that
.22 38 1 92 09
short trans%
.23 38 2.09 08
frequency
.03 38 .04 .43
%S comp
.16 38 1.00 .17
%NP comp -.0007 38 .000 50
S biased %that .03 38 .03 43
long trans%
.20 38 1.55 .11
frequency -.16 38 1.01 .17
%S comp -.18 38 1.28 .14
%NP comp -.03 38 .03 .44
S biased %that .17 38 1.06 .16
all trans% .28 38 3.04 .05
frequency -.08 38 .22 .33
%S comp -.002 38 .0001 .50
%NP comp -.02 38 .01 46
NP biased %that -.18 19 .59 .23
short trans% -.15 19 .44 .26
frequency .32 38 4.21 .03
%S comp -.06 38 .13 .37
%NP comp -.24 38 2.25 .07
NP biased %that .13 19 .30 .30
long trans% .12 19 .26 .31
frequency -.006 38 .002 .49
%S comp .08 38 .23 .32
%NP comp .008 38 .002 .49
NP biased %that .009 19 .001 .49
all trans% .02 19 .26 .48
frequency .20 38 .002 .52
%S comp .007 38 .23 .49
%NP comp -.15 38 81 .19
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APPENDIX F
VERB STATISTICS FOR EXPERIMENT 4
The following list of verbs were used in Experiment 4 Four statistics are
presented for each verb: (1) percent preference for tensed sentence complements, (2)
percent preference for noun phrase complements, (3) precent preference for the overt
complementizer ‘that’ in tensed sentence complement constructions, and (4) the printed
frequency of the verb lemma (as occurrences per million) as assessed by Francis and
Kucera (1982).
Biased Noun Phrase Complement Verbs
VERB %SC %NP % ‘That’ Preference Printed Frequencv
accepted 0 93 193
announced 0 94 116
denied 43 50 100 109
detected 0 93 28
discovered 10 45 123
established 2 67 100 195
expected 9 26 25 335
explained 4 83 100 177
felt 21 36 643
guessed 21 43 66 77
heard 21 79 78 433
imagined 33 53 38 92
noticed 20 50 86 84
predicted 43 57 50 35
promised 0 7
71
68
proposed 14 41 110
recalled 0 100 78
recognized 0 88 163
remembered 0 57 250
repeated 0 90
100
95
reported 10 57 184
revealed 21 79 100 97
stated 25 46 77 138
understood 14 86 100
240
verified 8 69 75
11
wrote 0 57
561
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Biased Sentence Complement Verbs
VERB %3£ % ’That’ Preference Printed Frequency
acknowledged 77 12 80 27
admitted 57 36 63 91
anticipated 65 23 90 38
asserted 50 43 71 44
assumed 49 13 20 160
believed 29 21 11 336
claimed 71 7 60 99
concluded 63 25 82 60
deduced 48 38 79 10
doubted 57 36 50 28
emphasized 70 16 71 45
hypothesized 49 14 92 4
implied 79 21 91 53
indicated 67 22 76 244
inferred 50 43 100 4
insinuated 44 6 87 3
mentioned 57 43 100 125
perceived 42 19 88 29
realized 93 7 62 153
said 63 26 11 2765
sensed 49 29 43 35
speculated 37 22 83 13
suggested 59 33 52 200
suspected 71 29 60 47
theorized 35 21 87 2
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APPENDIX G
EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS FOR EXPERIMENT 4
The following contains a list of the experimental materials for Experiment 4
There were twelve versions of each item The 'a' version of each item was viewed in four
conditions. Two of these contained the first verb enclosed by 'A' symbols and two of the
four conditions contained the second verb enclosed by 'A ' symbols The first verb is a S-
biased verb and the second verb, NP-biased verb. The prepositional phrase enclosed by 'A'
symbols occurred in the long NP conditions, i.e. half of the time The 'b' versions of each
item was viewed in eight conditions. Four of these contained the first verb and four
contained the second verb In two conditions, an overt complementizer 'that' occurred
The prepositional phrase occurred in two conditions. The ‘|’ symbols in the first example
represent analysis regions.
la. He
|
A
admitted/revealedA |his problem
|
A
with prescription drugsA
|
because his parents
|
worried every single moment.
lb. He
|
A
admitted/revealedA
|
AthatA
|
his problem
|
A
with prescription drugsA
|
worried his
parents
|
nearly every single moment.
2a. A customer Aindicated/reportedA his concern Aabout the new productA because the
clerk asked for his opinion.
2b. A customer Aindicated/reportedA AthatA his concern Aabout the new productA worried
the clerk, who asked for his opinion.
3a. The secretary Aimplied/recalledA the reason Afor her dismissal when some coworkers
asked her about it.
3b. The secretary Aimplied/recalledA AthatA the reason
Afor her dismissal upset some
coworkers, who had asked about it.
4a. One nurse Aadmitted/revealedA her fears
Aabout treating patientsA because her boss
urged her to discuss them.
4b One nurse Aadmitted/revealedA
AthatA her fears Aabout treating patients
A concerned
her boss when they discussed them.
5a. The journalist Aindicated/reported
A the situation Aof the refiigees
A although officials
in the government threatened her with imprisonment.
5b. The journalist ''indicated/reported''
AthatA the situation
Aof the refugeesA angered
officials in the government who threatened her with imprisonment
6a The substitute teacher
Aimplied/stressedA the possibility
Aof an examA because some
students weren't concentrating on the material.
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6b. The substitute teacher Aimplied/stressedA AthatA the possibility Aof an examA should
make students concentrate more on the material
7a. The secretary Arealized/confirmedA her friend's reason Afor quittingA when the lawyers
were meeting about the new case.
7b. The secretary Arealized/confirmedA AthatA her friend's reason Afor quittingA upset the
lawyers, who were meeting about the new case.
8a. The scientist hypothesized the effect Aof global warmingA even though
his colleagues had very serious misgivings about it.
8b. The scientist established AthatA the effect Aof global warmingA would shock
his colleagues, who had serious misgivings about it.
9a. The reporter doubted the rumor Aabout the waitressA because the Senator
had been happily married.
9b. The reporter denied AthatA the rumor Aabout the waitressA disturbed the Senator,
who was happily married.
10a. The secretary realized the problem Awith the typewriter^ after her superiors
requested the new documents.
10b. The secretary noticed AthatA the problem Awith the typewriter^ upset her superiors
when they requested the new documents.
11a. The investigators working on the case
hypothesized the circumstances Aof the slayingA despite the witness's
refusal to cooperate.
lib. The investigators working on the case
established AthatA the circumstances Aof the slayingA caused the witness
to refuse to cooperate.
1 2a. The detectives in New Orleans
doubted the story Aabout police corruption
A although the Police Chief
agreed to investigate.
12b. The detectives in New Orleans
denied AthatA the story Aabout police corruption
A shocked the Police Chief,
who agreed to investigate.
13 a. The White House confirmed that the President's foreign policy advisor
anticipated the assassination
Aof the rebel leaderA even though many experts
did not foresee such an event occurring before the elections.
13b The White House confirmed that the President's foreign policy advisor
expected AthatA the assassination
Aof the rebel leaderA would shock many experts,
who did not foresee such an event occurring before the elections.
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14a. At the monthly PTA meeting in Orange County, the school principal
acknowledged the poor evaluations Aof certain faculty membersA when members
of the PTA met to discuss the future plans of the school.
14b. At the monthly PTA meeting in Orange County, the school principal
explained AthatA the poor evaluations Aof certain faculty membersA upset members
of the PTA, who discussed the future plans of the school
1 5a. At the substance abuse center, the physician
suggested counseling Awith a psychotherapist even though the family
was reluctant to consider it.
15b. At the substance abuse rehabilitation center, the physician
proposed AthatA counseling Awith a psychotherapist might help the family,
but they would not consider it.
16a. The Fire Chief anticipated the evacuation Aof the areaA because experts
announced the potential for a powerful earthquake.
16b. The Fire Chief expected AthatA the evacuation Aof the areaA relieved experts
who announced the potential for a powerful earthquake.
17a. During the monthly school board meeting, county officials
acknowledged the suggestion Aabout consolidating schoolsA when many school
board members leaked the information to the newspapers.
17b. During the monthly school board meeting, county officials
explained AthatA the suggestion Aabout consolidating schoolsA upset many school
board members, who then leaked the information to newspapers.
1 8a. The tutor suggested practice exams Afor Chapter 5A even though the student
was not very enthusiastic about more work.
18b The tutor promised AthatA practice exams Afor Chapter 5A would help the student,
who was not very enthusiastic about more work.
1 9a. While they waited for hours at the airport, family and friends
assumed the worst Aof all possible outcomesA even though the officials
hadn't confirmed the crash.
19b. While they waited for hours at the airport, family and friends
imagined AthatA the worst Aof all possible outcomes
A had occurred, when officials
had confirmed the crash.
20a. The author mentioned the funding problems
Afor young writersA because many
audience members asked about the summer conference in Upstate New York.
20b. The author recognized AthatA the funding problems
Afor young wntersA worried
many audience members, who attended the summer conference in Upstate New York.
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21a. The community believed the accusation Aabout the MayorA because everyone
was talking about it.
21b. The community heard AthatA the accusation Aabout the MayorA affected everyone
who talked about it.
22a. During the weeks before the ten-year reunion, the class President
assumed all the responsibility Aof organizing the reunionA although the other
class officers wanted to help with the planning
22b. During the weeks before the ten-year reunion, the class President
imagined AthatA all the responsibility Aof organizing the reunionA annoyed the other
class officers, who helped with the planning.
23a. The writer mentioned the possibility Aof a new novelA after many students
asked about his future plans.
23b. The writer recognized AthatA the possibility Aof a new novelA excited many students
who asked about his future plans.
24a The lawyer believed the allegation Aof first degree murderA after the client
was brought in for questioning
24b. The lawyer heard AthatA the allegation Aof first degree murderA upset the client
who was brought in for questioning
25a. The spokesman asserted her opinion Aabout welfare benefitsA while hundreds
of supporters marched outside the arena
25b The spokesman stated AthatA her opinion Aabout welfare benefits'^ pleased hundreds
of supporters marching outside the arena.
26a Administrators emphasized the new objectives Aof the collegeA while members
of the faculty listened in stunned silence.
26b. Administrators repeated AthatA the new objectives Aof the collegeA were good for
the faculty, who listened in stunned silence.
27a At the annual meeting of environmental scientists, the director of the EPA
concluded the investigation Aof climatic trendsA after many contributors
spent years researching the subject.
27b At the annual meeting of environmental scientists, the director of the EPA
announced AthatA the investigation Aof climatic trendsA upset many contributors,
who spent years researching the subjects.
28a. The governor asserted his point Aabout term limitsA while his constituents
cheered in the auditorium
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28b. The governor stated
-that'' his point
-about term limits- pleased his constituents
cheering in the auditorium.
29a^ The executive emphasized the new strategies Aof the companyA while members
of the board listened very carefully.
29K The executive repeated
-that- the new strategies
-of the company- pleased members
of the board, who listened carefully.
30a. The secretary's notes showed that the politician
concluded the meeting Aabout the campaign's financesA although his advisors
felt that there were more important things to do.
30b. The secretary's notes showed that the politician
announced AthatA the meetingA about the campaign's financesA bothered his advisors,
who felt that there were more important things to do.
31a. The private detective deduced the motive Aof the killerA although members
of the victim's family had refused to believe it.
3 lb. The private detective discovered AthatA the motive Aof the killerA surprised members
of the victim's family, who refused to believe it.
32a. A lieutenant inferred the facts Aabout the murderA even though the witness
could not be absolutely certain about them.
32b. A lieutenant understood AthatA the facts Aabout the murderA had shocked the
witness,
who couldn't be absolutely certain about them.
33a. The old woman suspected the mechanic Affom South BostonA because his family
had cheated her family many years ago.
33b. The old woman remembered AthatA the mechanic Affom South BostonA was like his
family, who cheated her family many years ago.
34a. After many hours of working on the problem, the chemistry student
deduced the chemical content Aof the pesticideA while the technician
performed tests on the sample.
34b. After many hours of working on the problem, the chemistry student
discovered AthatA the chemical content Aof the pesticideA shocked the technician,
who performed tests on the sample.
35a After many hours of working on the case, the sergeant
inferred the information Aabout the shootingA although the Police Chief
demanded solid evidence to support it.
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35b. After many hours of working on the case, the sergeant
understood AthatA the information Aabout the shootingA disturbed the Police Chief,
who wanted solid evidence to support it.
36a. After thinking about it for a while, the housewife
suspected the repairman Afrom the appliance storeA because the neighbors
said that he had visited that day.
36b. After thinking about it for a while, the housewife
remembered AthatA the repairman Afrom the appliance storeA surprised the neighbors,
who said that he had visited that day.
37a. After weeks of analyzing previous studies, the astronomer
theorized the outcome Aof the experiment although established findings
were much different than his estimate
37b. After weeks of analyzing previous studies, the astronomer
predicted AthatA the outcome Aof the experiment disproved established findings,
which were different than his estimate.
38a. The politician claimed the nomination Ato the Supreme Court after members
of the committee unanimously endorsed him.
38b. The politician accepted AthatA the nomination Ato the Supreme Court helped
members of the committee, who unanimously him.
39a. At the NEA conference in Washington, the famous author
said the phrase Aabout political persecutionA before a reporter
asked him about the situation in Guatemala.
39b. At the NEA conference in Washington, the famous author
wrote AthatA the phrase Aabout political persecutionA upset a reporter,
who asked about the situation in Guatemala.
40a. After days in the laboratory, the researcher
theorized the possibility Aof a dangerous reaction
A although his colleagues
never believed it could happen.
40b. After days in the laboratory, the researcher
predicted AthatA the possibility
Aof a dangerous reactionA surprised his colleagues,
who never thought it could happen.
41a At nine o'clock on election day, the spokesman for the White House
claimed victory Aover the Republicans
7
" even though all the votes
hadn't been counted.
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41b. At nine o'clock on election day, the spokesman for the White House
accepted AthatA victory Aover the RepublicansA would come after all the votes
had been counted.
42a. At the annual writer's banquet, the humorist
said the well known quote Aabout Mark TwainA before the Senator
used it at the National Press Club.
42b. At the annual writer's banquet, the humorist
wrote AthatA the well known quote Aabout Mark Twain A amused the Senator,
who used it at the National Press Club
43a. On Friday just before closing time, the manager
insinuated the consequences Aof showing up lateA because the employee
persisted in asking about the policy.
43b. On Friday just before closing time, the manager
verified AthatA the consequences Aof showing up lateA distressed the employee,
who persisted in asking about the policy.
44a. At the Lion's Club carnival in Greenfield, the psychic
sensed the strength Aof the young woman's friendA even though the woman
came to the reading alone.
44b. At the Lion's Club carnival in Greenfield, the psychic
had felt AthatA the strength Aof the young woman's friendA had helped the woman,
who came to the reading by alone.
45a. In the lobby outside of principal Wilson's office, the counselors
perceived the teenager's nervousness Aabout being suspendedA when his dad
was waiting to talk with the concerned teachers.
45b. In the lobby outside of principal Wilson's office, the counselors
detected AthatA the teenager's nervousness Aabout being suspendedA amused his dad
who waited to talk to the concerned teachers.
46a At the Boston Public Library, the librarian
insinuated the possibility Aof finding nothingA after the novelist
tried to get information about the Civil War.
46b At the Boston Public Library, the librarian
verified AthatA the possibility Aof finding nothingA upset the novelist,
who tried getting information about the Civil War.
47a. The child Asensed/had feltA the frustration Aabout his sick sister
A when his parents
were arguing in the bedroom.
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47b. The child Asensed/had feltA AthatA the frustration Aabout his sick sisterA upset his
parents who were arguing in the bedroom
48a. From the bench under the Maple tree, the teacher
Aperceived/detectedA an argument Abetween a girl and a boyA when the students
were having lunch.
48b. From the bench under the Maple tree, the teacher
Aperceived/detected AthatA an argument Abetween a girl and a boyA amused the students,
who were at lunch.
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